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SYNOPSIS 
The time-optimal predictive control strategy for 
second order relay or bang-bang control systems 
ts tnvestigated along with modifications of this 
strategy for third order systems. 
One basis of this strategy is the utilization of 
a model, a replica of the plant. run in a fast-
time mode so as to obtain the future output of 
the plant under the present input. Based upon 
these measurements, corrections to the plant may 
be implemented to achieve the desired response. 
The concept of the fast model is a useful one in 
th.a_t it falls tnto the synthesis of the more 
. general time-optimal trajectory and switching 
functions for various second, third and higher 
order plants. However the difficulties in 
p r o v i. d t n g t he ex a c t t i me - o p t i ma 1 c o n t r o 1 f o r 
these p 1 a n ts res u 1 t i n the genera· t i on of accept -
able sub~optimal and near time~optimal strate-
gtes. The nature of plant sensitivity,parameter 
vartatton and identification are investigated as 
~ell as a novel self-adoptive controller whtch. 
dispenses with the identification phase but 
i 
. . 
-
tdenttftes a certain surface in the state space 
and establis~es a stable sub-optimal control 
strategy. These control techniques are applied 
to a small DC motor with responses close to 
ttme-optimal. 
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SUMMARY 
The technique of predictive control offers a heuristic 
approach to the theory and application of.Extremal or Relay 
Control also called Bang-Bang control on second and higher 
order plahts and processes. The very nature of extremal 
control implies maximal effort in one direction or the other 
and this progresses to the notion of minimal time or time-
optimal control strategy. 
The basic idea of the fast model predictive control technique 
can be briefly described as follows: 
A fast model is set up which corresponds to the plant, but 
with all time constants reduced by some factor (typically 
5Q to 1 000}. At the start of each computation, the state of 
the model is set to correspond to the present state of the 
plant and the model is then allowed to run, predicting the 
future behaviour of the plant under some give~ input. From 
this behaviour, a logical decision is made, determining the 
required present plant input, and the ~odel is then reset to 
commence iteration. 
Plants which take the form of a number of cascaded integra-
tors, where the input to the first integrator is limited in 
magnitude are ~onsidered in this paper. From Pontryagin's 
. . . 1 2 't b h h f max1mum pr1nc1p e 1 may .e· s own t at; or time-optimal 
control of such a system; the input must always take on an 
extreme value at either the positive or negative limit. 
i .v 
Since for time-optimal control the input to the plant is 
bang-bang, the input to the.fast model will also be bang-bang 
and the purpose of the controller is to answer the question, 
'In which direction must full plant drive be applied now?' 
The performance of the predictive con~rol system is dependent 
on the accuracy with which the fast model represents the 
plant. When the parameters of the plarit (gain, time-
constants} vary appreciably with time both in the transient 
and steady state conditions, the use of a fixed parameter 
model results in a non time-optimal response. However, by 
employing an adaptive scheme in which the parameters of the 
plant are continuously identified and the parameters of the 
fast model are continuously updated, the response re.m~dns 
generally time-optimal. 
The method used to achieve this adaptation is a scheme of a 
type known in the literature3 as 'model reference adaptive 
systems'. 
Th..ts sctteme can lle brt~fl,y described as follows: 
Tlte desirable characteristics of the plant are specified in a 
v. 
reference model and the i~put signal or the controllable 
p~rameters of the plant are adjusted, Continuously or 
discretely, so that its response will duplicate that of the 
model as closely as possible. The plant ~ransient state need 
not be identified and hence a fast adaptation can be achieved. 
The above paragraph is specific for what is called in the 
1iterature3' 4 'adaptive control', viz. getting the plant to 
behave like the pre-determined model. ·However in this thesis 
the dual, viz. that of 'Identification' is utilized. The 
identification problem consists in specifying a suitable 
model and in developing a scheme for dynamically adjusting 
its parameters so that they converge to those of the plant. 
T h.e pro b 1 em of t dent if i. cat i. on , in the model reference frame -
•ork, is essentially that of adaptive control. In this case, 
the roles of the plant and model are interchanged so that the 
parameters of the model track those of the plant. While the 
two problems are mathematically equivalent, it is worth 
noting that the identification problem is somewhat simpler 
stnce the structure of the model {whose parameters are 
adjustedl unlike that of the plant, can be chosen freely by 
tbe designer. 
Put stmply, th.e plant consists of a set of partially known 
parameters and the model consists of a set of initial 
vi. 
-
parameters. The difference between the system's output and 
the mo d e l • s o u t p u t i s c a l l e d the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o r tr a c k i n g 
error and is used as a measure of the 'goodness' of the 
model. The parameter adjustment procedures are such that 
they will minimize th~ magnitude of this error and in many 
cases the error approaches zero and the model parameters then 
match those of the plant. 
Two other techniques are described in this paper both con-
terned with optimal and sub-optimal relay or bang-bang 
control of second, third and higher order systems. 
The adaptive relay control developed by A.S.I. Ztnober 5 , 24 
is a strategy that does not organize itself through adaptive 
correction, i.e. it dispenses with the parameter identifica-
: tion phase but identifies a certain surface+ in the state-
space. This surface is associated with sliding motion++ and 
ts found by rotating a switching hyperplane+++ in the state 
space whenever the system is in a sliding mode. The 
~o~troller is easily implemented and the resulting system 
response is close to the desired time-optimal trajectory. 
+ In the case of a second order system the surface is a 
curve 
y ii. 
++ Sliding motion is also referred to as chatter, gliding and 
after-endpoint motion 
+++The hyperplane is a line in the case of a second-order 
~ystem 
The nominal-y control dev~loped by E.P. Ryan 6, 31 with 
predictive strategy is a method for optimal and sub-optimal 
relay control by state-variable transformation which permits 
the application of relatively simple time-optimal feedback 
control laws for the double and triple intergrator plants to 
a wide range of more general second and third order plants 
h.av"tng real non positive eigenvalues. The method, which is 
based on a state-variable transformation technique, gives 
near time-optimal control for certain plants with eigenvalues 
in a simple ratio, for other cases the control is sub-optimal 
but yields settling times close to time-optimal. In this way 
one may avoid the difficulty of synthesizing the logarithmic, 
exponential or other complicated functions of state variables 
which are generally present in the exact time optimal control 
laws (where known} for such plants. 
By combining the properties of· they controller with a fast 
$odel, a predictive strategy may be generated which gives 
. near time-optimal control for third and fourth order plants. 
It is also shown that the v controller is to some degree 
viii. 
insensitive to plant parameter changes and investigation has 
shown it to be practical for third-order plants with complex 
eigenvalues. 
Finally tlte approach taken in this thesis is heuristic and of 
a practical nature. 
Mathematical derivations and proofs where required are 
featured in the text and the appendix but stress is put on 
the physical realization of the various techniques especially 
the use of a digital computer - analogue computer combination 
thus avoiding only pure digital simulations. 
furthermore the control of a DC motor by both analogue and 
digital computer derived control laws underscored the 
application of these techniques. 
•' 
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J performance criterion 
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n order of system, number of variations of samples 
p differential operator h 
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p,Q positive definite symmetric matrices 
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r reference . 
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t ti.me 
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u tnput or control vector 
Y . liapunoy function 
ix 
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transformed state vector 
state yector 
x transposed 
plant lag (inverse of plant time constant} 
adaptiye loop gain 
adapttye loop damping factor 
small positiv.e numbers 
auxiliary variables 
ith eigenvalue 
fast model time or speeded-up time 
switching function 
integrator with tnitial condition 
tnverter or summer 
. ga\n element 
ideal relay (stgnum functionl 
potent i_ometer · 
~ summi.ng juncti.on 
Note: Not all the symbols used appear in the above list. 
Unless spectfically defined to have other meanings, all 
the symbols used take on the above nomenclature. 
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CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
Th.is chapter (and the introductions to the various other 
cttapters)_ is devoted to the theory behind time-optimal 
. 
control strategies, and therefore, is concerned with the 
underljing mathematical analysis and development for these 
strategies. The whole essence of time-optimality ts the 
utilization of minimal-time techniques offered by the calcu-
lus of variations, the Hamiltonian, and Pontryagin's maximum 
principle for a class of amplitude limited input signals. It 
is felt that without some understanding of this theoretical 
background, it would be difficult to derive meaningful and 
useful results from the strategi~s examined in this thesis. 
l~l Investigations 
In t h. i s t he s is t he s t e p f u n c t i o n rel a y co n t r o l o f 
single-input, single output nominally linear plants with 
some parameter uncertainty are consider~d. Noise 
disturbances are assumed absent or of secondary impor-
tance. 
The. tnput to th..e relay ts a functi,on of the state 
variables of the fast model or plant, and controllers 
l. 
are designed to yield a near-minimal value of the 
settling time, i.e. the time for the state trajectory to 
go from a set of initial conditions to the desired end 
point. 
Cases are considered when the plant parameters (by plant 
parameters we refer to the plant gain and time constantsl 
are known but changes in these parameters occur during 
the transient motion and steady state. To realise the 
time-optimal controller we need to identify the plant 
dynamics, to design the time-optimal controller when our 
ignorance of the plant structure is minimal and to 
implement the optimal-control laws. 
There are difficulties in applying these procedures. 
The identification techniques require a finite computing 
time which for certain plants might be insufficient for 
time-optimal performance. The time-optimal switching 
function whether synthesized by a fast model or 
generated directly from the plant parameters and state 
co-ordinates, is usually a non-lin~ar and mathematically 
unwieldy function to manipulate. Even for certain 
second order plants, the derivation of the synthetic 
fast model equations are complicated and require 
excessive computing time for their execution. The 
effort required to execute the exact time-optimal 
control laws are often not justifie~ and several methods 
·of sub-optimal control are therefore employed. 
The problem of plant parameter variations on systems 
with nominally time-optimal controllers, i.e. the time-
optimal controller calculated for a n~minal set of plant 
parameters, is one of great importance, and research 
workers 7 in this field have shown that for higher order 
systems, remarkably small deviatinns of the plant para-
meter from _the nominal value, give greatly increased 
settling time and even instability. Hence a robust 
controller, insensitive to plant parameter variations 
and disturbances but able to maintain its design condi-
tions, or~ self-adapttng controller which requires 
neither the precise plant dynamic structure or identifi-
cation of the plant parameters, or a rapid identifica-
tion scheme to maintain a closely matched plant to model 
pair, must be utilized and simple to implement, if the 
desired design goals are to be attained. 
for all these cases, the resulting- state trajectory was 
found to be close and in some cases equal to the time-
optimal trajectory, and the increase in settling time 
over the optimal settling time is small. 
3 
l. 2. The Sys. t em 
The control systems to be considered are shown in fig. 
1.2.1 and Fig. 1.2.2. 
The plant has the transfer function 
l 1 G(pl = 1i • grpr (1.2.l} 
between its (scalarl input u(tl and its output x1 
g(pl is a polynomial with degree n, and b(b > Ol is the 
plant gain parameter for this case. 
The nominal plant has the transfer function 
G(pl l l .. 9TPI. {l.2.21 = -a 
where a (a> Ol is the nominal plant gain parameter. 
Note: In more conventional terms, the nominal plant gain 
Kp(noml = ~ , while the actual plant gain KP = ~as 
defined. 
The relay has an (scalarl input ~ and output u which 
. 
sati.sfy 
u = .sgn (~l ( ~ f 0 l (1.2.31 
4. 
ideot 
relay . plant 
I u x=·Ax+Bu x -......... > -,,,.. > - -
-· 
controller_ 
<P(x) -... 
·-· 
, 
FIGURE:. 1.2.1 VECTOR FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM 
ideal plo_nt 
· re lo y 
~ J x u(t) :;. X=Ax+Bu !------------> 
sampler 
controller . fast -1c 
-model · · 
\j 
~ x 
_ (/)(xm)~ - m x =Ax +Bu i.r:::--~ 
-m -m 
I 
..______-'-----::ll'1; I u (ti 
fl~U~E 1,2.2 fAST MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM 
. 
The state co-ordinates are 
' x = 
. n 
n-1 d . x1 (1.2.41 dtn-1 
Using matrix notation the plant can be described by the 
differential equations. 
x = A x + Bu ( lul < 11 (1.2.51 
wh.ere A i.s. an (n x nl sys·tem matri:x and Band){ are 
n--yectors.. 
The control which minimises the ti:me of transition from 
the initial condition to the desired state, either the 
s.tate origin or error state origin is of the form 
u(tl = sgn ¢ (x1 , x2, ... , xn' bl (1.2.61 
where ¢ ( x 1 , x 2 , ••• , x n , b } i s the ti me - opt i ma 1 
switching function. The system with the control 
u(t} = sgn ¢ (x1 , x2 , ... , xn' al 
is simultaneously investigated where 
(1.2.71 
¢ (x1 , x2, ... , xn,al is the time-optimal switching 
function of the nominal plant (1.2.21 
Th..e boundary between th.e region of the state space where 
¢ (x, al is negative and the region where ¢ (x, a}is 
positive is called the switching surface and is given by 
¢ (x1 , x2, ... , xn' al= O (1.2.8} 
{in the cas.e of second order systems the switching 
5. 
surface is a switching curv~ or switching line}. 
The Laplace transformation enables us to express the 
transfer function of the nominal plant as 
1 . . . Gp(sl = · (1.2.91 
a(sn + o{n-1sn~1 + .. +«1s + <X_o) 
between its scalar input u and output x1 . 
6. 
In this thesis attention will be focussed on second 
order and third order systems and the eigenvalues of the 
matrix A (or the poles of GP(s} } will be assumed non 
positive. 
With the assumption that the system (1.2.51 is control-
lable) there is no loss in generality in assuming A and 
B to be of the canonical forms 
0 1 ·O 0 
0 0 0 
A= . B= (1.2.101 
1 0 
0 0 0 1 
1 
-cCo-c<i . . '-°' n-1 cf 
t:{here. a = a for tt1e nomi.nal plant gain parameter or 
a = b for the actual plant gain parameter corresponding 
to (1.2.51 
1.3. Basis for Extremal Co'ntrol 
More than 40 years ago 8 relay switched controls became 
common and led to the concept of optimal bang-bang 
control of a process with bounded inputs described by 
th~ differential equations 
dx. 
crt;:::; f; (x1 , x2, ... ,xn' u1 , ... , url 
(i = 1,2, ... , nl (1.3.1} 
where x ~ (x1 , x2, ... , xnlT defines the process state 
and u1 (t}_ comprises the control inputs. 
~his was to a great degree intuitive as for example to 
get a motor to run up as fast as possible from rest; 
maximum current had to be applied to achieve this 
condition and conversely, to return it to rest. Mathe-
matical optimal-control theo~y showed that under certain 
conditions, the bang-bang controi, u. = 1 or -1, 
·1 
optlmis.es_ a performance criterion: ft (x, .!!_ldt, which can 
represent the time, energy and mean square error over a 
manoeuvre. 
Pontryagln's roaxtmum prtnctple2 ts used to study the 
optimal control of systems in which there is a 
constraint or limitation of some kind on the. instanta-
neous value of the control input. 
Suppose we consider a system whose behaviour is governed 
by the equation (1.3.1} 
The typical problem which can be solved by the maximum 
principle is one in which the control ·vector~, with 
components u1 , u2 , ... , ur is constrained so as to lie 
in a closed bounded region U in the r-dimensional 
vector space of the control inputs. 
For example for r=2, a closed bounded region U may be 
specified by the inequality 
2 2 2 
u l + u 2 < R (1.3.2} 
The region U in this case is illustrated in Fig. 1.3.1 
and the control vector u is constrained to lie in or on 
the boundary of the circle as shown. 
In this thests we consider U to be fixed and any 
control vector ~which satisfies the requirement that u 
lies in the closed bounded region U at every instant 
will be called an admissible control input. 
Pontryagin 1 s maximum principle can be considered as an 
extension or generalization of the calculus of varia-
tions to enable us to take account of systems whose 
input signals have constraints o1 certaln types. 
8 
In order to apply the maximum principle, the Hamiltonian 
formulation in the calculus of variations is utilized. 
The derivation of the Hamiltonian is found in the 
Appendix A.l. 
To illustrate t~e use of the maximum principle we have 
the following problem: 
'How do we find the optimal-control vector u(t} applied 
to a system whose differential equations are in the 
form of equations 1.3.l in order to achieve a transition 
of the system sta.te from a given initial state x0 at a 
time to a specified point !l in minimum time ?' 
The performance criterion (a specified functional} can 
be expressed as 
J - fi~ fo <~· !!.L dt {1.3.3} 
provided that the integrand is defined as 
fo (!, ~J = 1 {1.3.4} 
The Ha.mil toni,an H, as defined in Appendtx Al therefore 
becomes 
H = Po t {1.3.5} 
where the no tat ion p 0 , p i , ... , p n refer to the 
auxiliaries variables 
9 
The p notation ts more commonly used in the study of the 
maximum pri.nciple than the 2',notation. 
for equation 1.3.5 p0 is constant and js equal to -1. 
We define a new Hamiltonian H, by omitting p
0 
in equa-
tion 1.3.5 and we obtain the relationship 
n 
li = 2: p. f.(x, u} 
t=l l 1 - - (l.3.61 
The differential equations governing the behaviour of 
the auxiliary variables and the system state variables 
can now be written the forms 
. 
dp. Q!L ( i = l '2' nl 1 
= 
- axi ... ' at 
(1.3.71 
dx. QJi__ ( i + 1, 2' nl l. = ... ' 
at () pi (1.3.8} 
We can therefore say th.at a necessary condition for the 
control input~. to be a time optimal control is that u 
mu st be c ho sen from t h.e ad mi s s i. bl e reg ion , at every 
tnstant of time ~uring the process, in such a way that 
the Hamiltonian H, achieves its maximum possible value. 
If the two end points x0 and x1 are prescribed, we have 
the 2n boundry conditions required for the complete 
solution of the 2n first-order differential equations 
.1.3.7 and 1.3.8. Because the final time t 1 is free, the 
transversality condition tells us that the final value 
of His generally a positive value. 
10 
As a first example consider the time-optimal control of 
a double integrator plant as shown in Fig. 1.3~2. 
The differential equations governing the behaviour of 
th.e. system are 
f 1 ( x ' ~l = -~. = x 2 
f 2 (~, ~1 = dx2 = u 
at 
(l.3.91 
We des i. re to f ind the cont r o 1 i. n p u t f u n ct i o n u ( t 1 which 
will transfer the state from an initial conditio~ x0 
to a specified final state x1 . 
The tnput u(tl is subject to the following condition 
juj < 1 (1.3.101 
11 
Tt:te Hami_ltonian H, as defined in 1.3.6 has the following 
form 
H ;::; P1 X2 + P2U 
(Since ! = f (x, ~l l 
(1.3.111 
for a given set of values of p1 , p2 and x 2 H takes 
on ~ maxi.mum when u = ± 1. 
· So the. o pt i:m a l ya 1 u e: of · u ( t l denoted by u x ( t l is g i Yen 
by 
(1.3.121 
0 
FIGURE 1.3.l THE CLOSED BOUNDED REGION (EQUATION 1.3.2) 
• 
u ' ' X2= X1 X1 
.. Jdt fdt - - , -
flGURE 1.2.1 A DOUBLE INTEGRATOR 
-The differential equations for p1 and p2 are derived 
from equations 1.3.7 arrd have 
dp1 
at= 0 
dp2 
at = - P1 (1.3.13} 
Integrating the above equations with respett to time 
yields· 
P1 ( t l = c2 
P2 {tl = - c1 t + c2 (1.3.141 
where c1 and c2 are constants 
12 
E~uatton 1.3.14 tells us that p2 (tl can change sign not 
more than once as t increases from t 0 to t 1 , therefore 
ux (tl changes sign not more than once during the 
transition. 
for equations 1.3.12 and 1.3.14, the following possibi-
lities are considered in turn: 
{al If c 1 = O, and c 2 < O, then p 2 ( t l < O for t > O , 
and the corresponding control signal will always be 
- 1. 
{bl If c1 ;:; a, and c2 > o, then p2(tl_ > o for t > O, 
a n d t he c or re. s po n d i: n g c o n tr o 1 s i g n a l w i l l a 1 ways be 
+ 1. 
c 
(cl lf c1 > U, th.e.n p2(tl < 0 for t > 2 and otherwise cl 
p2 ( t l > O. 
Hence the corresponding control signal will be - 1 
c >~and otherwise it will be+ 1. for t 
· 1 · ·c 
< 0, th.en p2 (t} > 0 for t > __£ oth.erwise cl 
p2 ( t l > 0. 
Hence the corresponding control signal will be+ 1 
c . 
for t >__£and oth.erwise it will be - 1. 
cl 
T h. i s s hows t ha t t h.e o n 1 y po s s i b 1 e types o f o p t i ma 1 
trajectory in the state space are: 
{i.l A first arc with u=+ 1 followed by a second arc 
w.tth u = -1 
{ii} A first arc with. u=- 1 followed by a second arc 
with u = +1 
{iiil A single a re with u=+ 1 throughout 
( i y} A single a re with u=- 1 throughout 
Cases (iii.l and (iv l represent isolated types of 
solution for special starting conditions and, in 
genera 1, the optimal control action wtl 1 be a period of 
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·time with the control variable at the maximum permissi-
ble value with one sign, then an instantaneous switch to 
maximum permissible value of opposite sign with the 
control remaining at this value till the target is 
reach.ed. 
In this simple case, a knowledge of the nature of the 
optimal trajectories to be constructed. 
Integrating equations 1.3.9 for u» = u = sgn p2 = + 1 
gives 
X1(t}+ ~ t 2 + x2(0} t + x1 (0} 
X2(tl = t + X2(0l 
and for u-* = u = sgn P2 ;:: -1 
Xj(tl = ~t 2 + x 2(0)._t 
X2(tl = t + x2(0l 
Field 1 (1.3.15} 
gives 
+ xl (Ol 
Field 2 (1.3.16} 
where the initial conditions x0 = x1 (0l, x2(0l at t = O 
and field 1 is positive drive~ field 2 negative drive. 
1.4 
An examtnation of the corresponding trajectories in 
Figures 1.3.3, .1.3.4 and 1.3.5 shows that if the target 
is the phase plane origin the optimal control is 
spectfied by a swi.tchtng· curve separating the regions of 
positive and negative drive. For release from any 
,. 
arbitrary value of initial state, the system state is 
driven al~ng a parabolic arc under one sign of drive to 
tfteappropriate place on the switching curve at which 
potnt the sign of the drive is reversed, and the state 
potnt travels along the appropriate parab-0ltc trajectory 
to the target~ the origin in this case. 
The equations of curves l and 2 are 
curve 1 : x l + ! .x 2. . 2 .R Q. 
. curve 2 :xl + i 2 .x 2 = 0 {l.3.17} 
1 x, 
FIGURE 1.3.3 STATE TRAJECTORIES FOR u= +1 
FIGURE 1.3.4 STATE TRAJECTORIES FOR u= ~1 . 
A 
FIGURE 1.3.5 FAMILY OF TIME· OPTIMAL TRAJECTORIES FOR 
A DOUBLE INTEGRA~OR 
from which it fol lows that tile equation of the switch-
ing curve (AOBl is 
xl + ~ x2 Jx2I = 0 (1.3.18) 
A ti.me-·opti.mal controller sh.own i_n fi.g. 1,3.6 i,S, 
re.qu i.re.d to c h.oo se. u.Jf- tn accordance wlth. the followtng 
logical rules: 
. uJt 
= + l if x is below AOB or on AO 
-· 
uJt 
= l if x is above AOB or on BO 
-
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Hence. ~ = - (x1 +i x2 jx 21i (xl +~ x2 I x2I f 01 (1.3.191 
and ~ = - x2 (x1+~ 
.x2 I x21 = 01 (l.3.201 
Pontryagin et al also proved the very important fact 
th.at, for th.e general non-order 1 inear system of the 
kind 
x = Ax + Bu (1. 3. 21 l 
i.f th.e eigenvalues of A are all real and if th.e system 
is controllable by each component of the input vector 
~along (a normal system} and if the admissable control 
. region U is a parallelepiped of the form 
M.< u,. <N. (i = 1,2, ... , rl l - - 1. (1.3.221 
then each. control input ui is peicewise constant, takes 
on only the values Mi and Ni and has at most n-1 
switchings (n periods of·constant value}during a 
ttme-opttmal transition from one specified state to 
another. 
time * u f dt X2 f dt optimal - -
r--o)o controller 
FIGURE 1.3.6 TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROLLER OPERATING ON 
STATE-VARIABLES 
X1 
-
. 
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·Put si.mply, for a system of order k and real ei.genvalues 
a minimum of k-1 switchings are required to bring the 
system state trajectory to ·its target in minimal-time. 
1.4. Aspects on Plant Sensitivity 
T b_e e ff e c t o f p 1 a n t pa ram et e r v a r i a t i o n s o n s y s t em s w i t h 
~ominally time-optimal feedback controllers profoundly 
modify the behaviour and response of the plant being 
controlled. For higher ordered systems and for very 
small deviations of the plant parameter from its nominal 
value the plant response can become unstable. 
Several research workers in this field as indicated by 
Ztnober and Fuller (1973l have investigated the double 
tntegrator plant with closed and open loop control. The 
fact that double integrator ~nd triple integrator plants 
are so highly sensitive to plant parameter vartattons, 
some method of sub-optimal control must be applied, to 
negate excessive overshoots and instability. 
A double-tntegrator plant is investigat~d for sensiti-
vity analysis but only results for a triple-integrator 
plant are stated. The sensitivity analysis of a triple 
integrator plant is complex and the "reduced ·state space" 
technique of Ful1er10 (1971} has to be employed. 
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1.4.1 Sliding Motion 
The term 'sliding motion' plays an extremely important 
role in the behaviour of time-optimal controlled systems 
and as such is analysed in detail by Weissenberger11 
(see Appendix A9}. 
Sliding motion was also the term used by Weissenberger 
in dealing with stability problems in relay controlled 
systems, and sliding motion can be briefly described as 
follows: 
A switch in the control variable u occurs when the state 
trajectory approaches, crosses and leaves the switching 
surface, ¢ = 0, on the opposite side. The control then 
changes sign and, if certain conditions are fulfilled, 
the state trajectory attempts to recross the switching 
surface and reach the other side. In practice the state 
point oscjllates about the switching surface at a high 
. frequency dependent upon parasitic delays in the 
switching elements and tends to move on the switching 
surface. This type of motion is termed sliding, 
gliding, chattering or after-end point motion. The term 
sliding is used in this thesis. 
Mathematically the dynamic behaviour is no longer well 
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' deftned by t~e differential equations 
-x = Ax t Bu ( I u I < 11 (1.4.1.1 
The motion of the state point is governed during sliding 
motion by the equation of the switching surface 
(1.4.21 
which is independent of the plant numerator dyriamics. 
In other words the system (Billingsley and Coates12 1 is 
thus insensitive to changes in the plant parameters, and 
has the attributes at an adaptive system, furthermore, 
tf the plant has the most general linear form 
x = ~ u (1.4.31 
tt ts sufficient to control the related system 
'l = ~ u (1.4.41 
for when y _and a 11 tb_e deriva tes of :t.. have been brought 
to zero, x will equally be zero, providing there exists 
a region of the state-space containing the origin, such 
t na t f o r a n y i_ n i t i a 1 c o n d i t i o n s w i th i n t h i s re g i o n , t he 
behaviour -0f tne controlled system will after the first 
switch be.the same as that of the double or triple 
integrator plant respectively. This notion of sliding 
motion is taken up further in Chapier Four. 
1.5. Sensitivity of a riouhle lntegrator7 
The effect of plant parameter variation on a nominally 
time-optimal double integrator plant is described and 
the behaviour of a plant with one integrator and one 
lag. 
for a dbuble integrator (from equation 1.2.ll 
G(p) = 1 1 
ag(p} = apz (1.5.1) 
Jhe well known time-optimal switching function for the 
nominal plant is (from equations 1.3.19 and 1.3.20} 
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~ = -x1 - ia ..x 2 Jx 2 1 (x1 + ia x 2 j.x 2 j = O}_ (1.5.21 
and 
(1.5.3) 
The initial conditions (x1 (0l; x2(0l l are written as 
(1.5.41 
Consider the region in the phase~plane 
~. (x1°, x2°,al_ < 0. Since tlte regions are symmetrical 
the results apply for the region ¢(x1°'x 2°,al >a. 
Tne cases b=a, b >a and b < a(see equations 1.2.1 and 
1.2.21 will be considered separately as follows. 
Case (i} b=a. This case corresponds to time-optimal 
. control. The initial control, u= -1, yields the 
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trajectory from (x1°, ·x 2°1 to (x11 , x21 1, which lies on 
the swi.tching surface (a curve for a .double integrator). 
See Figure 1.5.1. 
The. control th.en switches: to the value + l and the state 
moves along the switching surface to the origin. 
The settling time is the time taken for the plant to go 
from its initial conditions to the phase-plane origin. 
This may be conveniently expressed as Tba for the 
control ~ystem when the plant parameter is b and the 
switching function parameter is a {for a nominal plant 
b = al· 
. 
Te is the fractional increase in settling time with 
plant parameter b and switching function parameter a 
over the optimal settling time with plant parameter b. 
Tba-Tbb 
Thus Te = Tbb (1.5.51 
· Thus Te is u s e d al so for t h.e fraction a 1 increase in 
settling time, of a sub-optimal control system over the 
optimal settling time. 
The.settling ti.me is Tbb;::Taa and sati.sfies (see Appendix 
A4 }_. 
T ~ T = ax 0 +(2ax 0 + a2(x 0 1 2 1~ 21 bb aa 2 1 . · 2 (1.5.61 
s.c. 
FIGURE 1.5.1 SWITCHING CURVE AND TRAJECTORY FOR THE 
DOUBLE INTEGRATOR PLANT (~ 1 =*} WITH THE SWI~CHING FUNCTION ¢(~ 1 ,x 2 ,a} b=a 
s.c. 
XO 
flGURE 1.5.2 SWITCHING CURVE AND TRAJECTORY FOR THE 
DOUBLE INTEGRATOR PLANT (i1 =*} WITH THE 
SW I TC HI N G F U N CT I 0 N ¢(x l , x 2 , a ) b > a 
21 . 
Case (iil b > a. With u=-1, the state is ttansferred 
from '(x1 °,x 2°l to (x1
1
, x2
1 1 which lies on the switching 
surface {Fig. 1.5.2). The ~ontrol then switches to the 
value +1 and the motion overshoots, the state 
trajectory missing the origin and reaching the switching 
surface at the point (x1 2 , x221, wheri the control 
switches to -1. This behaviour is successively repeated 
and the state spirals in to the origin. 
It is shown (see Appendix 41 that the ti.me intervals 
between successive switches decrease in constant ratio, 
so that the total settling time is represented by a 
. geometric series and is finite. The expression for the 
settling time turns out to be (see Appendix 41 
Tba= bx20+{2bxlo + b2(x2ol2l~ 2 ( (l+%li-(1-%1i1-l 
(1.5.71 
Case iii. : b <a. As before the ~ontrol, u= - 1, trans-
fers tlte state. to th.e po int (x11 ,x 21 1 which 1 tes on the 
switching surface (Figures 1.5.3 and 1.5.4}. The plant 
then slides along the switching surface to the state 
origin. During this sliding motion, the trajectory is 
th.at of the optimal system with parameter value a and 
therefore u has magnitude b/a. · 
The total settling time is (see Appendi.~ A4l 
s.c. XO 
FIGURE 1.5.3 SWITCHING CURVE AND TRAJECTORY FOR THE 
DOUtiLE INTEGRATOR PLANT (x1 =*} WITH THE 
SWITCHING FUNCTION ¢(x1 ,x 2,a} b <a 
0 
x 
flGURE 1.5,4 SWITCHING CURVE AND TRAJECTORY FOR THE 
DOUBLE INTEGRATOR· PLANT (3{ 1=5} WITH THE 
SW~TCHING FUNCTION ¢(x1 ,x 2,a} b <a 
Tba bx 0 + {2bx1o+b2(x20121~ (% . l = + 112 {l.5.81 2 
for 
a lb 0 lx2 °1 .xl + 2 x2 > Q and 
Tb.a= bx 0+ 2 (-2bxlo-b2(x2012l~ ( E--11 ~ (1.5.91 
for 
.x o+ ~bx2 o I x2 o I < Q 1 -· 
Ztnober and Fuller7· show that an approximate expression 
for Te can be derived from equations 1.5.7, 1.5.8 and 
1.5.9. Values of Te are calculated for a step input 
· 
0 A 0 a d th ' t ' · ·t· 1 v1z. x1 = , x2 = an e wars case 1n1 1a 
conditions where 
0 0 
.xl +~ bx2 J x2 o I 
or x o + l bx . o r3 I x o I l . 2 2 0 2 
where 110 = f (B) 
= Q 
= Q 
(j = a/b 
b > a 
b < a 
(1. 5 .10 l 
{1.5.lll 
These values are shown in Figure 1.5.5 in which Te is 
plotted against b/a. The overshoot trajectory (case 
b > a or ~ < L\; plant gatn reduced! yields larger 
settling times than the sliding trajectory (case b < a 
or Kb > Ka ; p 1 a n t g a i n inc re a s e d l for a comp a r a bl e 
parameter variation. Some typical values are given in 
table 1.5.l. 
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Te Te 
b./ a . (Step input} ('worst case' Motion 
% initial conditions} 
% 
. 5 22,5 38 Sliding 
.8 6,1 11,5 Sliding 
. 9.5 1,3 2,6 Sliding 
1. 05 19,9 39,9 Overshoot 
1. 20 49,5 99,1 Overshoot 
1.50 98,2 196,3 Overshoot 
Table 1.5~1 System with double integrator plant . 
. Th.e sensi.tivi.ty, S, of the settling time, Ts' of the 
system to a vari.ation Sb in the parameter b, is, for 
b = a, from 1.5.lQ 
iib.- 0 ~ .;;. 1 im . ( Te l b = a /), ..... 0 -
. ti 
(1.5.12) s = li.m (~.: ) 
o. b·= a 
• w_ltere -.A.= 11--fil , the magnitude of the fractional 
change of plant parameter and is used in the approximate 
expressions for Te. 
for &b > Q (i.e. b > al and substituting the approxi-
mate Te i.nto equa ti.on 1.5.12 yi.el ds 
s 1 i.m 1 = ( 2 6 l~ A-+ o = 00 (1,5.'131 
i.e. the sensitivity is infinite. This fact illustrates 
O.B 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
1 
0.8 0,9 
T e 
lO 1.1 1.2 
b 
·a 
FIGURE 1.5.5 FRACTIONAL INCREASE IN SETTLING TIME 
AGAINST NORMALIZED PLANT PARAMETER 
FOR A DOUBLE INTEGRATOR PLANT 
1. STEP INPUT 
2~ WORST CASE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
•. 
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the complexity of th~ sensitivity analysis of non-linear 
systems in contrast to that o.f linear systems. 
These results were referred. to by the author for 
yeriftcation from results obtained on a real system. 
The control system with the plant having g(pl=p(p+dl d> O 
(1.5.141 ie. one integrator and one lag is also consi-
dered. The time constant of the l~g is }. The time 
optimal switching function of the nominal plant is: 
~. = -x1 - x2 - sgn x2 Ln(l+ ad lx~l 
er ad2 
and if th,e RHS of (1.5.151 is zero, 
~ =-X2 . 
(1.5.151 
(1.5.161 
The cases b=a, b > a and b ~ a give trajectories having a 
form similar to the double integrator plant. For b=a 
we obtain the time-optimal control, b >a yields 
overshoot_~otion and b <:a give sliding motion. 
The effect of plant parameter d variations are investi-_ 
. gated. It is found that if the nominal plant parameter 
is dnom then when d=dnom the response is time optimal. 
For d > dnom sl idi.ng motion occurs after the first 
switch and for d < d overshoot motion results. 
nom 
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• 
The triple integrator ~lant where g(p}=p3 and the time-
opttmal switching function given by equation A 3.11, 
A 3.12 and A 3.13 has been fully investigated by Zinober 
and F~ller 7 . Their method of analysis involves the use 
of the 'reduced state space• developed by Fuller for a 
two dimensional graphical analysis of· a system having 
three state variables. The analysis is tedious, however, 
the results ~how that if b is increased by 44% over its 
nominal value a, it is sufficient to cause instability. 
for values of b <a sliding motion results with a 
reasonable increase in settling time, however the plant 
is extremely sens.i.tive for values of b > a. 
1.6. Summary and Comments 
Relay switching of second order (and higher orderl 
plants is considered. The role of the switching 
function ~ (!l and the switching surface - (~l=O is 
. stressed. The use of Pontryagin 1 s maximum principle in 
which there is a constraint or limitation of some kind 
on the control input, and with the use of the calculus 
of variations (the derivation of the Hamiltonian formu-
lation} enable us to find the optimal control vector 
uJf (tl to the plant in question,_ to achieve a time.;. 
optimal transition from an initial state to a specified 
•· 
state. 
lt is shown that a time-optimal trajectory for a 
specific plant is highly sensitive, in that relatively 
small deviations of the plant parameter causes large 
increases in settling times over the nominal. The 
noti-0n of sliding motion is introduced and its very 
practi.cal and important use in extremal control is 
demonstrated. 
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Finally equations are dertved for a double integrator 
plant yielding the settling times for a step input, for 
the nominal parameters and variations in the plant 
· pa ram e t e r s . T he t he o r y i n t h i s c ha p t e r ( a n. d to t he 
Appendices where referred} provides the basis for 
extremal control whether the controller is based upon the 
fast model predictor, adaptive-relay or v transforma-
tion method~ and the following chapters aptly demon-
strate the concepts. 
'· 
CHAPTER 2 
PREDICTIVE CONTROL 
2.1 Background 
One of the first reports on the idea of predictive 
control was a p~per published by Ziebolz and Paynter 1 
in 1954, entitled 'Possibilities of a two-time dynamic 
systems'. Basically they proposed a repetitive type 
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of computer whose initial conditions are watched with 
the plant variables at a given time.. Since the computer 
establishes the resultant response under the assumption 
of no additional disturbances during the projected 
interval, and provides information about the future 
state of the plant, this information can be used to apply 
the correct control to bring the plant to the desired 
target. 
Three important points were singled out and are still 
ya 1 id.; 
(a} The necessary repetition and computation rates are 
a function of the process time constants. 
· (b} The repet1tion rate depends on the relative 
certainty or probable accuracy of the future 
prediction. 
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(c) A high repetition and computation rate permits 
comparison between alternate modes of action making 
possible a choice of strategy. 
In 1955 Coales and Noton 13 published a paper titled. 
'An on-off servo mechanism with predicted changeover' 
where the principles of a predictive controller were· 
investigated along with an actual test conducted on a 
servo-motor. 
The method used to achieve the predicted change-over 
point was as follows: 
A double integrator is considered where ~ = u and 
u ~ + l. The state of the system at any time is given 
by x and i written as (x
0
, x 1 ). The desired trajecto~y 
has only one switchi~g and takes the state from the 
initial value (a 0 , a1 ) to the origin and can be found 
using only two iterations fbr a double integrator and 
several for a general iecond order system, by the 
f o 11 ow i .. n g s tr a t e g y : ( S e e F i g u re s 2 . 1. 1 a n d. 2 . .l . 2 ) . 
for the first run the model is set to (a 0 ,a 1 ) and 
u is set to -sgn(a1 }. The model is allowed to 
run until x1 = 0 and at this point E is set equal 
to x0 (E is a parameter). 
i 
x1 
I 
2xo=E e l ' .... 
! 
second I 
run ·I I 
' 
.I 
E E 
2 
first run 
u=+1 
FIGURE 2.1.1 
METHOD OF COALES AND NOTON 
ILLUSTRATION OF CASE (i) 
first 
run 
FIGURE 2 .1. 2 
ILLUSTRATION OF CASE (ii) 
NOTE: 
~
The technique here is to first have a trial run 
and locate point E, second the fast model is reset 
to the previous nosition and the same drive applied 
a.n d s w i t c r. <.. ;. ;. ·· ; · ..: 0 i n Fig . · 2 . 1 . 1 accord i n g to 
x = E/2 or in iig. 2.1.2 merely switch at 
p8int E on the second run where E = 2(a - x0 ). (If the trajectory at point (a , at) is revgrsed it will 
meet the x0 axis at a poin~ 2E . 
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For the second run the model is reset to 
( ao' a 1) and u set to -sgn(E}. The model is 
. 
allowed to run and the sign of u reversed according 
to the appropriate following conditions: 
This trajectory will now pass through the origin 
as shown in Fig. 2.1.l and 2.1.2. 
One of the shortcomings of this method of prediction is 
that it assumes the pJant parameters are invariant and 
ideally watch that of the fast model. If the plant 
parameters do change during the transient state, this 
change will not be detected by th~ fast model 
as only the initial conditions are used to detect 
the switch-over point. However both step and varying 
impu~s were used in this case. 
In 1961 Chestnut, Sollecito and Troutman 14 published. 
a paper titled 'Predictive-Control System Application'. 
The method used here was different to that of 
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Coales and Noton in that repeated estimations of the 
future error and hence the changeover point are obtained 
by projecting from the fast model that trajectory which 
p~sses through the phase plane origin. The initial 
conditions for the fast model are obtained from the 
plant on a sampled-data basis. 
The method of this operation is explained as follows: 
The error phase portrait for a double integrator with 
a constant neg at i v e reference - r , i· s shown i n Fi g • 2 . 1 . 3 . 
Since the reference is negative, the polarity of the 
actuating· signal is such that the direction of the plant 
error traj~ctory moves to the origin. The starting 
point is at a (= -r}. At point b the first prediction 
is made to observe the value of e( r} ( T is the fast model 
or speeded-up time} when e·( 1 l remains zero in the event 
of a polarity reversal in the actuating signal. 
Successive predictions are made until finally, at point g, 
the predicted error changes sign from minus to plus when 
e(r) reached zero. This information is used by the 
control logic to switch the signal polarity at point g. 
c 
b \ 
~ 
~ \ 
\ \ \ 
a I 
- r. 
FIGURE 2.1.3 
METHOD OF CHESTNUT 
l 
\. 
l. 
e(t) 
' ~ 
' \ \ 
\ \ \ 
\ \ I h I 
0 
TRAJECTORIES IN THE ERROR-ERROR RATE PHASE PLANE 
e(t) 
. . 
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The actual error phas&-plane trajectory passes from 
point a through b, c, ..... , g and h. Along this ' 
curve time takes on real-time dimensions. The predicted 
traje~tories shown dotted in Fig. 2.1.3 are obtaine~ from 
the fast time model and along these trajectories .tifue 
takes on computer-time dimensions. 
It will be noted that the predicted trajectory starting 
at b is much shorter than the one starting at c. This 
occurs because the next prediction is started when the 
previous predicted error rate reached zero. This 
results in a variable-frequency prediction rate which 
was born out during experimentat~on using relays and 
analogue computing equipment. This means that for 
large error rates, the prediction rate is slowest and 
for small error and error rates, the prediction rate is 
fastest. This situation is des~rable because it results 
in tightest control when it is needed most. 
Beyond point h there exists a limit cycle about the 
origin, the magnitude and frequency of this limit cycle 
depends in large part upon the prediction repetition rate. 
If this rate is· relatively high, the magnitude of 
oscillation can be small and the frequency high dep~nding 
on the nature of the controlled system and the speed of 
the equipment to perform the switching functions. 
Several important aspects arose from this fast model 
prediction technique, as listed below: 
(a) The removal of the bang-bang motion of the relay 
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to the plant when the errors are in close proximity 
to the phase-plane origin. 
(b} The effect of noise and random disturbances on the 
system and reference signal. 
(c) The behaviour of plant and model mismatch both in 
order, gain and time constants. 
(d) The stability of the system. 
(e) The minimal rate of the sampled data interval. 
Subsequent publications (12, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22·, 23) 
deal with higher ordered systems, plant parameter 
variations and methods to compensate for these variations, 
plant and model mismatch, stability considerations as 
well as same practical applications. Of note was the 
application and analysis of analogue computer control 
employing .a predictive fast model of a chemical batch 
type process18 , the ~pplication of a fast model with 
an adaptive scheme for a batch reaction 17 and similar 
application for voltage control of a synchronous 
. 16 
. generator . 
The use of a fast model for predictive control as a 
time~optimal controller (this term makes real sense 
only in those conttollable systems which are called 
upon to respond to a step-input) was only really given 
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a mathematical basis· soon after Pontryagin's principle 
was made known and all the ~dvantages that had accrued 
to switching systems now held a firm mathematical basis. 
A suitable definition of predictive control is therefore 
a control technique that employs a fast time model of the 
time-optimal trajectory which provides. the correct 
switching criteria to the plant actuator based upon the 
values of the instantaneous state variables of the plant. 
Put another way, pre4ictive control describes a form of 
automatic control in which the manipulated variable 
operating the controlled system is actuated by the 
estimate of th~ error that will exi.st at some future time. 
Repeated estimations of the future error are obtained 
by predictin~ ahead on~ fast-time base the controlled 
variable as well as some lower order derivatives. 
It is shown that an exact model of the plant is not 
always necessary as a second order model can in 
certain circumstances provid~ control for a third and 
fourth order plant provided some overshoot can be 
tolerated. 
2.2 ·Stability Analysis of a second order fast model 
predictor 
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The use of a low order model to determine the approxi-
mate time-optimal switching function for a given plant 
has been experimentally investigated. Liapunov's second 
method is used to determine (see Appendix 5) asymptotic 
stability in the large (globally) or in some cases 
boundedness+ of the states. The basis model transfer 
function is: 
+ 
K 
= s(l+Ts) (K,T>9} ( 2 . 2 . l ) 
Boundedness is meant by obtaining boundaries in the 
error-error rate phase-plane through which the 
trajectories cannot pass and then proving these 
boundaries ultimately contract into some closed 
curve. 
This model transfer function was found to be versatile 
in controlling plants of various forms. Systems with 
stable, controllable second-order plants will be· 
asymptotically stable globally a~ the results shown 
and systems with no more than two free integrators 
will have ultimately bounded error and error rates. 
It was observed that controlling a plant with a fast 
K 
model whose transfer function was Gm(s) = s(l~T s) 
m 
yielded virtually zero steady-state error and error-
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rate (apart from the limit cycles) for the step response 
of several the following types of plants; 
KP KP 
( 1+ T p 1 s ) ( l + T p 2 s ) 
as well as third 
and fourth order plants and where all parameters are 
positive. 
Overshoot was seen to be reduced or eliminated through 
the use of a slower (larger Tm' smal1er Km) model, 
sometimes at the expense of a small increase in rise 
time. The step response of higher order plants having 
negative poles and no more than two· integrations was 
observed to have a steady state limit cycle, the size 
of which was decreased by a slower model at the expense of 
a longer rise time. Liapunov's second or direct method of 
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determining stability was chosen, as the closed loop 
transfer function for a bang-bang system is highly non-
1 inear and complex to treat, using the more traditional 
methods for ascertaining stability. 
The model transfer function Km Kd = 
s(l+Tms) = s(s+d) 
where 1 d ' Kd 
Km 
Tm = = Tm 
. K Kq 
The plant transfer function = e = 
1 -~ s(l+TPSl s ( s+ q) where ~ = q, K - T q p 
Figure 2.2.1 shows the general predictive control 
system arrangement while Figure 2.2.2 shows the 
equivalent block diagram for the closed loop system 
with a reference .step input. 
(2.2.2). 
(2.2.3) 
It is convenient to use the error and error-rate such 
that: 
(2.2.4} 
switched 
two !evel 
inputs I 
reference cont ro I 
1logic 
output l~~p-l_a_n_t~~~--r-~-> 
FIGURE 2.2.1 
PREDICTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM 
ideal 
relay 
e[t) time optima1
1
1 ¢[~). ~ +1 · 
switching "-:. ---~ j 1i------~ 
curve 
u = 
sgn ¢ 
<t>{e, e} . 
-1 
FIGURE 2.2.2 
·· TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
c(t) 
plant 
'· 
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The plant actuating signal is determined from 
u = sgn(¢) (2.2.5) 
where ¢ (x 1 , x2) is the time optimal switching curve 
for the model as i s given as: 
( x2 Kd sgn X2 d IX2l ) (2.2.6) Ln (1 + ) ¢ = (xl +r + Kd d2 ) ( 
or ¢ = -x • .t: the r. h. s of 2. 2. 6 is zero. 2 1 I 
Figure 2.2.3. represents in the error-error rate phase 
plane the time-optimal switching curve for the model. 
The curves in quadrant II and IV serve to define the 
switching functions for the various plants investigated. 
For appropriate values of d and Kd, certain systems can 
be made asymptotically stable and some higher ordered 
systems to yield bounded responses. 
We have (see Figure 2.2.2) 
r - c = e 
r -
K g 
s(s+q} 
sgn ¢ = e 
f + qt - K sgn ¢ = ~ + q~ q ( 2 • 2 . 7 l 
Since t, r, = 0 we obtai'n 
(2.2.8) 
This can be expressed as: 
( el = e2 ( 
( e2 = -q e2 - Kq sgn ¢ ( 2 . 2 . 9 ) 
Using equations 2.2.4 we obtain 
(2.2.10) 
For the purpose of determining a Liapunov function 22 , · 
consideration of the undamped system 
(x ( 1 = x2 
(x2 = Kq u (2.2.11} 
where u =. sg n xl yields 
dx 2 -K sgn xl 
dx1 
= 
q 
x2 
which after integration yields 
J x2 = - K xl Xl> 0 (2.2.12) 2 q 
i x2 Kq (2.2.13) 2 = xl x1 <0 
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'· 
Thus 2.2.12 and 2.2.13 suggest t~at 
x2 
V(x 1 , x2) = 2 + Kq 1x 11 = c . (2.2.14) 
. 2 
where V(x1 ,x 2) is the Liapunov function and c is a 
constant. This is shown in Figure 2.2.4. 
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Since Kq and q >0, V(x1 , x2) will be positive definite 
and ~ontinuous in the entire x1 - x2 plane. 
Taking the time derivative of V (x 1 , x2) yields: 
V (x x2 ) = QJ_ 5c + QJ_ l' c)Xl 1 c)X2 i 2 and using equations 
2.2.10 yields: 
.• 
v (xl, x2} = Kq sgn x1 *1 + x2 *2 
= Kq x2 sgn xl + x2 (- qx2 - Kq sgn ¢) 
= - q x2 2 - Kq .x2 (sgn ¢ - s gn x 1) 
where sgn x1 = xl and u = sgn ¢ 
·w 
. 
Inspection of Figure 2.2.4. shows V to be equal to 
- q x~ in regions 2, 3, 5, 6 and - q x~ -2Kq 1x 21 .in 
regions 1 and 4. 
. 
x2 Along the switching curve; v = q -mK IX2 I 2 q 
where m = 0' 1' 2 depending if u is assumed to be 
+1, 0' -1 respectively. 
(2.2.15) 
+u 
TT l 
i 
_________ J ______ ~ __ e_1= x.1 
Oj 
i Iv EI 
-u 
--=--
switching curve giv(?n 
by equ. 2. 2 . 6 
FIGURE 2.2.3 
TIME-OPTIMAL SWITCHING CURVE FOR Kd 
+u 
l 
6 
5 
FIGURE 2.2.4 
X2 
. 1 ( 2 c)-r 
"1 
-(2c)-£ 
ERROR-ERROR RATE PHASE PLANE WITH 
CURVE AND LIAPUNOV FUNCTION 
2 
V(x 1 , x 2 ) = ~ + Kq !x1 j -c = q 
sTs+d1. 
------U 
SWITCHING 
Therefore V is negative everywhere in the x1-x 2 plane 
. 
except along the x1 - axis where V = ~o, and along the 
. 
x2 - axis where V is undefined. 
However, when x2 = o 
= -K q 
In other words n6 portion of the solution curve lies 
along the x1 - axis. 
furthermore, because of the magnitude constraints.on u, 
· · . dx 2 it is seen from equation 2.2.10 that since OX:- is 
1 
infinite only when x2 = 0 no trajectory lies along 
the x2-axis except at the origin. 
Consequently since trajectories which cross the 
x2-axis have a finite slope and since V(x1 , x2) is 
continuous across and decreasing on both sides of the 
x2-axis, V(x1 , x2) does indeed decrease everywhere along 
the trajectories crossing x1 = ·Q 
These results. imply that the concentric curves 
V(x1 , x2) = c of figure 2.2.4 constantly shrink into 
the origin along the solution trajectories of the system. 
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In this way one can conclude that for the given system, 
global asymptotic stability results from a step reference 
input provided that Km' Tm' KP and Tp are all positive. 
These results demonstrate that if the plant parameters 
KP and Tp were positive but not properly identified, 
the overall system is still asymptotically stable in 
the large; even if the model parameters remain invariant. 
This has been borne out by experimental results. 
Kaufman and De Russo 22 have demonstrated that asymptotic 
stability can be obtained also for ramp inputs, non-linear 
second-order plants of the form; 
~ + g(c)h(t}+f(c) = Kpm' disturbances and fluctuating 
inputs provided they are small or of a short duration. 
Finally the error-error rate states of the nth order 
plant . KP controlled by the 
s(1+T1s}(l+T 2s} .... (l+Tns} 
model Km will be unstable at the origin of the 
s~l+Tms) 
phase plane, but ultimately bounded provided that 
initi~lly all error derivatives of order greater than one 
are zero. Again this has been demonstrated experimentally 
to be valid for n = 2 and 3. 
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2.3 Experimental Procedures 
Four separate stages of system simulation development 
took place and they were: 
Stage 1 : The use of an analogue computer and relays 
to simulate the entire system operation. 
Stage 2 
Stage 3 
Stage 4 
The digital simulation bf the system on a 
minicomputer. 
The use of hybrid control (the combination 
of an analogue computer and minicomputer via 
the necessary signal converters) to simulate 
system operation. 
Direct digital control (DOC) of a small DC 
Motor using the minicomputer as the fast model. 
2.3.l. Stage One. Description of the predictor-control 
Logic and switching network .. 
The heart of the analogue predictive control system 
is the logic section and switching network. In 
its simplest form the control logic is only a 
means of mechanizing the switching criteria that 
were introduced in section 2.1. 
This procedure is summarized in the flow chart 
shown in Figure 2.3.l(b) and for ease of 
description, reference is made to the symbols 
in Figure 2.3.l(a). 
From the flow chart it can be seen that the 
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first step in applying the logic is to compute 
the present values of e(t), ~(t) from the present 
values of r(t}, c(t) .and t(t) .. After determining 
the signs of e(t) and e(t), they are compared 
in sign to determine in whi~h quadrant of the 
phase plane the start of the trajectory is located. 
Hence if e(tl.e(t} >a the start of the trajectory 
' . 
is either in quadrant I or III of the phase-plane 
(see Figure 2.3.2} and must be driven into 
quadrant II or IV. 
The choice of pola~ity of u(t} is dependent on 
the sign of e(t} and is quite apparent. 
for e(tl.e(tl<O the initial trajectory is 
already tn quadrant II or IV and u(t} is set 
according to the sign of e(t}. 
I 
I 
u{t) ~>I r J . . : I 
r(t) + 
-
. 
- l 
-
'i 
I 
e( tl J l c(O). c{O). 1 I ~ I 
J control logic ~ 
e(t) ~ and 
. tast model , 
FIGURE 2.3.l(a) 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FAST MODEL PREDICTOR 
r(t) = Reference (Step) 
c(t) = Output 
t(t) = Output rat~ 
e(t) = Error 
e(t) = Error rate 
c (t) 
plant c( tl 
¢ (S:) 
c(o). = Sampled output as initial conditions to fast model 
t(O)~ = Sampled output rate as initial conditions to 
1 fast model 
e(r) = Fast model output (not shown in diagram) 
e(r) = Fast model output rate (not shown in diagram) 
u(t) = Actuating signal to plant 
¢(e) = Switching function of plant and fast model states 
u(r) = Actuating signal to fast model (not shown in diagram) 
. 
r 
set 
select a value of r(t) _ 
compare e(t),e(t) from 
r(t), c(t) and c(t) 
determine & compare 
signs of e(t) & e(t) 
no 
intro.duce present state· 
conditions to fast time 
model dOli,c(OJi 
predict tutu re error 
e(T) using uh )=-u{t) 
stop predicting when 
~(r)= 0. hold e(rJ and 
compare le(rll& ep 
yes 
• .... >-----1 reverse plant drive 
set u(ti=-u(t) 
compare values of 
le(tll and ep 
es set u(t)= 0 & e(t) = 0 
FIGURE 2.3.1 (b) 
FAST MODEL PREDICTOR stop 
FLOW CHART 
'f c(t), e(tl 
I 
T 
... 
I 
-<.. 
/ \ 
..<._ \b a I \ 
A{ \ 'll 
I 
" 
I dt).e(t) 
-r I Ir I I 
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" \ I 
\ y 
' / .,.. 
/ 
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' ~ 
' 
/ 
/ 
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111 
FIGURE 2.3.2 
PHASE PLANE REPRESENTATION OF STATES AND ERROR-STATES 
-'l1-- STATE (OUTPUT) TRAJECTORIES 
--~- ERROR STATE TRAJECTORIES 
a FAST MODEL STATE TRAJECTORIES 
b FAST MODEL ERROR STATE TRAJECTORIES 
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Once this is implemented the plant present states 
are introduced as initial conditions to the fast 
model and u( t' ) the fast model input is set so 
that u(t) = -u(t). 
The future error e( t ) is then predicted a~d as 
soon as e( t) = 0 (or crosses the abcissa) the 
fast model is 'held' and stops predicting and the 
current absolute value of e( t) is compared with 
a small positive predetermined number ep 
(0 < ep<<l). 
If je(t}l>ep, the fast model is reset to a pair 
of new initial conditions obtained from the plant 
(the plant having moved an amount 6 along its 
trajectory} and allowed to run with u( T) = -.u(t). 
This process is iterated until \e( T )j ~ ep. 
At that point the plant drive is reversed i.e. 
u(t} = -u(t} and the absolute plant output 
error e(t), is compared with ep. As long as 
le(t}j > ep the plant error trajectory continues 
tqwards the error phase-plane origin. 
When !e(tll ~ ep' ~(t) is checked for ~(t}<ep 
and u(tl is set to zero. The process is then 
halted. 
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The above procedure assumes a dead-beat trajectory 
i.e. one with neither overshoot nor undershoot. 
To take undershoot and overshoot into consideration 
i.e. early switching or late switching, a minor 
modification takes place in the logic. Figure 
2.3.3. shows this modification and Figure 2.3.4 
depicts the new trajectories. 
For trajectory -a (early switch) the plant drive 
is reversed and the fast model predicts the new 
trajectory for the plant error to go to zero. 
Similarly for trajectory - b (late switch) 
the plant ~ontinues with its current drive 
while the fast model predicts the new trajectory 
for the plant error to go to zero. 
He~ce for multiple ove~shoots or for limit 
cycles the pr6cess iterates until th~ input 
u(t) is set to zero or an alternative control 
course of action is taken. 
•. 
no· yes 
t 
yes 
set u(t)=O 
determine & compare 
signs of e(t) & e(t} 
r 
I 
no 
FIGURE2.3.3 
y MODIFICATION TO THE FLOW CHART FOR EARLY AND LATE SWITCHING 
stop 
. 
--- b e 
- ...... a 
~ 
u =+1 
e 
I 0 ~ ~~~ 
FIGURE 2.3.4 U=-1 ~ 
ERROR TRAJECTORIES IN THE PHASE PLANE ' 
a - EARLY SWITCHING TRAJECTORY 
b - LATE SWITCHING TRAJECTORY 
· c - FAST MODEL ERROR TRAJECTORIES 
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Ge~eration of the Analogue Computer Diagram. 
From th~ flow chart it is evident that some means 
of setti.ng' the initial conditions for the fast 
model as well as a variable iteration rate has to 
be maintained. For the TR-48 analogue computer 
external relays were used to reset the fast model 
and reverse the plant and fast model drive. 
The · log i c for deter mi n i n g ·the s w i t ch i n g c r i t er i a 
was implemented through threshold detectors 
(signum functions} and comparators e~sily imple-. 
mented on the computer while the remainder of the 
system followed conventional analogue computer 
practice. 
The reference signal r(t}~ was taken as 5 volts 
while tne inputs u(tl and u(t} were taken + 5 volts 
ep took on valued o ~ep ~ .2 volt. 
In Appendix A6.1 is a complete block diagram 
for a double integrator plant (and fast model) 
with tne e~ternal relays. 
2.3.2. Stage 2. Description of a digital simulation of 
the fast ~odel predictor control system. 
2.3.3 
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The flow chart of Figure 2.3.l(b) can be easily 
transfor~ed for implementation on a digital 
computer both for simulation and control purposes.· 
The plant (or fast model) differential equations 
are used to obtain the trajectory.equations in the 
phase plane and the state variable (output) 
response in the time domain. Both the phase 
plane representation and time response were used 
for demonstration and observation of system 
behaviour. 
A second-order plant and model were used and 
Appendix A6.2 contains the necessary derivations 
and a programme actually used for a simulation. 
Stage 3. Hybrid control for the simulation of 
a second-order system. 
The methods of stage one and two of the previous 
sections are combined and a method of hybrid control 
is eyolyed to simulate a second-order fast model 
predictor system. 
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The TR-48 analogue computer is used to simulate 
the plant, i.e. a suitable second-order system 
is patched with the state variables conveniently 
arranged for connection to the Varian 600i digital 
computer and for recording on an X-Y plotter (see 
Figure 2.3.5). 
The Varian 600i is used for the 'synthetic' fast 
model and the decision making for plant control. 
The signal conversions were implemented by the 
A to D and D to A converters installed on the 
Varian 600i and under direct control of the 
computer. There exists a sub-routine for 
instructing and calling the A to D and D to A 
converters in the 11 Basic 11 language. 
In Appendix A6.3 is a description· of the method 
and a programme for control of a second-order 
system. 
2.3.4. Stage 4. Direct Digital control for a small 
D.C. motor. 
l ~(t) 
-- - - -
FIGURE 2.3.5 -
I 
!sync 
l 
-1- -
! 
I 
6 I r.( ti 
1 
I 
VARIAN 600i 
DIGITAL COMPUTER 
fast modet and switching togic 
TR-48 
ANALOGUE 
COMPUTER 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF HYBRID CONTROL OF A SECOND-ORDER SYSTEM 
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In section 2.3.3 a programme was developed for 
controlling a second order plant simulated on an 
analogue computer. A real plant~ viz. a small 
DC motor used for teaching purposes was selected as 
a suitable candidate to test the fast model predictor 
control. 
The transfer function of this motor can be 
approximated to s(l!Ts) since the motor was 
operated under no load conditions. This transfer 
function is identical to that used in the 
programme in section 2.3.3 and allowances were 
made for the plant gain and time constant. 
A plotter was used to record the output position 
in response to a step input. In Appendix A6.4 
is an account of this procedure and a block 
diagram of the system. 
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2.4. Simulation results 
2.4.1. Analogue computer simulations. 
In its simplest form the pl~nt transfer function 
was taken as 
(2.4.1) 
and the fast model transfer function as 
or 
K 
m 
~ for a double integrator (2.4.2) 
for one integrator and one 
lag (2.4.3) 
Since the plant parameters will in general not 
be known exactly, consideration was given to the 
effects of inaccuracies in the gain and time 
constant parameters of the second order control 
system. Consideration was also given to the 
problems of time-lags and the non-ideal behaviour 
of the relays. The analogue computer was also 
prone to drift and thermal effects, hence required 
constant 'tuning' for satisfa~tory operation. There 
were also deficiencies in the non-linear elements. 
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Figure 2.4.1 compares the error and error-rate 
responses of the plant (equation 2.4.1) for a 
double integrator fast model, a step reference of 
-5 volts was applied. 
varied for 
curves 1 o< p 
curves 2 o<p 
curves 3 c<p 
= 
= 
= 
The time constant -1-, was 
c(p 
. 2 
. 14 
.04 
For this run the model to plant time ratio was 
30:1 and for the following runs was subsequently 
increased to 50:1. 
As can be observed the plant output settled with 
slight overshoot for <:>(p = .2, while for ~P = .04 
the overshoot was much increased. Although in 
curves 3 the model approximates the plant and one 
would anticipate a dead-beat type response, relay 
switching delays and even a 50% difference in the 
model and plant gains can cause a 100% increase 
in settling time (see table 1.5.1}. 
from equation 1.5.6, the settling time for a 
daub.le integrator plant is (for the above example} 
Taa = (2a x~}} 2} (2.4.4) 
where 0 5v and l 251.5 
.xl = a = 
5x(.0282} 2 
= 
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.0282 was a scale factor introduced to slow down 
the integration rates in the plant, while the 
input was~ 5 volts. Substituting these values 
into equation 2.4.4 yields T = 71 seconds. The 
aa 
measured value of settling time was 160 seconds, 
a 125% increase in settling time over the optimal. 
Prior experimentation had shown that the relays 
used were limited to a slow switching rate and 
there were obvious bounds on the lower and 
upper fast model to plant time ratios. By 
suitably 'tuning' the computer, an increase 
in the settling time over the optimal of < 10% 
for the double integrator was achieved. 
figure 2.4.2 is the phase-plane representation 
of Figure 2.4.l for both positive and negative 
references. 
Figure 2.4.3 represents the error and error-rate 
re~ponses for a step reference when the plant 
and model were matched. Here Gp(s) = 1 
s(s+.2) 
K 
and Gm(s} m and both Km and ~m a re = s(s+c<ml 
varied. 
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For these curves both alp and elm were varied as 
listed below. Furthermore curves 5 and 6 represent 
proportional control to illustrate the different 
characteristics. 
Curves No. ~ d... Limiting m 
l . 5 .05 1.9 volts 
2 .5 3 1.9 volts 
3 .5 .05 4.0 volts 
4 . 5 .05 No velocity limiting 
.5 . . 5 proportional plus differential 
control, w = 1 and limiting = 
3.0 volts 
6 . 5 proportional plus differential 
control, w = l and no velocity 
limiting. 
As can be seen, heavy velocity limiting of the 
plant (sir.~~·· · in behaviour to a heavily damped 
systeml resulted in a virtually time-optimal 
response (curves 1 and 2) while moderate limiting 
effectively reduced the overshoot hence settling 
time (corves 3 and 4}. The settling time for 
proportional control is seen to b0 much longer as 
anticipated. Again a 'liv~lier' fast model mini-
55 
mized the plant settling time except for a heavily 
velocity limited plant. when variation of the 
fast model time constant had little effect on the 
overall response. 
The representation of a controlled system as a 
second-order system is often a simplified assump-
tion. In the results that follow, the plants 
considered had transfer functions of the form. 
(2.4.5) 
s ( s+c<p s+l) 
(2.4.6) 
K 
G P ( s ) = s ( s + c\l )( s + o<.2 } ( s + o':) ( s + ot 4 ) 
(2.4.7) 
It is possible to control in a sub-optimal manner 
certain third or fourth-order systems with only a 
second-order model. Obviously for third or higher 
ordered systems (see Chapters four and five) the 
switching logic is far more complex. However it 
was decided to investigate what the penalties were 
by keeping t~e simple second-order switching logic 
controller. 
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The effect of adding significant time constants to 
the plant was to increase the initial overshoot 
and settling time, and if carried to extremes, 
caused sustained oscillation of the system in its 
steady-state, and even instability. 
Figure 2.4.7 represents the error response of 
a third-order system and a second order model 
to a step reference for variations in o(l and ol2 . 
The plant transfer function has the form of 
equation 2.4.5 and the fast model transfer function 
1 and KP = 1. 
s(s+.2) 
are iisted as follows: 
Curve No. 
l 
2 
3 
~ 
l 
1 
2 
l 
2 
2 
5 
The responses 
As can be seen from curves 1, 2 and 3, the 
significance of the time-constants had precisely 
the abovementioned effect~. 
:n;1 cc42;qc.Blc'c'i"'l' 'Hililli"'F'lllliTut"liil'l"ifi'If ''I"'· l''''''''i''l'l'C,!'"'lf"fi11i!W1"!fifnh'?l ' · , . ·:: 
:_~ .. " -
t'' ... l .. i.'.1, ... 1 ... 1. , •• ,1lf,.1. ··I·.:[;, f ! .. , ... ,. •·j .... I. ·• l'" I .. .f. I l . '.I'"! .. , I •. 1 ... I ... p T1,. ... t... c: ~t~;~:;~-~!!::! 
~l~~-~~i~lt•1~~j-~_J-~lj::-iJ·.~if :·:-
~ ... "Hh·~~~L'rl : ·1--·1]'· - ···l·r·· 1ffi! 1rr·· !·:~~t~~r~~~iiti~~:~i~t.:::·::·:;:·ifJi~Jbffiii£J~~~~1,'ili_:b~ 
[;,:.\ ;· .. ·, ... ;.,,: FIG.:·2~4:.?.- . ~····:;:,~12:::-JFT: 
'!EfTf:(.:::'."~IT:~;t:~p.ERROR RESPONSE' FOR THIRD ORDER: :::-:-:-=·.;:::!, .. :=:+;;:="·: 
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For the third-order plant corresponding to 
equation 2.4.6, Figures 2.4.8. and 2.4.9. display 
the error and error-rate responses respectively 
1 for a second-order model Gm(s) = s(s+. 2 ) under a 
step reference, and KP = 1. The responses are 
listed as follows: 
Curve No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
~ 
1 
2 
4 
10 
As can be seen for o<.p (= r1-) = 1, the plant 
p 
response in unstable. For values of C<'.p> 1 
response is oscillatory but damped and the 
settling time is greatly increased. Third 
the 
order plants that have complex poles are generally 
more difficult to control than those with pure 
1~gs. 
figure 2.4.10 is the error.response of a fourth-
order plant described by equation 2.4.7 and a 
1 
second-order model Gm(sl = s(s+. 5) and KP = 1 
for a step reference. The responses are 
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Curve No. 
1 
2 
3 
o!. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ol2 
5 
2 
10 
o(3 
. 5 
3 
3 
58 
The responses (1, 2 and 3) serve to augment the 
remarks made concerning Figure 2.4.7 for the 
third order plant. 
Figure 2.4.11 is a comparison of the responses 
of a fourth-order plant (as in equation 2.4.7), 
a third-order plant (as in 2.4.5} and a second 
order plant (as in equation 2.4.l}, the model· 
transfer function is Gm(s) = s(s~.S) and KP = l. 
The reference i s a step of -5 volts. The 
responses are 
Curve No. ~ ol2 o(.3 1 
1 1 3 2 
2 1 3 
3 J. 
I 
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As can be seen the fourth anq third order plant 
responses are similar, with sustained oscillation 
about the steady-state, whereas the second-order 
plant has a short oscillatory response before 
reaching steady-state for this particular model 
to plant match. 
2.4.2. Digital Simulation. 
The digital simulations were performed in order 
to analyse the parameter variations of the 
equations gover~ing the system behavious in a 
systematic manner and with a view to hybrid 
control. With the computing facilities avai-lable, 
the_ graphical response of a second-order plant 
(similar to equation 2.4.l) was. 6btained on a 
VDU and hardcopied. 
A fast model to plant ration of 50:1 was used 
and the nominal plant and model gain was set to 
unity. The plant transfer function used was 
K K1K2 (2.4.8) Gp(s) = st s +o(p) 
and the model transfer used was 
KmK3K4 
Gm(s) = s(s+~ ) 
m 
(2.4.9) 
where KP= Km= 1 (nominal) and K1 = .12, 
K2 = .6667, K3 = 6.00 and K4 = 33.333. In all 
examples considered the reference is a step of 
magnitude 5 units. 
figure 2.4.12. represents 'the output posi.tion 
response for variation in Kl about the nominal 
va.lue and c(p =~ = . 2 ' KP = K = 1. The values m 
of Kl and the curves are listed below; 
Curve 1 Kl -. nominal (=.12) 
Curve 2 Kl = decrease of 20% (=.096) 
Curve 3 Kl = increase of 20% (=.144) 
60 
The decrease in Kl may be expressed in the ratio 
ll a 11 of section 1.5 ... K1 (nom) = 1,2 and the b v 1 z. . Kl 
overshoot of curve 2 results, thus confirming the 
sensitivity assertions in section 1.5. Similarly 
for Kl(nom} = .8 the undershoot of curve 3 · 
Kl 
results. Curve 1 is the nominal tim~-optimal curve.· 
Figure 2.4.13. has the same format as for 
Fig. 2.4.12. ex.cept K2 is the parameter being 
varied. In this case the response is quite 
different. 
Curve 1 K2 = nominal (=.6666) 
61 
Curve 2 K2 = decrease of 20% ( = .5334) 
Curve 3 K2 :: increase of 20% ( :: .7998) 
For a decrease in the position integrator gain 
the response is reduced ahd undershoots with the 
maximum settling time. For an increase in the 
position integrator gain the response is enhanced 
with the fastest rise time and with some overshoot. 
From Figure A.6.2.1 of Appendix A.6~2 and is 
easily seen that variations in K2 would produce 
the above response curves. Curve l is the nominal 
time-optimal curve. 
Fi.gure 2.4.14. is the response for the variations 
i n th_e plant gain parameter KP, and it f 011 ows 
th_e same pattern as for Kl. The curves are; 
Curve l KP = nominal (=l} 
Curve 2 KP = decrease of 20% (=0,8) 
Curve 3 KP = increase of 20% (=1,2) 
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Hence for curve 2 ~E(nom) = 1,2 and for curve 3 
K 
KE(nom) p 
= 0,8. Curve 1 is the nominal time-
K p 
optimal curve. 
Figure 2. 4 .15. i s the response for the variations 
in the plant time constant parameters or lags~· 
Curve 1 cX = o( = . 2 p m 
Curve 2 olp = . 1 Oc:'.m = • 2 ( o< p decreased 
by 50%) 
Curve 3 olp = . 4 
°' 
= 
m 
. 2 ( o(p increased 
by 100%) 
It can be seen that all three responses are 
similar. for the more 'livelier' plant the rise 
time is slightly shorter than the less livelier 
plant viz. curve 3. This result has bearing in 
Chapter 3. 
F.i gu re 2. 4 .16. is the same as figure 2.4.15. 
except elm is· the variable and has large variations. 
Curve l <:::lm = c{p = ·1 
Curve 2 olm = .01 c.Lp = l 
Curve 3 o.Lm = 5 cl. . p = l 
. fr3 
For a 1 lively model i.e. close to the double 
integrator model .the switching is early and there 
is some undershoot as seen in curve 2. For a 
1 sluggish 1 model the switching is late and the 
overshoot of curve 3 results. Curve 1 is the 
nominal time optimal curve. 
Figure 2.4.17. is the error phase-plane represen-
tation of curve 3 in Figure ~.4.16. 
2.4.3. Hybrid simulation. · 
The hybrid simulation is a logical follow-up 
of section 2.4.2. Additional experimentation 
consisted of velocity limiting, a second-order 
plant of two lags and a third-order plant. 
The plant transfer function is the same as 
equation 2.4.8. and the model transfer function 
is the same as 2. 4. 9. The reference is a step 
of 5 volts~ KP = Km = 1 (nominal), Kl = K3 = . 03 
and K2 = K4 = .166. 
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FIG. 2.4.15. 
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F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 1 8 .  i s  t h e  p o s i t i o n  r e s p o n s e  o f  a  
s e c o n d - o r d e r  p l a n t  w h e r e  G  ( s )  i s  g i v e n  b y  
p  K  K
1
K
2  
.  
e q u a t i o n  2 . 4 . 8 .  w h i c h  i s  G  ( s )  =  e  . .  r \  a n d  
.  K m K 3 K 4  p  
G m ( s )  =  S - ( 5 + 7 " 5 " ) ·  T h e  p l a n t  g a i n  p a r a m e t e r  K P  
i s  v a r i e d .  
C u r v e  1  
.  
K P  =  N o m i n a l  
(  =  1 )  
C u r v e  2  
.  
K P  =  2 0 %  i n c r e a s e  ( = 1 . 2 )  
.  
C u r v e  3  
.  
K P  =  2 0 %  d e c r e a s e  ( = . 8 )  .  
T h e  r e s p o n s e s  o f  a l l  t h e  t h r e e  c u r v e s  w e r e  
v i r t u a l l y  i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h a t  i n  F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 1 4 .  
o f  t h e  d i g i t a l  s i m u l a t i o n ,  a s  w a s  e x p e c t e d .  
6 4 .  
F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 1 9 ,  d i s p l a y s  t h e  r e s p o n s e s  f o r  
v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  p l a n t  l a g  f o r  t h e  s a m e  b a s i c  s e t  
o f  c o n d i t i o n s  a s  a b o v e .  
C u r v e  1  :  c ! .  =  o < .  =  . 5  
p  m  
C u r v e  2  :  c 1 .  =  
. 1  
p  
o < . .  - 5  
m  - •  
C u r v e  3  :  c l .  =  1  
p  
·  e l m  =  •  5  
T h e  r e s p o n s e s  w e r e  a s  e x p e c t e d  a n d  w e r e  v i r t u a l l y  
i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h o s e  e x a m i n e d  i n  F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 1 6 .  o f  
t~e d i g i t a l  s i m u l a t i o n .  T h e  c o n c l u s i o n  d r a w n  h e r e  
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a n d  u s e d  i n  c h a p t e r  t h r e e  w a s  t h a t  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  
m o d e r a t e  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  p l a n t  t i m e  c o n s t a n t  
w e r e  s m a l l  c o m p a r e d  t o  m o d e r a t e  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  p l a n t  
g a i n .  Z i n o b e r
2 4  
p u b l i s h e d  s i m i l a r  r e s u l t s .  
F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 2 0  d i s p l a y s  t h e  r e s p o n s e  f o r  
v a r i a t i o n s  i n  K
1  
a n d  a p p l y i n g  l i m i t i n g  t o  
t h e  v e l o c i t y  i n t e g r a t o r .  
H e r e  ~ - ~ - 1  a n d  K  ( n o m )  - 0 3  - K  
p - m - ·  1  - .  - 3  
C u r v e  1  
n o m i n a l  t i m e - o p t i m a l  
r e s p o n s e  
C u r v e  2  
v e l o c i t y  l i m i t  s e t  a t  
. 7  v o l t  
(  . 3 3 ° x
1  
m a x . )  
C u r v e  3  
v e l o c i t y  } i m i t  s e t  a t  
. 3 3 x
2  
m a x .  
C u r v e  4  :  K
1  
=  . 0 2  ( 3 3 %  d e c r e a s e )  v e l o c i t y  
l i m i t i n g  s e t  a t  . 3 3 x
1  
m a x .  
C u r v e  5  :  K
1  
=  . 0 4  ( 3 3 %  i n c r e a s e }  v e l o c i t y  
l i m i t i n g  s e t  a t  . 3 3 x
1  
m a x .  
C u r v e  6  :  K
1  
=  . 0 1  ( 6 7 %  d e c r e a s e )  v e l o c i t y  
l i m i t i n g  s e t  a t  . 3 3 x
1  
m a x .  
T h e  e f f e c t s  o f  v e l o c i t y  l i m i t i n g  w e r e  s i m i l a r  
i n  r e s p e c t s  t o  a  h e a v i l y  d a m p e d  p l a n t .  H o w e v e r  
w i t h  l i m i t i n g  a n d  a n  i n c r e a s e  a n d  d~crease i n  
p l a n t  g a i n  t h e  o v e r s h o o t s  w e r e  v i r t u a l l y  non~ 
e x i s t a n t  o r  v e r y  s m a l l  a n d  t h e  s e t t l i n g  t i m e  w a s  
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m i n i m i z e d .  H e n c e  a  n o n - l i n e a r i t y  s u c h  a s  v e l o c i t y  
l i m i t i n g  ( a  c o m m o n  f e a t u r e  i n  a n y  e l e c t r i c  m o t o r )  
c a n  b e  e a s i l y  c o n t a i n e d  w h e n  u s i n g  a  l i n e a r  f a s t  
m o d e l .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  w h e n  K p ( n o m )  =  3  w i t h  
K P  
l i m i t i n g ,  c u r v e  6  h a d  a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  s e t t l i n g  t i m e ·  
o v e r  t h e  n o m i n a l  ( c u r v e  3 )  o f  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  2 8 % ,  
w h i l e  i n  F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 1 8 .  f o r  c u r v e  3  w h e r e  
K p ( n o m )  =  1 . 2 ,  t h e  i n c r e a s e  i n  s e t t l i n g  t i m e  
K P  
o v e r  t h e  n o m i n a l  i s  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  4 0 % .  
F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 2 1 .  d i s p l a y s  t h e  r e s p o n s e  o f  a  s e c o n d -
o r d e r  p l a n t  w i t h  t w o  l a g s  w i t h  a  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n  
o f  G p ( s }  =  K p K l K 2  a n d  t h e  m o d e l  
.  .  (s+~1)(s+~2) 
G .  ·  (  s  )  =  K m  K  3  K  4  w h e r e  t h e  K  ' s  h a v e  t h e  v  a  1  u  e s  
m  s ( s + ° ' m }  
d e f i n e d  a s  p r e v i o u s l y .  
e l m =  < X
1  
=  . 1  a n d  C>l
2
~ c J
1  
.  
c x
2  
i s  t h e  v a r i a b l e .  
C u r v e  N o .  
~ 
2  
-
1  0  
2  
. 1  
3  . 5  
4  1  
5  2  
I  
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C u r v e s  2 ,  3 ,  4  a n d  5  s h o w  a n  u n d e r s h o o t  o r  e a r l y -
s w i t c h i n g  r e s p o n s e .  T h e  a d d i t i o n a l  l a g  i n  t h e  
p l a n t  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t h i s  m i s m a t c h  i s  n o t  
s e r i o u s  a s  t h e  s e t t l i n g  t i m e s  d o  n o t  d i f f e r  b y  
m u c h  o v e r  t h e i r  n o m i n a l  s e t t l i n g  t i m e s .  W h e n  
o £
2
> >  . : : <
1  
a s  f o r  c u r v e  5 ,  t h i s  l a g ·  d o m i n a t e s  
a n d  t h e  p l a n t  b e h a v e s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h e  v e l o c i t y  
l i m i t e d  p l a n t  d e s c r i b e d  i n  F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 2 0 .  
F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 2 2  d i s p l a y s  t h e  r e s p o n s e  o f  a  t h i r d -
o r d e r  p l a n t  f o r  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  o l z  w h e r e  t h . e  
t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  p l a n t  i s  
K  K  K  
G  ( s }  =  P  1  2  
P  (s+o<._i)(s
2
+~ s + l )  
w h e r e  K P  =  K ( n o m }  =  1 ,  K
1  
=  K
2  
=  . 2  =  K
3  
= K
4
.  
T h e  m o d e l  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n  i s  G f f i ( s }  =  
K m K 3 K 4  a n d  d  =  . 1 .  
s  (  s+~l ·  m  
C u r v e  N o .  
o (  
c l 2  
1  
-
-
1  
0  
2  
2  
1  
2  
3  
1  
1  
4  
1  
1 . 4 1  
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C u r v e  1  i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  r e c o r d e d  i n  
F i g u r e s  2 . 4 . 7  a n d  2 . 4 . 8  i n  s e c t i o n  2 . 4 . 1 .  
C u r v e s  2  a n d  4  r e a c h e d  t h e  s t e a d y - s t a t e  w i t h  
v e r y  l i t t l e  o v e r s h o o t .  F o r  c u r v e  3  ( a s  w i t h  
c u r v e  4 )  t h e  p l a n t  h a s  c o m p l e x  p o l e s  a n d  t h e  
p l a n t  r e s p o n s e  i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  i n  t h a t  t h e  s t e a d y -
s t a t e  w a s  a l s o  r e a c h e d  i n  s p i t e  o f  t h e  s u s t a i n e d  
o s c i l l a t i o n  n o t  a b o u t  t h e  s t e a d y - s t a t e  v a l u e  a s  
i n  C u r v e  1 .  
T h e  n e a r  t i m e - o p t i m a l  c o n t r o l  o f  a  t h i r d - o r d e r  
p l a n t  w i t h  c o m p l e x  p o l e s  - b y  a  s e c o n d - o r d e r  f a s t  
m o d e l  i s  v e r y  d i f f i c u l t  i n  g e n e r a l  t o  achic}~ ·  
h o w e v e r  b y  e m p i r i c a l  m e t h o d s ,  v a l u e s  o f  c { m  f o r  
g i v e n  v a l u e s  of~ c a n  b e  f o u n d  t o  y i e l d  r e s p o n s e s  
.  p  
c l o s e  t o  t i m e - o p t i m a l .  
2 . 4 . 4 .  D i r e c t  d i g i t a l  c o n t r o l  o f  a  D C  M o t o r .  
T h e  f a s t  m o d e l  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n  u s e d  i n  t h e  
K m  
F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 2 3 .  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  m o t o r  o u t p u t  
p o t e n t i o m e t e r  r e s p o n s e  f o r  a  s t e p  i n i t i a l  
c o n d i t i o n  o f  1 0 0  d e g r e e s  a n g u l a r  r o t a t i o n .  
C u r v e  l  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  r e s p o n s e  w h e n  u s i n g  t h e  
f a s t  m o d e l  p r e d i c t o r  c o n t r o l l e r  w h i l e  c u r v e  2  
. . .  
~ 
I  
e  
1 ( ) 0 °  
0  
F I G .  2 . 4 . 2 3 .  
A N G U L A R  D I S f ' L A C 1 E ! M E N T  O f  i 1 C  M O T O R  F O R  
F A S T  M O D E L  PRE~ltTlO~ A I D  P  &  D  
R E L A Y  C O N T R 0 1 1 ! .  
, ,  
t .  
1 2  s  
\ .  
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r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  r e s p o n s e  f o r  a  ' p r o p o r t i o n a l  p l u s  
d i f f e r e n t i a l  
1  
r e l a y  c o n t r o l l e r .  T h e  v a l u e  q f  o l m  
s e l e c t e d  f o r  t h e  f a s t  m o d e l  w a s  0 , 5 .  
I n  s p i t e  o f  t h e  m i s m a t c h  b e t w e e n  t h e  p l a n t  ( m o t o r )  
a n d  t h e  m o d e l ,  t h e  f a s t  m o d e l  c o n t r o l l e r  b r o u g h t  
t h e  p l a n t  t o  r e s t  i n  a b o u t  8  s e c o n d s .  
F i g u r e  2 3  . .  2 . 2 4 .  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  r e s p o n s e  f o r  a  
v - c o n t r o l l e r , ,  a n  a d a p t i v e  r e l a y  c o n t r o l l e r  a n d  a  
f a s t  m o d e l  p r e d i c t o r  c o n t r o l l e r .  
C u r v e  1  
v - c o n t r o l l e r  
C u r v e  2  
a d a p t i v e  r e l a y  c o n t r o l l e r  
C u r v e  3  
f a s t  mod~l p r e d i c t o r  c o n t r o l l e r  
T h e  a d a p t i v e  r e l a y  c o n t r o l l e r  a n d  t h e  v - c o n t r o l l e r  
a r e  d i s c u s s e d  i n  c h a p t e r s  f o u r  a n d  f i v e  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
° ' m  w a s  a d j u s t e d  t o  0 , 1  a n d  t h e  r e s p o n s e  t i m e  w a s  
i m p r o v e d  t o  a b o u t  6  s e c o n d s  w i t h  l e s s  o v e r s h o o t  a s  
c o m p a r e d  w i t h  c u r v e  1  o f  F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 2 3 .  
F i g u r e  2 . 4 . 2 5 .  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  r e s p o n s e  f o r  a  
y - c o n t r o l l e r  c u r v e  2 ,  a n d  a  f a s t  m o d e l  p r e d i c t o r  
c o n t r o l l e r  c u r v e  1 .  ° ) n  w a s  a d j u s t e d  t o  0 , 0 5  a n d  
t h e  r e s p o n s e  t i m e  w a s  i m p r o v e d  t o  a b o u t  5  s e c o n d s  
w i t h .  n o  oversh~ot, a n d  w a s  v i r t u a l l y  i d e n t i c a l  
t o  t h e  r e s p o n s e  f r o m  t h e  v-co~troller. 
e  
1 0 0 °  
o ·  
4 s  
F I G . 2 ; 4 . 2 4  .  
.  A N G U L A R  D I S P L A C E M E N T  O f  A  D C  M O W R  
F O R  T H E  V - C O N T R O L L E R ,  A D A P T I V E  
R E L A Y  C O N T R O L L E R  A N O  F A S T  M O D E L  
P R E D I C T O R  
. . .  
t  
1 2  s  
a  
1 0 0 °  
0  
.  . ; . . ' \ / ' • ·  
4 5  
F I G .  2~4.25. 
A N G U L A R  D I S P L A C E M E N T  O f  ~ ~C M O T O R ·  
F O R  F A S T  M O D E L  PREOICTIO~ A N D  
.  N O M I N A L - V  ~ONTROL .  
. •  
.  t  . · .  
1 2 s  
7 ( )  
I t  m u s t  b e  r e m e m b e r e d  t h a t  t h e  f a s t  m o d e l  t r a n s f e r  
f u n c t i o n  i s  o n l y  a n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  o f  t h e  ( u n l o a d e d )  
m o t o r  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n  b u t  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  i s  
r e a s o n a b l y  a d e q u a t e  a s  s e e n  f r o m  c u r v e  1 .  
2 . 5  S u m m a r y  o f  r e s u l t s  a n d  c o m m e n t s  
I n  s t a g e  o n e  a n  a n a l o g u e  c o m p u t e r  w i t h  e x t e r n a l  r e l a y s  
f o r  t h e  ' r e s e t  
1  
a n d  ' c h a n g e o v e r  d r i v e ' ·  e l e m e n t s  w e r e  
·  u s e d ,  t o  s i m u l a t e  a  f a s t  m o d e l  p r e d i c t o r  s y s t e m ,  f o r ·  
s e c o n d - o r d e r ;  t h i r d - o r d e r ;  a n d  f o u r t h - o r d e r  p l a n t s  a n d  
u s i p g  a  s e c o n d - o r d e r  f a s t  m o d e l .  
P r a c t i c a l  p r o b l e m s  a r o s e  a n d  a r e  l i s t e d  f o r  c o n v e n i e n c e :  
( 1 )  T h e  r e l a y s  u s e d  h a d  s e v e r e  d e a d b a n d ,  b a c k l a s h  a n d  
c o n t a c t  b o u n c e .  
( 2 )  D r i f t  i n  t h e  c o m p u t e r  b e c a m e  s i g n i f i c a n t .  
( 3 }  T h e  e x i s t a n c e · o f  s e v e r e  n o n - l i n e a r i t i e s  i n  t h e  
e l e c t r o n i c  s w i t c h i n g  e l e m e n t s  ( c o m p a r a t o r s  a n d  
s i g n u m  f u n c t i o n  g e n e r a t o r s ) .  
( 4 }  T h e  e x i s t a n c e  o f  u p p e r  a n d  l o w e r  l i m i t s  o f  t h e  
m o d e l  t o  p l a n t  r u n - t i m e  r a t i o s .  
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H o w e v e r  i n  s p i t e  o f  t h e s e  s h o r t c o m i n g s ,  t h e  c u r v e s  
o b t a i n e d  w e r e  q u i t e  s a t i s f a c t o r y  a n d  d e m o n s t r a t e d  t h e  
u t i l i t y  o f  t h i s  m e t h o d .  D e s p i t e  s e v e r e  m i s m a t c h  b e t w e e n  
p 1 a n t  a n d  m o d e l  ( i n  s e c t i o n  2 . 2  a  s t a b i l i t y  a n a 1 y s i s  
w a s  u n d e r t a k e n  t o  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  b o u n d s  f o r  s t a b l e  o p e r a t i o n )  
s u c c e s s f u l  c o n t r o l  w a s  b r o u g h t  t o  b e a r  o n  p l a n t s  w i t h  r e a l  
p o l e s  f o r  s t e p  r e f e r e n c e s  o r  d i s t u r b a n c e s .  P l a n t s  w i t h  
c o m p l e x  p o l e s  a r e  i n  g e n e r a l  d i f f i c u l t  t o  c o n t r o l  a n d  
e a c h  c a s e  h a s  t o  b e  e v a l u a t e d  i n d e p e n d e n t l y .  
I t  w a s  f o u n d  t h a t  a  m o d e l  t o  p l a n t  t i m e  r a t i o  o f  
2 0 : 1  w a s  a b o u t  t h e  l o w e s t  u s u a b l e  r a t i o ,  b e l o w  2 0 : 1  t h e  
c o n t r o l  b e c a m e  h o p e l e s s l y  · i n a c c u r a t e .  T h e  r e l a y s  c o u l d  
n o t  b e  e n e r g i z e d  a t  h i g h  s w i t c h i n g  r a t e s  ( { 5 0  m i l l i s e c o n d s  
s w i t c h i n g  r a t e }  h e n c e  t h e  u p p e r  b o u n d  w a s  o f  a  p r a c t i c a l  
o n e  a n d  d e p e n d e d  o n  t h e  t y p e  o f  p l a n t  u n d e r  c o n t r o l .  I t  
w a s  i n c o n v e n i e n t  a n d  i m p r a c t i c a l  t o  s l o w  t h e  p l a n t  
( c o m p u t e r  s o l u t i o n )  d o w n  s u c h  t h a t  t h e  m o d e l  t o  p l a n t  t i m e  
r a t i o  w a s ,  f o r  e x a m p l e  1 0 0 0 : 1 ,  a n d  t h e  m o d e l  r u n  t i m e  w a s  
o f  t h e  o r d e r  o f  s e v e r a l  . s e c o n d s .  T h i s  wa~, h o w e v e r ,  
d e m o n s t r a t e d  b u t  t h e  i m p r o v e m e n t  i n  a c c u r a c y  a n d  p e r f o r m a n c e  
w a s  s m a l l  w h e n  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h e  5 0 : 1  r a t i o  c o m m o n l y  u s e d  
t h r o u g h o u t .  
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T o  i m p r o v e  a n d  e n h a n c e  t h e  m e t h o d  b o t h  f o r  s y s t e m  p e r f o r -
m a n c e  a n d  a c c u r a c y  a n d  f o r  u s e  o n  p l a n t s  w i t h  r a p i d  r u n -
t i m e s ,  t h e  u s e  o f  a  s m a l l  d i g i t a l  c o m p u t e r  a s  a  d i g i t a l  
c o n t r o l l e r  w a s  a  l o g i c a l  c h o i c e .  
S t a g e  t w o  e v o l v e d  a r o u n d  d e v e l o p i n g  a  p r o g r a m m e  t o  s i m u l a t e  
s y s t e m  b e h a v i o u r  f o r  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  p l a n t  a n d  m o d e l  p a r a -
m e t e r s ,  n o t  o n l y  t o  c o n f i r m  a n d  a u g m e n t  th~ a n a l o g u e  
c o m p u t e r  r e s u l t s  b u t  t o  u t i l i z e  t h e  d i g i t a l  s i m u l a t i o n s  f o r  
t h e  g e n e r a t i o n  o f  a  s u i t a b l e  p r o g r a m m e  f o r  d i r e c t  d i g i t a l  
c o n t r o l .  T h e  c u r v e s  d e r i v e d  i n  t h e  d i g i t a l  s i m u l a t i o n  
c l e a r l y  d e m o n s t r a t e d  t h e  e f f e c t i v e  u s e  o f  t h i s  t e c h n i q u e  
f o r  a  s y s t e m a t i c  a n a i y s i s  o f  s y s t e m  b e h a v i o u r ,  p r o v i d e d  o f  
c o u r s e ,  t h e  m a t h e m a t i c a l  e q u a t i o n s  d e s c r i b i n g  t h e  s y s t e m  
a r e  r e a s o n a b l e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  t o  t h e  r e a l  s y s t e m  a n d  a r e  
a m e n a b l e  f o r  m a n i p u l a t i o n .  
O n e  e n v i o u s  l i m i t a t i o n  i n  t h e  d i g i t a l  s i m u l a t i o n  i s  t h a t  
'  
t h e  c o m p u t e r  c a n  o n l y  d o  w h a t  i s  w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  p r o g r a m m e  
i . e .  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  n o n - l i n e a r i t i e s ,  r a n d o m  d i s t u r b a n c e s  
a n d  n o i s e ,  d r i f t  a n d  o t h e r  f a c t o r s  h a v e  t o  b e  i n c l u d e d  i n  
t h e  p r o g r a m m e .  T h e  i n c l u s i o n  o f  t h e s e  f a c t o r s  i s  a  v e r y  
d i f f i c u l t  t a s k .  
" ·  
. .  
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S t a g e  t h r e e  w a s  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  h y b r i d  s y s t e m ;  i n  t h a t  
a  m i n i c o m p u t e r  w a s  u s e d  t o  p r o v i d e  c o n t r o l  t o  a n  a n a l o g u e  
c o m p u t e r ,  i . e .  t h e  m i n i c o m p u t e r  w a s  t h e  d e c i s i o n  m a k i n g  
e l e m e n t  i n  t h e  p l a n t  c o n t r o l  l o o p .  T h e  p r o g r a m m e  d e v e l o p e d  
i n  s t a g e  t w o  w a s  m o d i f i e d  t o  a c c o m m o d a t e  a n a l o g u e - t o -
d i g i t a l  a n d  d i g i t a l - t o - a n a l o g u e  c h a n n e l s  a n d  t h e  r e s u l t s  
o b t a i n e d  w e r e  v i r t u a l l y  i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h o s e  d e r i v e d  i n  t h e  
d i g i t a l  s i m u l a t i o n ,  a n d  i n  n o  w a y  d i d  t h e y  c o n t r a d i c t  a n y  
I  
o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  o b t a i n e d  t h r o u g h  t h e  a n a l o g u e  c o m p u t e r - r e l a y  I  
s i m u l a t i o n .  
T h e  t h e o r y  d e v e l o p e d  i n  c h a p t e r s  o~e a n d  t w o  i n d i c a t e  t h e  
p r o b l e m s  o f  s e n s i t i v i t y  ( t o  p l a n t  p a r a m e t e r  v a r i a t i o n s } ,  
s t a b i l i t y  a n d  t h e  d e r i v a t i o n s  o f  t h e  t i m e - o p t i m a l  c o n t r o l  
l a w ,  e s p e c i a l l y  f o r  h i g h e r  o r d e r  p l a n t s .  P l a n t s  w h o s e  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  e q u a t i o n  h a s  c o m p l e x  r o o t s  a r e  e s p e c i a l l y  
t r o u b l e s o m e  a n d  m u c h  w o r k  r e m a i n s  t o  b e  d o n e  f o r  t h i s  
p a r t i c u l a r  c a s e .  
S t a g e  f o u r  w a s  a  p r a c t i c a l  t e s t  a n d  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  
f a s t  m o d e l  p r e d i c t o r  m e t h o d  t o  a  ~eal p l a n t .  A  s m a l l  
D C  m o t o r  w a s  u s e d  a s  a  p o s i t i o n  c o n t r o l l e r  a n d  a s  t h e  
c u r v e s  i n d i c a t e d ,  t h e  r e s p o n s e  t o  a  s t e p  i n p u t  w a s  c l o s e  
t o  t i m e - o p t i m a l  i n  s p i t e .  o f  t h e  s a t u r a t i o n  o r  v e l o c i t y  
l i m i t  o f  t h e  m o t o r  .  
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I n  c o n c l u s i o n  i t  c a n  b e  s t a t e d  t h a t  t h e  f a s t  m o d e l  
p r e d i c t i v e  c o n t r o l  ~ethod i s  a  u s e f u l  a n d  p r a c t i c a l  
a p p r o a c h  t o  t h e  m i n i m a l - t i m e  c o n t r o l  p r o b l e m  o f  s i n g l e -
v a r i a b l e  s e c o n d - o r d e r  p l a n t s ,  a n d  i n  c e r t a i n  c a s e s  f o r  
t h i r d  a n d  f o u r t h - o r d e r  p l a n t s ,  w h e r e  t h e  d e g r e e  o f  p l a n t  
t o  m o d e l  m i s m a t c h  a l t h o u g h  s e v e r e ,  ~s o f  n o  s e r i o u s  
c o n s e q u e n c e  a s  s a t i s f a c t o r y  p e r f o r m a n c e  i s  g e n e r a l l y  
o b t a i n e d .  
7 5 .  
C H A P T E R  3  
A D A P T I V E  C O N T R O L  
3  . 1 .  I . n t r o d u c t  i o n  
T h e  i n t e r e s t  i n . a d a p t i v e  c o n t r o l  s y s t e m s  h a s  b e e n  l a r g e -
l y  m o t i v a t e d  b y  a  s i z a b l e  c l a s s  o f  p r o b l e m s  f o r  w h i c h  
c o n v e n t i o n a l  t e c h n i q u e s  f o r  s y n t h e s i s i n g  t h e  c o n t r o l l e r  
h a v e  p r o v e n  i n a d e q u a t e .  
S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  a  c o n t r o l l e r  h a v i n g  f i x e d  p a r a m e t e r s  m a y  
n o t  b e  c a p a b l e  o f  a c h i e v i n g  t h e  d e s i r e d  s y s t e m  p e r f o r -
m a n c e  w i t h  a  g i v e n  p l a n t .  S u c h  a  s i t u a t i o n  m a y  o c c u r  
w h e n  t h e  p a r a m e t e r s  w h i c h  d e s c r i b e  t h e  p l a n t  v a r y  o v e r  a  
w i d e  r a n g e  o f  v a l u e s  d u r i n g  t h e  o p e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  s y s t e m  
( i . e .  w h e n  t h e  d y n a m i c  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  p l a n t  
c h a n g e  m a r k e d l y l .  
[ n  s p i t e  o f  t h e  p r o l i f e r a t i o n  O f  a d a p t i v e  te~hniques 
( s e e  E v e l e i g h
2 5
,  G i b s o n
2 6
,  L a n d a u
3
l  t h a t  h a v e  b e e n  
p r o p o s e d ,  t h e r e  a r e  m a n y  d i f f i c u l t i e s  i n  a p p l y i n g  s u c h  
~ethods t o  r e a l  p r o b l e m s
4
.  T h e s e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  m a y  b e  
a t t r i b u t e d  t o  a  v a r i e t y  o f  r e a s o n s  a m o n g  w h i c h  a r e :  
i l  T h e  l a r g e  n u m b e r  o f  p a r a m e t e r s  t h a t  m a y  h a v e  t o  b e  
a d j u s t e d  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  w h i l e  a s s u r i n g  t h e  
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s t a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  o v e r a l l  a d a p t i v e  s y s t e m .  
i i }  T h e  l a c k  o f  e x a c t  i n f o r m a t i o n  o r  p a r t i a l  i g n o r a n c e  
r e g a r d i n g  t h e  v a r i a t i o n s  o f  t h e  p l a n t  p a r a m e t e r s .  
i i i l  T h e  n o i s e  p r e s e n t  i n  t h e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  p l a n t  
o u t p u t s .  
R e c e n t  d e v e l o p m e n t s  i n  m o d e l  r e f e r e n c e  a d a p t i v e  c o n t r o l  
u s i n g  L y a p u n o v ' s  d i r e c t  o r  s e c o n d  m e t h o d  ( 4 , 2 7 , 2 8 , 2 9 , 3 0 }  
h a v e  o v e r c o m e  s o m e  o f  t h e s e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  a n d  . h a v e  
r e s u l t e d  i n  s c h e m e s  t h a t  m a y  b e  a t t r a c t i v e  i n  ~ractical 
s i t u a t i o n s .  
I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  i t  i s  q u i t e  e v i d e n t  t h a t  t h e  m o d e l  r e f e -
r e n c e  a d a p t i v e  c o n t r o l  s y s t e m  a b b r e v i a t e d  a s  M R A S ,  w a s  
t h e  m e t h o d  s e 1 2 c t e d  t o  i m p r o v e  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  t h e  
s y s t e m s  d e a l t  w i t h  i n  C h a p t e r  2 .  T h e  h e a r t  o f  t h e  f a s t  
m o d e l  p r e d i c t i o n  i s  t h e  " f a s t  m o d e l  
1 1
,  h e n c e  i f  1::~ i n t r o -
d u c e  a  r e a l - t i m e  m o d e l  ( o f  t h e  p l a n t l  b e s i d e s  t h e  f a s t  
m o d e l ,  t h e r e  n o w  e x i s t s  t h e  b a s i s  f o r  i d e n t i f y i n g  t h e  
unkno~n o r  p a r t i a l l y  k n o w n  p l a n t  p a r a m e t e r s .  O n c e  t h i s  
i s  a c h i e v e d  t h e  r e a l  t i m e  m o d e l  a n d  f a s t  t i m e  m o d e l  p a r a -
m e t e r s  a r e  u p d a t e d  ( a d a p t e d }  t o  t h a t  o f  t h e  p l a n t  a n d  
t h e  c o n t r o · l  c a n  n o w  a p p r o a c h  t h e  t i . m e - o p t i m a l  s i t u a t t o n .  
3 . 2 .  L i a p u n o v  S y n t h e s i s  a n d  t h e  I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  S c h e m e  
T h i s  a d a p t i v e  s c h e m e  a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  p r e d i c t i v e  c o n t r o l  
p r o b  l  e . m  i .  s .  t  h . e  d u  a  1  o f  t h e  
1 1  
a d a p t i v e  c o n t  r  o  1  
1 1  
n a m e  1  y  
t  h a  t  o  f  
1 1  
p a  r a m  e t  e r  .  i .  d  e .  n  t  i  f  i  c  a  t  i  o  n  
1 1  
a  s  i  s  d  i  s  c  u  s  s  e  d  i .  n  
t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
3 . 2 . l .  A d a p t i v e .  C o n t r o l  
C o n s i d e r  a  l i n e a r  p l a n t  d e s c r i b e d  b y  t h e  v e c t o r  
d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n :  
! p  =  Ap~p +  B p u  
( 3 ; 2 . 1 }  
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w h e r e  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  ( n x n }  m a t r i x  A P  a n d  
t h o s e  o f  t h e  ( n x m l  m a t r i x  B P  a r e  u n k n o w n  o r  o n l y  
p a  r t  i a  1 1  y  k n o w n .  
T h e  b e h a v i o u r  d e s i r e d  o f  t h e  p l a n t  i s  p r e s c r i b e d  
b y  t h e  m o d e l  :  
.  - A  +  B  
x m  - m x  .  u  
- - m  J 1 J  
( 3 . 2 . 2 1  
w h e r e  A J l J  i s  a  ( n x n l  s t a b l e  m a t r i x  a n d  B m  i s  a  
( n x m l  m a t r i x .  
W e  e m p l o y  a  f e e d f o r w a r d  ( m x m }  m a t r i x  Q ,  a n d  a  
f e e d b a c k  ( m x n l  m a t r i x  F  t o  c o n t r o l  t h e  p l a n t  
( s e e  f i g u r e  3 . 2 . 1 1  s o  t h a t  t h e  p l a n t  t o g e t h e r  
w i t h  t h e  c o n t r o l l e r ,  i s  c h a r a c t e r i s e d  b y  
! p  =  ( A p + B P Q F }  ~p +  ( B P Q } u  
( 3 . 2 . 3 )  
7  8  .  
T h e .  p r o b l e m ,  t l 1 e n ,  c o n s " t s t s  o f  s p e c i f y i n g  a  
s c b . e m e  t h a t  c o n t i n u o u s l y  a d j u s t s  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  
t h e  m a t r i c e s  F ( t l  a n d  Q ( t }  s u c h  t h a t  t h e  n o r m  o f  
t h e  e r r o r  b e t w e e n  t h e  p l a n t  a n d  t h e  m o d e l  s t a t e s  
t s .  r e d u c e d .  
U n d e r  c e r t a i n  c o n d i t i o n s ,  i t  t s  p o s s i b l e  t o  
r e . d u c e  t h i s  e r r o r  t o  z e r o  a n d  i t  i s  t h " t s  c a s e  
t h a t  i s  o f  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h i s  t h e s i s .  
3 . 2 . 2 .  I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  
T h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  p r o b l e m ,  o n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  
cons.is~s i n  s p e c i f y i n g  a  s u i t a b l e  m o d e l  a n d  i n  
d e v e l o p i n g  a  s c h e m e  f o r  d y n a r n " t c a l l y  a d j u s t i n g  
i t s  p a r a m e t e r s  s o  t h a t  t h e y  c o n v e r g e  t o  t h o s e  o f  
t h e  p l a n t  ( 3 . 2 . 1 1  s o  i n  e q u a t i o n  3 . 2 . 3  i f  w e  
s u b s t i t u t e  m  f o r  p  w e  h a v e  t h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  
s c h e m e  ( s e e  F i g u r e  3 . 2 . 1 } .  H e n c e  t h e  r o l e s  o f  
t h e  p l a n t  a n d  m o d e l  a r e  i n t e r c h a n g e d  s o  t h a t  t h e  
p a r a m e t e r s .  o f  t h e  m o d e l  t r a . c k .  t h o s e  o f  t h e  p l a n t .  
W h t l e  t i : t e .  t w o  p r o b l e m s  a r e  m a t n e m a t i c a l l y  
e q u i v a l e n t ,  i t  i s  w o r t h  n o t i n g  t h a t  t h e  i d e n t i -
f i c a t i o n  p r o b l e m  i s  s o m e w h a t  s i m p l e r  s i n c e  t h e  
s t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e  m o d e l  ( w h o s e  p a r a m e t e r s  a r e  
3 .  2 .  3  
a d j u s t e d l  u n l t k i  t h a t  o f  t h e  p l a n t ,  c a n  b e  
c h o s e n  f r e e l y  b y  t h e  d e s i g n e r .  
L i a p u n o v  S y n t h e s i s  
7 9  
A  b a s t e  n e c e s s i t y  o f  t h e  a d a p t i v e  c o n t r o l l e r  i s  
a  g o o d  c o m p r o m i s e  b e t w e e n  t h e  s t a b i l i t y  a n d  
s p e e d  o f  a d a p t a t i o n ,  a n d  i t  i s  f o u n d  t h a t  t h e  
L i a p u n o v  s y n t h e s i s  a p p r o a c h  t s  t h e  m o s t  s u c c e s s -
f u l .  T h e  a d a p t i v e  r u l e  i s  o b t a i n e d  b y  s e l e c t i n g  
t h e  d e s i g n  e q u a t i o n  t o  s a t i s f y  c o n d i t i o n s  
d e r i v e d  f r o m  L i a p u n o v
1
s  d i r e c t  m e t h o d ,  s o  t h a t  
s y s t e m  s t a b i l i t y  i s  g u a r a n t e e d  f o r  a l l  i n p u t s .  
T h . . e .  m a i n  d t s a d v a n t a g e  o f  t h e  L t a p u n o v  m e t h o d  " l s  
t h a t  a l l  t h e  s t a t e  v a r i a b l e s  m u s t  b e  a v a 1 l a b l e  
f o r  m e a s u r e m e n t ,  w h i c h  f o r  m a n y  r e a l  p l a n t s  " l s  
n o t  a l w a y s  p o s s i b l e .  
T h e  L i a p u n o v  s y n t h e s i s  i s  b a s e d  o n  t h e  u s e  o f  
t  h . . e  L  i  a .  p  u  n  o  y  f  u  n  c  t  ,~ o  n  (  s e e  A  p  p  e n  d  i x  A  5  l  .  
S u c c e s s f u l  f o r m s  o f  t h t s  Y  f u n c t i o n  a r e  d i s -
c u s s e d  b y  H a n g  a n d  P a r k s
3 0
,  N a r e n d r a  a n d  K u d v a
4  
a , n d  L a n d a u
3
.  
A p p e n d i x  A l  c o n t a i n s  a  s h o r t  d e v e l o p m e n t  a n d  
I  
• .  
s u m m a r y  o f  t h e  a d a p t i v e  c o n t r o l  l a w s  a s  w e l l  a s  
t h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  l a w  u s e d .  I n  c h a p t e r  t w o  i t  
w a s  f o u n d  t h a t  l a r g e  c h a n g e s  i n  t h e  p l a n t  t i m e  
c o n s t a n t  c a u s e d  a  s m a l l  d e g r a d a t i o n  i n  s y s t e m  
p e r f o r m a n c e  w h i l e  m o d e r a t e  c h a n g e s  i n  t h e  p l a n t  
g a i n  c a u s e d  l a r g e  s y s t e m  d e v i a t i o n s  f r o m  t h e  
n o r m a l .  H e n c e  i t  w a s  f e l t  t h a t  o n l y  t h e  m o d e l  
i n p u t  m a t r i x  B m '  n e e d  b e  g i v e n  a t t e n t i o n ,  w h i l e  
t h e  m o d e l  a n d  p l a n t  A  m a t r i c e s  c o u l d  b e  c o n s i -
d e r e d  i d e n t i c a l  f o r  a l l  p r a c t i c a l  p u r p o s e s .  
8 0  
F r o m  A p p e n d i x  A 7  t h e  p l a n t  g a i n  p a r a m e t e r  identi~ 
f t c a t i o n  l a w  i s :  
K y  "  "1ir2~TPbu +  Jr:~TPbu d t .  ( 3 . 2 . 4 )  
0  .  
w  h . . e .  r e  K Y  =  a d  d  i t  ; :  o  n  a  1  g  a  i  n  p a  r a m  e t  e r  d  e t  e r  m  i  n  e  d  
b y  t h e  a d a p t i v e  l o o p  
' 6  
=  a d a p t i v e  l o o p  d a m p i n g  f a c t o r  
r 2  
=  a d a p t i v e  l o o p  g a i n  
p  
=  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  s y m m e t r i c  m a t r i x  
e  
- ·  
=  s t a t e  o r  o u t p u t  g e n e r a l i z e d  e r r o r  
v e c t o r  
T  
=  t r a n s p o s e  o f  ~ 
e  
b  
=  · f _ n p u t  m a t r i x  
. u  
=  i n p u t  
f t g u r e  3 . 2 . 2  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  b l o c k  d i a g r a m  o f  a n  
a c t u a l  s y s t e m .  
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.  V l A  A N  A D J U S T A B L E  M O D E L  
"  
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3 . 3 .  E x p e r i m e n t a l  P r o c e d u r e s  ·  
3 . 3 . l  
A n a l o g u e  C o m p u t e r  S i m u l a t i o n s  
T h e  b l o c k  d i a g r a m  i n  F i g u r e  3 . 2 . 2  w a s  u s e d  t o  
d e m o n s t r a t e  t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  o f  p a r a m e t e r  i d e n t i -
f i c a t i o n  v i a  a n  a d j u s t a b l e  m o d e l .  T h e  p a t c h i n g  
o n  t h e  c o m p u t e r  r e q u i r e d  n o  s p e c i a l  o r  a d d i t i o n a l  
e q u i p m e n t  t o  i m p l e m e n t  t h i s  m e t h o d ,  a n d  t h e  p r o -
c e d u r e  f o l l o w e d  s t a n d a r d  a n a l o g u e  c o m p u t e r  
p r a c t i c e .  
S e v e r a l  t y p e s  o f  s e c o n d  o r d e r  m o d e l s  w e r e  
s e l e c t e d  b u t  t h e  c t i r v e s  d e p i c t e d  i n  F i g u r e s  
3 . 4 . i  a n d  3 . 4 . 2  r e p r e s e n t  a  p l a n t  w i t h  a  t r a n s -
f e r  f u n c t i o n :  
K  
G ·  ( s l - p  
. P  .  s · Z  +  o { S  +  l  
( 3 . 3 . l l  
~nd a  r e a l - t i . m e  m o d e l  w i . t h  · t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n  
G  (  s  l  =  (  ~ +  K l  
r o  s
2
+  o < . .  s +  l  
( 3 . 3 . 2 1  
whe~ K c =  (~ + K l  a n d  K  =  f ( K y l  
T h e  r e f e r e n c e  u s e d  w a s  a  s t e p  l n p u t  o f  5  v o l t s  
m a g n l t u d e .  
l n  F i g u r e  3 . 4 . 2  a  s q u a r e  w a v e  w a s  u s e d  t o  
p e r t u r b a t e  t h e  i n p u t ,  t o  i n v e s t i g a t e  w h e t h e r  t h e  
• .  
m o d e l  c o u l d  c o n t i n u e  t o  t r a c k  t h e  p l a n t  
s u c c e s s f u l l y  i n  s p i t e  o f  t h e s e  d i s t u r b a n c e s .  
8 2  
T h i s  w a s  a l s o  p e r f o r m e d  u s i n g  s i n e  a n d  t r i a n g u l a r  
w a v e  d i s t u r b a n c e s  o f  v a r i o u s  m a g n i t u d e s  a n d  
f r e q u e n c i e s  ( t h e s e  c u r v e s  a r e  n o t  s h o w n  h e r e }  
b u t  i n  a l l  c a s e s  t h e  m o d e l  c o n t i n u e d  t o  t r a c k  
t h e  p l a n t  w i t h  v i r t u a l l y  n o  t r a c k i n g  e r r o r .  T h e  
a d a p t i v e  l o o p  d y n a m i c s  i n  s o m e  r e s p e c t s  b e h a v e s  
a s  a  l o w  p a s s  f i l t e r ,  i n  t h a · t  t h e  h i g h  f r e q u e n c y  
c o m p o n e n t s  a r e  i g n o r e d ,  w h i l e  f o r  t h e  l o w  
f r e q u e n t y  t e r m s ,  t h e  a d a p t i v e  l o o p  r e s p o n d s  
r a p i d l y  t o  t h e s e  v a r i a t i o n s .  
T h . e .  e a s e  W i : t n .  w h i c h  t h e  p a r a m e t e r s  1
2
,  ' 6 ,  
e
1  
a n d  e
2  
c o u l d  b e  c h a n g e d  m a d e  t h e  a n a l o g u e  
c o m p u t e r  a p p r o a c h  v e r y  p r a c t i c a l  a n d  d i r e c t .  
3 . 3 . 2 .  H y b r i d  S i m u l a t i o n s  
O n e .  o f  t h e .  p r i m a r y  o b j e c t i v e $  o f  t h i s  s e c t i o n  
w a s  t o  d e v e l o p  a n  a l g o r i t h m  t o  p r o v i d e  t h e  
a d a p t a t i o n  t o  t h e  s y n t h e t i c  f a s t  m o d e l  s o  a s  t o  
m a i n t a i n  t i m e - o p t i m a l  p e r f o r m a n c e  . .  I n i t i a l l y  a  
p r o g r a m  w a s  w r i t t e n  t h a t  r e p r e s e n t e d  a n  
a l g o r i t h m  o f  e q u a t i o n  3 . 2 . 4 .  A p p e n d i x  A 8 . l  
c o n t a i n s  t h i s  p r o g r a m  a n d  . a  d i a g r a m  ( F i g u r e  
8 3  
A B . l . l }  s h o w i n g  t h e  a c t u a l  s y s t e m  st~ucture. 
W h a t  w a s  o f  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h i s  p r o g r a m  w a s  t h e  
i n t e g r a l  t e r m  i n  e q u a t i o n  3~2.4. T h e  n u m e r i c a l  
i n t e g r a t i o n  m e t h o d  u s e d  w a s  t h e  t r a p e z o i d a l  r u l e  
a n d  e x t r e m e l y  r a p i d  c o n v e r g e n c e  r e s u l t e d  a s  s e e n  
i . n  F i g u r e s  3 . 4 . 3  a n d  3 . 4 . 4 .  I t  w a s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  
c a l c u l a t e  t h e  t r u n c a t i o n  e r r o f  ( s e e  S c h e i d
3 3
}  a s  
t h e  v a r i a b l e s  i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e  c o m p u t a t i o n  
c o n v e r g e  t o w a r d s  z e r o  e x t r e m e l y  r a p i d l y  b u t  a  
r o u g h  c a l c u l a t i o n  s h o w e d  t h e  t r u n c a t i o n  e r r o r  t o  
b e  l e s s  t h a n  0 . 0 0 0 1 .  H e n c e  t h e  s i m p l e  t r a p e z o i -
d a l  r u l e  w a s  f o u n d  t o  b e  r e a s o n a b l y  a d e q u a t e .  
T h . e  m e t h o d s ;  d e r i v e d  f o r  t h e  d i g i t a l  s i . m u l a t i o n  
t n  c h a p t e r  t w o  f o r  s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n  a n d  c o n t r o l  
w e r e  a l s o  u s e d  i n  t h i s  p r 6 c e d u r e  a n d  n o  r e a l  
p r o b l e m s  a r o s e .  A f t e r  s o m e  e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n ,  
n  0  m t  n  a  l  y a  1  u  e .  s :  0  f  ? S  '  r 2  a  n  d  h  w e r e  e s t  a  b l  i  s  h e  d  
f o r  t h e  s y s t e m  u n d e r  t e s t .  
T  h . e .  f  t  n  a .  l  s ;  t a  g  e  i .  n  t  h e  s  i .  m u  l  a  t  i .  o  n  w  a  s  t  h e  
t n c l u s t o n  o f  t h e  p a r a m e t e r  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  
a l g o r i t h m  i n t o  t h e  p r o g r a m  d e v e l o p e d  f o r  t h e  
f a .  s  t  m o  d  e l  p  r  e  d  t  c  t o  r  h y  b  r  i .  d  c  o  n  t  r  o  l  l  e .  r  i .  n  
c  h a  p  t  e  r  t w o  .  
- - - --~-- --"-~-----
- - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  a  r : :  
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T h e  p r e p a r a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o g r a m  p r e s e n t e d  l i t t l e  
d i f f i c u l t y  ( s e e  A p p e n d i x  A S . 2  f o r  a  d e s c r i p t i o n  
o f  t h i s  p r o g r a m  a n d  a  d i a g r a m  o f  t h e  s y s t e m  s e t -
u p }  althoug~ t h e r e  a r o s e  d e f i n i t e  p r a c t i c a l  
l i m i t a t i o n s  i n  r e g a r d  t o  d e v i c e  l i m i t a t i o n s  a n d  
t o  t h e  m e t h o d  o f  c o n t r o l .  
A  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h i s  i s  s i m p l i f i e d  b y  r e f e r r i n g  
t o  F i g u r e s  3 . 3 . 1  a n d  3 . 3 . 2 .  T h e  c . p . u .  ( c e n t r a l  
p r o c e s s i n g  u n i t }  o f  . t h e  m i n i c o m p u t e r  c a n  o n l y  
h a n d l e  i n s t r u c t i o n s  s e q u e n t i a l l y  a n d  t a s k s  a r e  
t h e r e f o r e _  p e r f o r m e d  s e r i a l l y  i n  t i m e ( t h e r e  i s  
n o  . f a c i l i t y  a t  t h e  tim~ o f  w r i t i n g ,  o f  m u l t i -
t a s k  s h a r i n g  o f  p r o g r a m s ,  w r i t t e n  i n  B a s i c } .  
H e n c e  i t  i s  p h y s i c a l l y  i m p o s s i b l e  f o r  t h e  c . p . u .  
t o  ~e s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  o c c u p i e d  w i t h  t h e  p r e d i c t o r  
m o d e  a n d _  t h e  p a r a m e t e r  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  m o d e .  A  
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  i n  B a s i c  t a k e s  a b o u t  l  m i l l i -
s e c o n d  w h i l e  a  L o g a r i t h m i c  c a l c u l a t i o n  t a k e s  
a b o u t  1 0  m i l l i s e c o n d s  w h i c h  i s  s l o w  b y  conte~po­
r a r y  c o m p u t e r  s t a n d a r d s .  
K e n c e  t n e  t \ m e  a l l o t t e d  ( t
1  
a n d  t
3  
i n  F i g u r e  
3 . 3 . l l  f o r  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n ,  p r e d t c t i o n  a n d  f a s t  
m o d e l  paramet~r a d j u s t m e n t ,  a n d  t h e  s a m p l i n g  o f  
t h . e  p l a n t  v e c t o r s ( t
2  
a n d  . t
4  
\ n  f i . g u r e  3 . 3 . 1 1  ' n a d  
a v a i l a b l e  t o  a d j u s t  K Y  a n d  h e n c e  t o  h o l d  t h e  
p l a n t  a n d  f a s t  m o d e l  i n  a  c l o s e  m a t c h .  T h i s  
w o u l d  r e s u l t  i n  g r o s s  m i s m a t c h  a n d  u l t i m a t e  
d e t e r i o r a t i o n  o f  p l a n t  c o n t r o l .  
T h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  a  h i g h  s p e e d  c . p . u .  w i t h  
s p e c t a l  p r t o r i t y  t n t e r r u p t s  c o u l d  g o  a  l o n g  w a y  
t o  t m p r o v e  t h i s  s i t u a t i o n  o r  e v e n  t w o  parall~l 
p r o c e s s o r s  f o r  a  p l a n t  o p e r a t i n g  u n d e r  t h e s e  
8 6  
c o n t r o l  l a w s .  T h i s  i s  a n  a r e a  w h e r e  m u c h  i n v e s -
t  i  g  a  t  i  0  n  s  t  n  l  h a  s  t  0  b e  d  0  n  e  .  
3 . 4 .  S i m u l t a t t o n  R e s u l t s  
· l n  s e c t i o n  3 . 3 . 1 ,  a  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  p l a n t  a n d  r e a l -
t t m e  m o d e l  w a s  g t y e n .  F i g u r e  3 . 4 . l  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  p l a n t  
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  a n d  c o n v e r g e n c e  o f  a  m o d e l  paramet~r. 
T h e  c u r v e s  m a y  b e  l i s t e d  a s :  
C u r y e  N o .  
l  
2  
3  
p l a . n t  o u t p u t  
m o d e l  o u t p u t  
-
(  K m +  K  ) _  =  K . c  
4  ~(tl s y s t e m  e r r o r  r a t e  
w i t h  r ( t t =  5  y o l t s ( a  s t e p  f u n c t i o n } ,  
~ = l ,  o  =  1 · ,  1
2  
=  5  a n d  1  =  . 1  
d . . ; : :  l ,  w ; : : J ,  K  ; : :  .  4  
r o  
I  
I  
I  
'  
I  
I  
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T h e  r a p i d  c o n v e r g e n c e  o f  K c  t o  K P  i s  q u i t e  a s t o n i s h i n g  
a l t h o u g h  s o m e  o v e r s h o o t  o c c u r r e d  ( c u r v e  3 } .  I t  i s  
v i r t u a l l y  i m p o s s i b l e  t o  d i f f e r e n t i a t e  b e t w e e n  C u r v e s  1  
a n d  2  i n  s p i t e  o f  t h e  p l a n t  h a v i n g  c o m p l e x  p o l e s .  A s  
s e e n  t h . e  s y s t e m  e r r o r  r a t e  i s  s m a l l .  
8 7  
f i g u r e  3 . 4 . 2  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  p l a n t  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  a n d  
c o n v e r g e n c e  o f  a  m o d e l  p a r a m e t e r  w i t h  a  s t e p - l i k e  d i s -
t u r b a n c e  o f  t h e  p l a n t  i n p u t .  I n  t h i s  c a s e  t h e  p l a n t  
d a m p i n g  w a s  r e d u c e d  t o  c A =  . 4 ,  w  =  l ,  K m  =  . 6 ,  K P  =  1 ,  
( {  =  l ,  
r 2  =  5  a n d  
=  •  l .  
T h e  d i s t u r b a r i c e  w a s  a  s q u a r e  w a v e  o f  a  5  s e c o n d  p e r i o d  
a n d  2 , 5  v o l t  a m p l i t u d e .  r ( t }  =  5  volts~ 
C u r v e  N o .  
l  ~lant o u t p u t  
2  m o d e l  o u t p u t  
3  (  ~ +  K l  
A s  t n  f i g u r e  3 . 4 . l  t h e  p a r a m e t e r  c o n v e r g e n c e  i s  v e r y  
r a p i d '  w h . i J e  t h . e  p a r a m e t e r  t r a c k i . n g  : e r r o r s  . a r e  v i r t u a l l y  •  
.  .  .  .  .  
z e r o  i n  s p i t e  o f  t h e  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  _ a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  p l a n t  
i . . n p u t .  
T h e  s m a l l  e r r o r s  b e t w e e n  c u r v e s  1  a n d  2  w e r e  c a u s e d  b y  
.  
p o o r  s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n  w h e n  r e p e a t i n g  t h e  r e c o r d i n g  f o r  
•  
~ 
~I 
• 
' ~ 
I 
• 
I 
I 
• 
I 
0 2 Os 
FIGURE 3.4.2 PLANT IDENTIFICATION AND CONVERGENCE OF 
A MODEL PARAMETER WITH A DISTURBANCE OF 
THE PLANT INPUT 
. -· ...... ~ ... . ,.~. . .... 
. . 
t 
I 
• 
• ~ 
Ii 
• 
I 
I 
I 
curve 2. 
figure 3.4.3 represents the adaptive gain parameter KY, 
for various r 2, ~ and h. Figure 3.4.4 represents the 
Liapunov parameter identification method applied to 
plant with transfer function as in equation 3.3.l with 
~=2 and w=l. Both these figures display data derived 
from the digital co'mputer. In both examples Km=.4, 
r(t}= + 5 volts and eTPb={e+lO~}. 
for f:i gu re 3.4.3 
Curve No r2 ~ h 
l 5 • 5 .01 
2 1 ~ 5 . 01 
3 . 5 • 5 . 01 
4 .5 .1 .01 
5 . 5 1 .01 
for Figure 3.4.4 
Curve No r2 .. 5, .o;::; . 5 ' h. ;::; • Q5 
l .l" Plant output 
1.2 Model output 
1.3 system error wi.th. XlOO amplification 
1.4 Ky 
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Curve No 
'2 ::; l ' Q::; . 5 ' 11 ::; .05 
2.1 Plant output 
2.2 model output 
2.3 syste.m error with x 10 ampl "tfic.ation 
2.4 KV 
'2 ::; . 5' "6 ::; . 5 ' h ::; .05 
3.1 plant output 
3.2 model output 
3. 3 system error with x 1 amplification 
3.4 K . y: 
As seen in Figure 3.4.3, a decrease in r2 ( i . e • 1 o o p 
gainl results in a reduced amplitude of KV. Variations 
in 12 ·and o resuit in minor variations of the response 
c u r y e s f o r _ KV bu t t hey a 1 1 c o n v er g e to KV = 0 , 6 ( s i n c e 
( ~ + lSn l = ( • 6 + . 4 l = l = KP ) .. 
These various values were trie& as indicated in Figure 
3.4.4. Again the convergence was extremely rapid as it 
was y{rtually impossible to differentiate the plant 
output from the model output. 
The rapid oscillatio~s in KY were caused by the output 
of the D to A channe.1 v1.h..i_cb. is not conti:nuous but whose 
voltage is renewed after every iteration in the 
89 
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integration loop. The 6scillations caused no difficul-
ties as the two integrators in the plant merely respon-
ded to the de components in Kv. 
Po i. n t 1 a 1 rep res; en ts w l1e. re the · i n p u t r i s s. et to zero 
and point 1 b 1 represents where the input r is restored to 
5 volts. ln all cases, the value of Kv=.6 was stored in 
the 1 memory 1 of the integration loop. 
These tests demonstrate the simplicity of using this 
method for parameter identification and tracking. 
figures 3.4.5 to 3.4.8 depict the output response of a 
second-order pl~nt for a step reference with the method 
of fast model predictive control with and without 
para~eter identification and tracking. For all these 
curves the plant transfer function is 
- KP 
GP(sl - s(s + .11 
The real time model transfer function is 
( Km+ R)_ 
Gm(s)_ = s(s. + .11 
The fast model transfer function is the same as the real 
ti.me model except the. gain (~+Kl is updated at the end 
of an 1 ide.ntification 1 run. 
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K.p = l ( n o m i. n a 1 ). , Km = . · 8 a n d r ( t 1 = 5 v o 1 t s 
Curve No 
l plant output with adaptation 
2 real ti.me model output 
.3 plant output without adaptation 
The results are as anticipated, a dramatic improvement 
in system performance. There was a small tracking error 
between the· plant output and real time model output due 
to the control action that was allotted in the time slot 
t 4 (see section 3.3.?). 
Figure 3.4.6.illustrates the response when KP is 
decreased by 20% (KP = 0.8} 
Curve No 
1 plant output with adaptation 
2 real time model output 
3 plant output without adaptation 
Again the same remarks as above appl·y. 
Figure 3.4.7 illustrates the response when KP is now 
I 
I 
• 
increased by 40% (KP = 1.4}. 
Curve No 
1 
2 
3 
plant output with adaptation 
real time model output 
plant output without adaptation 
Again the response with adaptation is close to time -
optimal and the same remarks as in Figure 3.4.5 apply. 
Figure 3.4.8 illustrates the response when KP is now 
decreased by 40% (K~ = .6}. 
Generally the settling time of the plant is greatly 
increased (see section 1.5} when the plant gain para-
meter KP, is reduced below the nominal gain parameter. 
And this is observed to be the case as in Curve 3. 
However the tracking error has alsQ increased as com-
pared to Figure 3.4.6 although by a small amount. Hence 
for large decreases in KP the maximization of the time 
slot for t 3 i.e. the identification and tracking becomes 
more critic~l. Nevertheless the response of Curve l as 
compared with Curve 3 is still a great improvement. In 
fact the settling time has been reduced by approximately 
100%. 
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')( t 
Sv 
t 
0 
FIGURE 3.4.5 . ADAPTIVE FAST MODEL PREDICTION WITH 
INCREASED GAIN PARAMETER 
' . 
•. 
X1 
5v 
J 
t 
0 
FIGURE 3.4.6 ADAPTIVE FAS-if 'MO'DH PREDICTOR WITH DECREASE.· 
IN PLANT GAimt 
. ' .. 
X1 
2 
Sv 
t 
0 
FIGURE 3~4.7 ADAPTIVE FAST MODEL PREDICTOR WITH AN 
INCREASE IN PLANT GAIN 
·-) 
Sv 
t 
- ' 0 
FIGURE 3.4.8 : ADAPTIVE FAST MODEL PREDICTION VITH DECREASE 
IN PLANT GAIN 
3.5. Summary of Results and Comments 
The goal of this chapter was to augment and improve the 
performance of the fast model predictor controller, for 
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a p l a n t to · mo d e 1 m i s ma tc h , t hr o u g h t he u t i 1 i z a t i o n o f a n 
adaptive technique known as parameter identification and 
track.ing. The method employs a real time model of the 
plant which parameters may be adjusted to match those 
of the plant. 
By developing a set of equations known as the adaptive 
or identification laws based upon Liapunov stability 
considerations,· a means of guaranteeing the stable 
performance of the adaptive loop during the updating or 
adjusting period (when the tracking· error is th~ 
greatest} was demonstrated. 
A. suitable solution of the expression (eTPbl yields the 
necessary form of e(t} and ~(t} for a second order plant 
where P (and Q} is a positive symmetric matrix such that 
T . A P+PA = - Q. 
Th.ere a re several parameters; r2 , l'5 , h. and the 
selection of Q which in some respe~ts can be optimized 
with respect to the plant to be controlled. This was 
demonstrated t-0 some degree in Figures 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. 
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Koweyer ~ome practical dtfftculttes arose from these 
tests. There was the problem of the lack of a high 
speed processor or some means of a high speed priority 
interrupt and t~e second problem was that of the nature 
of the bang-bang input. It has been demonstrated that 
for one or two sign reversals, the convergence of the 
identification algorithm was sufficiently rapid so as to 
minimize the tracking error but for a sliding input this 
would not be the case any longer. 
This technique a~tempts to maintain a close model to 
plant match and hence to maintain the time-optimal or 
close to time-optimal switching trajectory, and so, 
avoid any sliding of the input. However, sudden or 
dramatic changes on or in the system could very well 
.cause rapid deterioration of system performance. 
Nevertheless the curves in Figures 3.4.5 to 3.4.8 
demonstrate convincingly the power of this technique. 
• 
•••• 
I 
~5 . 
CHAPTER 4 
ADAPTIVE RELAY CONTROL 
4.1. Introduction 
·The adaptive relay contro1 5' 24 of single-input second-
order plants with parameter uncertainty is considered in 
this section. It ts assumed that the plant parameters 
(plant gain and time constant} remain constant but 
initially unknown, during motion from the initial condi-
tions to the desired endpoint, taken here to be the 
state origin or error state origin where indicated. 
The controller is designed to yield a near-minimal value 
of settling time, The state variables are assumed t-0 be 
accessible and that noise disturbance is not present or 
of secondary importance. 
Adapttve control of uncertain systems plays a large role 
in control engineering and the struciu;e of an adaptive 
control system generally has the form shown in Figure 
4.1.l . 
The plant parameters are identified and the parameters 
of t~e controller are adjusted accordi~;~· . 
• 
• I 
' 
In the time-optimal cdntrol problem we desire to 
transfer the plant state from an initial condition to 
the state or error state origin. 
As shown in this thesis the time-optimal controller is 
. 
complex and nominally time-optimal systems are highly 
sensitive to parameter variation. 
For certain systems the accurate identification of the 
plant dynamics can prove difficult and the computation 
speed may not be sufficiently fast for the adaptive 
scheme in Fig 4.1.1. to be feasible or insufficiently 
fast if reasonable system response is to be obtained. 
The adaptive strategy described in the following 
sections dispenses with the learning or identification 
phase and the arrangement of this control system is 
given in Figure 4.1.2. 
Unlike most adaptive schemes the control strategy does 
not organiz~ itself through adaptive correction, but 
identifies a certain surface (for a second-order system 
the surface is a curve} in the state space. 
This surface. i,s. as.s.oci,ate.d ~d:th sli:ding motion, and is 
fo.und by rotattng or slewtng a S\'{itch.\ng hyperplane. (for 
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FIGURE 4.1.1 
<P 
. 
, 
. 
flGURE 4,1.2 
I 
u 
- 1 
1::1 I I 
I 3 l 2 
I 
TYPICAL ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM 
1 Plant 
2 Plant Identification 
3 Controller 
4 
_J -U 1 , 
,~ 
G 
1 
! 
3 -
-
ADAPTIVE RELAY CONTROL SYSTEM 
1 Pla,nt 
2 Sliding Motion Detector 
3 Linear Switching Function 
4 Ideal Relay 
x 
-
, 
x 
~ 
• 
• 
I 
I 
a second-order syste~ the hyperplan~ is a line} in the 
state space whenever the system is' in a sliding mode. 
The controller is easily implemented and the resulting 
system response is close to desired time-optimal 
trajectory. 
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4.2. Background 
. •. 
Since the switching function ¢(x1 ,x 2} operates a (ideal) 
relay, the switching hyperplane (a line in the x1-x 2 
planel corresponding to the relay chan~e-over can be 
established in the phase plane. Whenever ¢(x1 ,x 2} 
changes sign the relay switches and at that instant the 
switching line corresponds to zero error and error rate -
(x1 and x2 are synonymous with error and error rate}. 
There exists a unique combination Of xl and x2 , for a 
well defined plant, which results in that -~(x1 ,x 2 } 
such that the plant trajectory to the origin is time-
optimal. Hence for the correct 'slew• of the switching 
line, ~tme-optimality results. This is illustrated in 
Figure 4.2.1 . 
for ~ncorrect adjustment of the switching line either an 
overshoot will occur. or the trajectory will recross and 
cross the switching line so that sliding motion 
I 
.. 
• I 
comme.nces. 
An analysis of sliding motion and the switching hyper-
plane is conducted in Appendix A9. The results of this 
are important in demonstrating the usefulness of con-
trolling the rotation of the switching hyperplane, and 
the motivation now becomes evident in section 4.1. 
Before analysing the adaptive control strategy the 
sliding motion of the plant must be investigated. 
4.3. Sliding Motion of the Double Integrator Plant 
Th_e state co-ordinates of the double integrator plant, 
l ! 
G(pl = ~ satisfy; 
x 1 = X2 
x2 LJ (4.3.ll = li 
wh.ere I u I < 1 and b is a parameter > 0. 
The control is given by 
u = sgn ¢ (4.3.21 
wb_ere ¢ i..s the. l \nea.r switching function 
¢ ;:: - qxl -; X2 (4.3.31 
where q >a (is a switching parameterl we may write 
equations 4.3.,l as 
98 
I 
I 
I 
• 
I 
99. . 
~:] = [: :] . ::] + ; 
from Appendi.x A 9 we k.now that for sliding motion to 
occur at the switching surface, the following conditions 
m.ust ho 1 d 
l. qx1 + x2 = a This is the switching line. 
2. J~¢A~l ~ lv¢BI for sliding motion to occur, 
where B =[i] 
3. 'V¢.B < 0 A condition for sliding motion to 
occur. 
Now v¢ =~a~ 
c)Xl' MJ ax_2 
=( 
-q' l l (4.3.51 
H.ence j'V ¢AxJ = I qx2I (4.3.61 
and lv¢sl l (4.3.71 = 1i 
so condition l h.olds th.at 
1qx2 I < l 
-
1i 
lx2 I l (4.3.8} or <. 
-:-· q1i 
and v¢B l -ve so condition 3 is satisfied. = '"'.1)' 
Hence the sliding region consists of points on the 
~witch.ing line satisfying: 
l l.x21 ~ qo:· 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
I 
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As long as equation 4.3.8' is satisfied the state remains 
on the switching line qx 1 (t}+x 2(t} = 0 which lie between 
points A and A1 in Figure 4.3.1 
Consider the initial conditions at the time t=O as 
satisfying: 
qxl +x2= Q (4.3.9} 
From equations 4.3.1 and 4.3.9, the motion on the 
switching line qxl + x2 = 0 satisfies: 
.x1(tl = ~1 (0} e-qt 
.x2(tl = .x2(0l e-qt (4.3.101 
Tb.us tile sys.tern b.e.naves 1 ike a 1 in ear pl ant 
( 4. 3 .11 l 
and the state approaches the state origin. The state 
origin ts not attained within a finite time since the 
state co-ordinates. decay exponentially with time. 
Suppose the state co-ordinates satisfy 
~ ;: 
q = 
q.x 1 + .x2 = 0 
1 (4.3.12} 
The. point (~1 , x2l i.e. A or A in Fi~ure 4.3.l lies on 
the bound r y "of the s 1 id in g reg ion ( equation 4 . 3 . 8 } • 
.. 
I 
I 
I_ 
0 '1>0 
FIGURE 4.2.1 POSITIONING OF SWITCHING LINE FOR TIME-
OPTIMAL SvJITCH 
(a} Switching Line for Time-optimality 
EZJ 
sliding region 
flGURE 4,3,l DOUBLE INTEGRATOR PLANT SWITCHING CURVES 
I 
• 
•, 
• 
We shall define a point ~atisfying ~ = qx1+x 2= O and 
q = b fx I a sliding boundry point. 
I 2 
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So far we have considered q·as fixed. If q varies, the 
point (x1 ,x 2l de~cribes a locus. 
from equations 4.3.12 we can derive the sliding boundry 
locus (see Figure 4.3.l} i.e. x1 +bx 2 1x 2 j = 0 
o r x 1 + H 2 b l x 2 I x 2 I = 0 ·( 4 . 3 . l 3 l 
We n eJ< t c o n s id er t h. e. mo t i. o n o f a st a t e po i: n t c o n s t r a i n e d 
to lte on this locus. 
Consider an initial condition (x1°,· x 2°1 satisfying 
x 1 + bx 2 I x 2 I = o 
from 
0 q 
equation 
1 
b lx2 o I 
4.3.12 
(4.3.141 
Suppose we. allow q to vary as a function of time so that 
t h.e s ~ate mo yes on the i o cu s x 1 tbx 2 Ix 2 I = 0 
Then differentiation of q =bl~ 2 I yields 
q(tl x 2 + q(tl~ 2 (tl = a (4.3.151 
and differentiation of x1+ bx 2 jx 2 !and ~se of 4.3.l 
(4.3.161 
From equations 4.3.l and 4.3.16 the control is 
u = bx 2 = - ~ sgn x2 (4.3.17} 
where sgn x2 = 
The state trajectory is therefore identical to that of 
the double integrator plant with plant gain parameter 
2b and full control I u I= 1. 
Su b st i tu t i o n o f e·q u a t i o n 4 . 3 . l 7 i n to 4 . 3 . l 5 g i v e s 
(t} = q(t)_ 
2bj x 2 I 
(4.3.18} 
and from.4.3.12 and 4.3.18 
q(tl. = Hq(t1J_2 > a (4.3.19} 
10.2 
The fact that q(tl > Q will be used to verify a certain 
condition ~n the next section. 
The trajectory reaches the origin in a finite time since 
from equations 4.3.l and 4.3.17 
x2(t)_= x2o - tl sgn x2o (4.3.201 
The state co-ordinates are zero together on the locus 
Substituting x2(tl = O into equation 4.3.20 gives the 
f "ln i te ti.me: 
t = 2a I x2 o I 
0 x 0 where sgn x2 = 2 lx2°i 
to reach the state origin. 
4 . 4 . T fle. Ba s. i. c Ad a p t i. y e C o n t r o l l e r 
( 4. 3. 21 l 
The adapti.ve controller has a (time-variable} linear 
switching function (see Figure 4.4.11 
q > 0 (4.4.l} 
and the switching line is from 4.4.l 
(4.4.21 
103 . 
At time t=t 0 the control parameter q is set to the value 
q = b S>G (4.4.31 
I. n it i a 11 y £> 1 s. s ma 11 a n d t h.e i n i t 1 a l p o s i t i o n of the 
switch"ing line is, from 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. 
(4.4.41 
The parameter q is subsequently continually adjusted 
according to ·the following rule: 
1.f sl i'.di,ng mot\on occurs, the current switching_ 1 ine is 
rotated to be just ahead of the state point, i.e~ the 
control parameter "is increased to the value 
q(t+l = q(tl(l+€ ). (c >0}_ (4.4.5} 
wh.ere E:. is a smal 1 posi.tive number. If the plant is not 
sliding on the current switching line 4.4.2, the 
~!~-u~--~.___P_L_A_N_-_1__.1~...,__x> 
sliding motion 
r--!> detector 
j 
·1<-Y_e_s ___ ::,,,i.-;. q _. q ( 1 + E.) 
,, is plant sliding? 
no 
FIGURE 4.4.I : THE BASIC ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER FOR A SECOND-ORDER PLANT 
switching line is kept 1ixed, i.e. the value of q 
remai,ns unchanged. The assumption_ is that sliding 
motion can be detected. in an infinitesimal time inter-
val . 
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Ideally sand E are vanishingly small. For this limiting 
case the following properties have been verified in 4.3: 
Property l: The, time taken to reach th~ state origin is 
finite 
Property 2: The state trajectory approaches the state 
origin on a certain sliding boundry locus 
Property 3: At all points on the sliding boundry locus 
~ (t} > 0 
4.5. Analysis of the Basic Adaptive Controller 
The controller 4.4.l and 4.4.3 drives the state tQ the 
point A on the switching line L1 (see Fig 4.5.l} 
f; x 1 +x 2 = 0 ( 4 . 5 . l l 
in a finite time. From 4.3.8, for q = s sufficiently 
small; sliding commences (tb.e state slides on the 
current switch line from point A to point A. Assuming 
that sliding motion can be detected with an infinite-
simal time interVal, A is coincident with Al and the 
strategy given by 4.4.5 is implemented, i.e. the 
switching line is rotated. 
FIGURE 4.5.1 
0 
x 
slidiog bouridry 
locus 
Li 
SECOND-ORDER PLANT ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
STATE PATH 
L1 ~x1 +x 2 = 0 
L2 s(l+e}x 1+x 2 = o 
Li qixl+x2 = 0 
Li+l q1(l+e}x 1 +x 2 = o 
In the limit as the time taken to detect 
sliding motion tends to zero, points A', 
B', C', D' tend to the points A,B,C,D. 
From 4.4.1 and 4.4.5,-the control parameter q is 
changed, and the new control law is 
u = sgn( (4.5.2} 
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From 4.4.2 and 4.5.2 the control value at point A is now 
(4.5.3.} 
which drives the state to point B on the current switch-
ing line L2 
s(l+e.}. x1 +x 2 = O (4.5.4} 
Sltdi.ng recommences and the swtiching line is rotated 
further. The control i.s. gi.ven by 4.4.1 and after 
repeated rotation of the switching line whenever sliding 
occurs, the state reaches the point D in the neighbour-
hood of the sli.di.ng boundry locus in the sliding region 
(see Figure 4.5.1} within a finite time. 
At thJs poi,nt th.e current s.witching line Li 
qixl + X2 : 0 (4.5.5} 
is rotated to.the line Li+l' viz. 
qi.(1+€ L Xl +.X2 = Q (4.5.6} 
The control 4.5.3 drives the state to th.e point E (see 
Figure 4.5.1} on the line Li+l equation 4.5.6 in the 
rion sliding region. Sliding does not occur at point E. 
Th_e state enters the region, from 4.5.6 
x 1 (q 1(1+ € }x1 + x 2 } < 0 (4.5.7} 
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and the state trajectory returns to the switching line 
Li+l at point F in the sliding region. Sliding then 
recommences. As € - 0 the overshoot of the sliding 
boundry locus becomes negligibly small and the states 
moves effectively on the sliding boundry locus to the 
state origin. 
The motion on the locus to the state origin has been 
shown in 4.3 to be identical to that of the double 
integrat~r plant with plant parameter 2b. 
The sliding boundry locus is in fact the time-optimal 
switching curve of the double intecirator plant with plant 
parameter 2b. 
Tlle time ta.k.en to reach. the. state origin has been shown 
in 4.3 to be fi.nite. and on the locus we have q > 0 
(4.3.191 in agreement with requirement 4.4.5 of the 
adaptive strategy. Properties l, 2 and 3 have therefore 
been verified·for the double integrator plant {For 
modifications to the basic strategy see Appendix A.10}. 
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4.6. Performance of the Adaptive System 
Only step initial conditions and step. reference inputs 
were used in practical demonstrations for this thesis. 
However non step inputs or non step initial conditions 
do often arise as for example the control of a jacketed 
stirred tank reactor where the initial conditions (the 
two state co-ordinates (phase variables}l are the 
temperatures of the outer and inner tank. Here a new 
situation exists and in Appendix 8 is a short descrip-
tion of the modifications in the basic strategy that are 
required _for these situations. 
Practical demonstrations of this method were also 
successfully performed on a triple integrator plant= 
~' a plant of two lags plus one integrator = 
bp 
bp(1+Ti~l.P+T 2 p)_ and a plant 1tdth one integrator plus 
the 'second-order servo transfer function' = 
l 
The analysis of third order controllers and plants with 
the sliding motion regim2 is complex but is well docu-
mented by Zinober 24 . The control strategy for third-
order systems does not differ very much from second-
order. systems. and only a brief description of the third 
JOB 
order strategy is discussed in Appendix A.11. 
4 . 7 . Ex per i me n ta 1 Pro c e d u r e s 
The basis of operation of the adaptive relay control is 
the implementation of the control law, viz. the linear 
switching function: 
n-1 n-2 ~C~J = - q xl·-al q x2 -
and q > O 
-an -2 qx n -1 
(4.7.1} 
where the.design parameters, a1, are chosen to be 
t fle b in om i. a 1 c o e ff i c t e n t s 
a.= jn-1)_! 
1. (i.+ l~(n-i.-21! 
For a second-order plant: 
(4.7.2)_ 
for a third-order plant: 
"'· (_ v \ -- - q 2 vl - al q.x x r.r L.e r e a 2 ( 4 7 3 ' 'f' J>. J_ -A 2 - 3 ,,LL . : j;:; • • l 
-x 
n 
However Zinober 24 indicates that a1 can be modified such 
that a1 d ~ 2 (§ 2~l where d is a damping pa~ameter. 
for the smallest settling ti.med=§ 2~ (= .• 9431 (see 
Appendix A.11)_. 
Th.e posi.ti.on of Ute. switch.1~ng h_yperplane is giyen by: 
¢ = + an-2 qxn-·l + xn = O 
(4.7.4} 
Initially the control parameter q is set to the value 
q = s l >> s > 0 (4.7.5} 
The control parameter q is continually adjusted accor-
ding to the following rules: 
1.09 
(il If sliding motion occurs, the current switching 
hyperplane is roated to be just ahead of the state 
point, i.e. the control parameter q is increased to 
th..e v a 1 u e 
q(t+} = q(t}(l+E.} .(E > O} (4.7.6} 
where e is a small number 
(ii! lf the plant is not sliding on the current switching 
surface (4.7.4}, the switching hyperplane is kept 
fixed, i.e. the value of q remains unchanged. 
The assumption is that sliding motion can be detected in 
~n infinitesimal time interval and hence ideally sand 
E: a.re vanishing 1 y sm a 11 . 
The state trajectory moves from the initial conditions 
to the tni~tial pos:iti.on of the switching hyperplane. 
Sliding motion ensues and the switching surface is 
tncrementally rotated. After repeated rotation of the 
switching hyperplane whenever sliding motion occurs, the 
•, 
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state reaches a certain non-linear surface, the sliding 
b o u n d r y s u r fa c e , a n d t h.e n mo v e s o n t h i s s u r fa c e to the 
state origin (see Figure 4.5.1 where the state trajec-
tory of a second-ord~r system is given}. 
The first demonstration of the control strategy was 
implemented on an analogue computer for a second-order 
plant(a double integrator}. Appendix Al2.l contains a 
diagram of the system and a discussion of the means of 
detecting sliding motion. 
The second stage consisted of writing a program to 
demonstrate the strategy using hybrid simulation. This 
proved to be also highly succe~sful·. Appendix Al2.2 
contains a diagram of the system and the programs for a 
second-order and third-order plant. 
finally the control strategy was used to control a small 
DC motor as demonstrated in chapter two. The use of an 
an a 1 6 g u e comp u t er a s. we 1 l a s hybrid co n tr o l , were both 
demonstrated. 
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4.8. Simulation Results 
Figures 4.8.l and 4.8.2 represent analogue computer 
simulations of a double integrator plant for variations 
in the plant gai.n parameter Kp= }, and the inclusion of 
a non-linearity, v~locity limiting. 
for Figure 4.8.1 Kp(nornl= ~ = l and the curves are: 
Curve No ~ 
l . 3 
2 .. 4 
3 . 5 
4 . 7 
5 1.0 
6 3.Q 
7 4.0 
The ratio~ varied from .25 < ~ < 3.33, a large a - a -
variation in plant gain. Only for curve l overshoot 
occurred. 
for Fi.gure 4.8.2 the curves. are: (KP ;:: . 4 )_ 
Curve No 
l no velocity 1 i:m i. ting 
2 velocity 1 i.m i. t set to 1.9 volts 
3 velocity 1 im i. t set to 1.0 volts 
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The inclusion of a non-linearity in no way impeded the 
performance of the strategy. 
Figures 4.8.3 and 4.8.4 illustrate the responses of a 
second-order plant.with variations in KP for a step 
initial condition and with a non-linearity(velocity 
limiting). 
The second-order plant has a transfer function 
K 
G (sl = P where K. = l(nominal}, c<'p = .l. 
P s(s+o<pl P · 
The responses for Figure 4.8.3 are: 
Curve No 
1 
2 
3 
1.2 (20% increasel 
.8 (20% decrease} 
·The responses are as anticipated. For values of 
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KP< Knom there is a slight overshoot (curve 3} and for 
y a 1 u e ;;. o f KP > Kn 0 m t he re. s, po n s e i s c l o s e to n om i n a l 
(curves 2 and l}. 
The respons~s for Figure 4.8.4 are 
X1 
Sv 
' I 
I 
• 
. FIGURE 4.8.3 
J ' 
t . 
HYBRID SIMULATION OF A SECOND ORDER PLANT 
FOR VARIATION IN KP 
' ' 
' 
I 
~· 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
X1 
Sv 
0 
I . 
FIGURE 4.8.4 : HYBRID SlMULATION OF A SECOND ORDER PLANT 
FOR VAR1AT10N .IN KP WITH VELOCITY LIMITING 
t 
• 
-
• 
I 
• 
• 
I 
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Curve No K. 
-12. 
l l 
2 . 9 (10% decrease} 
3 l. 2 (20% increase} 
and the velocity limit was set at .4i1max. The responses 
. follow virtually the same path for even moderate changes 
in plant gain. 
figure 4.8.5 is a phase-plane representation of the 
second order plant discussed above but for variations . 
in ~p· KP= l(nominal) and the curves are: 
Curve No 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
~ 
0 
l 
.1 
. 5 
.1 (with velocity limiting of 
There are no overshoots and the behaviour of sliding 
motion as part of th~ control strategy is well demons-
trated by the trajectories moving towards the state 
origin. 
figures 4.8.6 and 4.8.7 represent the responses of a 
triple integrator plant for a step initial condition. 
I 
• 
• 
• X1 • 
0 
-f'tGURE 4. 8. 5 HYBRID SIMULATION OF A SECOND ORDER PLANT 
IN VARIATION IN c(p AND VELOCITY LIMITING 
Sv X1 
• 
Sv+--'--
0 
t 
FIGURE 4.8.6 HYBRl~ SIMULATION OP A TRlPLE INTEGRATOR 
PLANT 
-· 
X1 
Sv+-·--..... 
0 
FtG~RE 4.8.7 HYBRID SIMULATION OF A TRIPLE 
INTEG.RATOR PLANT FOR VARIATION 
IN~-
J ,- . 
t. 
• 
I 
The triple integrator has a transfer function Kp where 
KP = l ( n om in a 1 l · ~ 
figure 4.8.6 illustrates the position response curve 1, 
~elocity curve 2 and acceleration curve 3. Although the 
trajectories were sub-optimal, the curves ~onverged to 
zero simultaneously. 
F1gure 4.8.7 illustrates the response when K is varied. p 
Curve No ~ 
l l (nominal} 
2 1.2(20% increase} 
3 . 9 (l 0% decrease.} 
for moderate variations of KP about the nominal , the 
settling times are close to nominal. 
Figures 4.8.8 and 4.8.9 represent the responses of a 
third-order plant for variations in ~p and with 
acceleration limiting. The. transfer function of the 
third order plant is Gp(s} = 
s(s 2 +~ps+ll· 
where K = 1 ~---=-~-'--~- p 
K 
(nominal} and s2+o<s+l.:: s. 2+2 ;ws+w2 ,hence c<p= 2S and 
w = J. 
The curves in Figure 4.8.8 reflect a variation of c( 
. p 
• 
X1 
5v 
FIGURE 4.8.8 : HYBRID SIMULATION OF A THIRD-ORDER 
PLANT f'OR VARIATION IN o<.p 
·-
t 
5v 
0 
0 
0 
X1 
. 
X1 
t 
t 
FIGURE 4.8.9 : HYBRID SIMULATION 
OF A THIRD-ORDER PLANT WITH 
ACCELERATION LIMITING 
'. 
such that: 
curve No 
l 
2 
3 
4 
~ 
l 
. 4 
2 
0 (triple integrator} 
Again the settling times are virtually the same as for 
the nominal (~= o).. 
Figure 4.8.9 illustrates the responses for position, 
yelocity and acceleration when acc.eleration limiting was 
introduced (a non-linearity). K = l and d... = l and the p p 
ac~eleration limit setting was about .3~1 max. 
Curves 1,3 and 5 represent the state variables with no 
acceleration limiting and curves 2,4 and 6 represent the 
state variables with limiting. It is seen that the 
introduction of limiting the acceleration does not modify 
the performance of the plant by any appreciable mean~. 
Finally Figure 4.8.lQ represents the response of the 
output potentiometer of a small DC motor for a step 
input. The adaptive relay control strategy was 
synthesized on an anaiogue computer and is essentially 
the same as in Figure A12.l~l. This is distinct from the 
digital control as.indicated in Figure 2.4.24 in chapter 
0 
ftGURE 4.8.10 
• 
ANALOGUE COMPUTER CONTROL OF A DC MOTOR 
WI.TH THE ADAPTIVE RELAY STRATEGY 
t 
two, but the basic ~nalogue block diagram of Figure 
A6.4.l still applies.· 
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Curve l represents the output response when there was no 
velocity feedback present and merely the position feed-
back provided the switching function to the electronic 
relay. As can be seen there were limit cycles in the 
steady state and further augmented by the severe backlash 
in the gearbox. Curve 3 represented the adaptive relay 
strategy for a particular velocity feedback constant 
(the tachog~nerator voltage was attenuated through a 
potentiometer} and curve 2 represented the response when 
the velocity feedback constant was reduced by a factor 
of four. 
rt can be seen from ftgures 4.8.10 and 2.4.24 that this 
method provides good control over a DC motor whose 
transfer function can be approximated to by a second-
o~der function (note that in Figure 2.4.24 no attempt 
was made to optimize the velocity feedback constantL~ 
n1. 
4.9. Summary of Results and C6mments 
The adaptive relay controller was applied without any 
modification to second and third· order plants, both con-
taining non linearities (velocity and acceleration 
limiting). Neither the plant parameters nor the precise 
plant dynamics need be known. In contrast the time-
optimal (see chapter two} controller requires an 
accurate knowledge of the plant dynamics. 
The application of the relay adaptive control law is 
straightforward and is the implement~tion of a linear 
algebraic function of the plant state-variables 
provided of course, that they are accessible. The 
strategy can be applied for a set of references provided 
the error state-variables are generated. 
In general this met~od provides satisfactory system 
response of second-order and third ~rder plants through-
out the state-space, and the controller does not require I 
the kriowledge of the plant dynamics· for its implementa-
tion. The effect of the sliding motion of the switching 
element need not necessarily be a problem as a smoothing 
network inserted.between the relay and the input to the 
plant, would alleviate the action of the bang-bang 
. . 
control signal upon the plant (similar in respects to 
the diode limited integrator used for sliding motion 
detection, see Ap~endix Al2.l}. 
The results obtained from the third-order plant with 
complex eigenvalues in the hybrid simulations and the 
control of the de motor indicate a good practical 
application of this control method to motor position 
control wtth large inertial loads .. 
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CHAPTER 5 
STATE VARIABLE TRANSFORMATION AND NOMINAL-V CONTROL 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
One of the difficulties in synthesising the time-
optimal expression for a fast model (where known) is 
it's complicated form which consists of several 
combinations of exponential, logarithmic and other 
complicated functions of the state variables (see 
Appendix A6.2 and A6.5). 
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A method developed by Ryan 6 ' 31 whereby the time-optimal 
feedback control laws can be expressed in an explicit 
algebraic form is presented here. Ryan shows that 
in certain cases the time-optimal control law for triple 
integrator plants may be expressed in a form involving 
merely products and integer powers of state variables 
together with signum functions. Moreover it has been 
established that this control law is also precisely 
optimal for specific third order plants with_ negative 
real eigenvalues in a certain ratio and for double 
integrator plants and negative real eigenvalues in 
a certain ratio. 
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This property forms the basis of the nominal-y control 
approach whereby the relatively simple time-optimal 
control laws for the double and triple integrator 
plants may be applied, via a special state variable 
transformation (the nominal-y transformation) to more 
general .second and third order real pole plants with 
little deterioration from optimal system performance. 
The use of a fast model predictor whether synthesized 
as a mathematical model on a computer or otherwise, 
presents no real difficulties for second order system~ 
so far as the switching logic is concerned. However 
for third and higher .order systems the switching 
strategy based on a fast model becomes extremely complex 
and to achieve exact time-optimal response even more so. 
for more general third order (and fourth order) systems 
a simplified sub~optimal predictive control strategy 
is shown which gives near time-optimal performance. 
Attention is focussed however on third-order plants 
with complex eigenvalues during the hybrid simulations. 
I 
• 
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5.2 The System 
The relay control system under consideration is shown 
in Figure 5.2.1 and is the same as that in section 1.2. 
However for explanatory purposes a short introduction 
to the system is felt to be justified. The system 
in Figure 5.2.1 is described by the vector-matrix equation 
x = A>:; + Bu ( 5 . 2 . 1 ) 
Where x is the n-dimensional state vectbr. The 
nxn ·system matrix A and the n-dimensional vector B 
are assumed to be of the canonical forms where 
!o100· 0 ' 1~ l 0010 0 ' .. A = 
-<>< I and B = (5.2.2) 
_ o(l 
- o(2 l~ .. ~ 
i = constant ( i = 1 , 2, .... ' n) a = constant 
>0 ( = ~). The eigenvalues of the matrix A are 
p 
assumed real and non-positive. 
The components of the state vector >:: are the phase 
co-ord_inates x1 
x. = x .. 
1 1+1 
(i = 1, 2, 
(i = 1, 2, 
.... ' 
. ... , 
n) which satisfy 
n-1) (5.2.3) 
The controller generates a scaler function of the 
system state vector, - ¢(x) at the input to the relay 
so that 
u = u(>:;) = -sgn(¢(~)} = 
(+1 
( Cf' ( - l:S ~~ + l ) 
(-1 
¢(x)> o 
¢(~)= 0 
¢(>::)< 0 
(5.2.4) 
" 
ideal. 
relay 
rfll 
FIGURE 5.2.1. 
RELAY CONTROL SYSTEM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
plant 
x 
-
x=Ax+Bu 
I 
controller 
I 
• 
• I 
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The function ¢(!) will be referred to as the switching 
function. The set of state points satisfying ¢(x) = O 
constitutes the switching surface which partitions the 
state space into two mutually exclusive regions of 
positive (u = +l) and negative (u = -1) control effort. 
It is required to determine the switching function ¢(~). 
such that, under control law 5.2.4, the system is 
transferred from an arbitrary initial state x(O) = x0 
to the state origin in minimum or near minimum time. 
for continuous feedback control the sw~tching function 
¢(~) is synthesized dir~ctly. For predictive control, 
the controller generally incorporates a model of the 
plant simulated on a fast time scale. 
The predictive control system operates with sampled 
data, the plant state being measured at the beginning 
of each sampled-data interval. This measurement is used 
to set the initial conditions of the fast model. 
During a given sampled-data interval (real time) the 
response of the fast model to some prescribed control 
schedule is examined. The control input to the actual 
plant during the next sampled-data interval (real time) 
is determined on the basis of the fast model response. 
The ideai (but unrealizabl~) condition for which the 
sampled-data interval is infinitely small is assumed 
throughout. Under this idealized condition, the 
predictive controller may be regarded as generating an 
equivalent switching function ¢(~) so that a given 
predictive control strategy and its equivalent feedback 
control law are identical in effect, i.e. an idealized 
predictive strategy and its equivalent feedback control 
law are synonymous. 
5.3 Implementation of predictive control ~tr~t~~ies 
As indicated in section 5.2, a predictive controller 
operates with sampled-data (see chapter 2). For 
the purpose of analysis, the idealized condition, 
for which the sampled-data interval is infinitely 
small, was assumed throughout. As this condition is 
physically unrealizable, practical implementation of 
both time-optimal and modified sub-optimal predictive 
control strategies is discussed briefly below. 
for an nth order plant the time-optimal predictive control 
strategy required that, during each sampled.-data interval 
(n-1) state co-ordinates of the nth order fast model be 
controlled time-optimally to the origin (Billingsley 
. 12 
and Coales proposed a sub-optimal predictive strategy 
• 
in which the fast model is not controlled but merely 
observed) of the (n-1) dimensional sub-space; the 
remaining state co-ordinate is then inspected and the 
real plant control is set to the opposite polarity. 
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The (n-1} state co-ordinates of the nth order fast model 
may in turn be controlled by a complete predictive 
controller which uses a second 'nested' model, of 
order (n-1}, operating on a still f~ster time scale. 
This procedure may be continued yielding a set of (n-1) 
nested models, each successive model being reduced in 
order by unity and operating on a progressively faster 
time sca1e and culminating in an innermost model of the 
first order. 
In practice this strategy is restricted to low-order 
plants as the iterative speeds of the inner hested 
models are difficult to achieve~ In chapter two some 
estimate was made to establish a lower bound of model 
iteration rate. 
The sub-optimal strategy utilized here reduces the number 
of nested models by unity by requiring that, during each 
sampled-data interval, only (n-2} state co-ordinates of 
the fast model be controlled time-optimally to the origin 
of the (n-2) dimensional sub-space. 
• 
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An easily synthesized function of the remaining two 
co-ordinates is then inspected and the real plant 
control is set the opposite polarity. This decrease in 
sub-system order affords a considerable reduction in 
controller complexity and makes practical application 
of the sub-optimal predictive strategy·to third 
and fourth order plants relatively simple. For example, 
when applied to a third-order plant, the strategy utilizes 
a first order sub-system and consequently requires only 
a single fast model. 
The sub-optimal predictive strategy applied to a general 
third-order plant with real non-positive eigenvalues via 
the nominal state transformation is shown schemati~ally 
in Figure 5~3.1. Note that the fast model is not ·a 
model of the actual plant but rather a model of the 
nominal plant with nominal eigenvalues in the ratio 
3: 2 :l. 
5.4 Nominal-y control 
5. 4. l Series Decomposition 
?onsider the general plant of Figure 5.4.1 with 
re a 1 e _i gen v a 1 u es 'A· (i;:; 1, 2, .... , n) 1 
samf)le ond hold at I 
start of (i+1)th sample~ 
data interval 
u 
sample at start of ith 
sampled-data interval and 
s@t !C's of fast model 
1 
-- foE-r-
s-3>, 
c 
PLANT 
0 X· 
-I 
~=A'6+13u 
I x 
~~··T. L-I nom 
FAST MODEL 
_1_ !-*-
a I-
---,--."3-~ vN 1----' 
FIGURE 5.3.1 
SUB - OPTIMAL PREDICTIVE STRATEGY APPLIED TO A 
THIRD - ORDER PLANT WHH R~AL NON - POSITIVE 
.EIGENVALUES 
FIGURE 5.4.1 
SERIES DECOMPOSITION 
• 
I 
• 
I 
~ 
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It may be shown that the state vector v with 
elements vi (i = l, 2, 3, .... , n) defined by 
Figure 5.4.l, may be obtained from the x state 
vector by the transformation 
v = Tx (5.4.1) 
where T is the lower triangular matrix of the 
form 
r- -.., 
' 1 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
T = T2,l, 1 0 .......... . 
!T3,l 1 3,2 l ........ . 
1 r ... ·;- ...... r ... 1 a I ~n,1 n,2 .. n,n-1 l_j ( 5 . 4 • 2 ) 
The non-zero off-diagonal elements are determined 
by the relations 
i-1 /\ T. 1 IT (- k), i = 2, 3, ... , n , ' = 
k=l 
T T ... (~=2,3, ... ,~. 1 ;,j - - Ai-1 i-1,j + 1-J,J-l(J=2,3, ... ,1-l 
(5.4.3) 
specifically from 5.4.2. and 5.4.3 
( a) for n = 2 
!1 ol (5.4.4) T = l-1' 1 . L l J 
( b ) for n = 3 
r.-· 
i 
1 
1 0 0 
T = LA 1 0 (5.4.5) 1 
A1A2 - (/.. 1+/...2) 1 
5. 4. 2 
I 
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The transformation from ~ into the ~ state 
vector will be referred to as series decomposition. 
Plants with negative real eigenvalues and having 
a time-optimal control law identical to that of 
a pure integrator plant of corresponding order. 
It is shown (Ryan 6 ) that the time-optimal control 
problem for an nth order plant with negative real 
eigenvalues given by 
Ai = (n+l-i)~ , i = 1,2, ... , n (5.4.6) 
where A is a negative constant, may be reduced to 
the corresponding problem for a plant consisting 
of n pure integrating elements. 
A particular consequence of this property is 
that the time optimal control law for the 
plant expressed by 5.4.6., when expressed as 
a function of the series decomposition state 
vector v, is identical to that of a pure 
integrator plant of the same order. 
Referring to Figure 5.4.2., if u = sgn(¢ 0 (~)) 
is the time-optimal control law for the pure 
integrator.system of Figure 5.4.2(a), then 
u=sgn(¢ 0 (~)} is the time-optimal control law 
for the negative real-pole system of Figure 
5.4.2(b). 
r~,___. 
¢0(~} I..: 
..-t--
(a) 
I 
I 
Vn 
I 1 1~--1 _ -. _".3_ 
v 
'1 1 1 1 I ~> - -
I r G S-{\ s-n/._ S-21\ 
I 
I 
I l I _j I f< 0 I .....__ - I 4>(~) I -~ I 
• ( b) 
FIGURE 5.4.2. 
(a) TIME-OPTIMAL PURE INTEGRATOR SYSTEM 
(b) EQUIVALENT SYSTEM WITH NEGATIVE REAL EIGENVALUES 
5. 4. 3 
I 
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Nominal-v control 
In c&ses of more general second and third 
order systems, for which the plant eigenvalues 
are real but no longer in the specific ratio 
represented by (5.4.6), it is shown that 
successful application of the relatively simple 
time-optimal control Laws for second and third 
order pure integrator plants may.be achieved by 
(a) assuming a nominal plant with nominal 
eigenvalues given by 5.4.6 i.e. 
with 
Ai(nom) = (n+l-i)\c,·i=l,2, ... ,n Ac=constant 
(5.4.7) 
(b) the sum of the nominal eigenvalues equal 
to t he s um o f th e a c t u .a 1 e i g e n v a 1 u e s , i . e . 
and 
n n 
2:: Ai (nom) = ~Ai 
i=l i=l 
or in view of (5.4.7) 
i = i 
n 
:L (n+l-i) 
i=l 
( 5 . 4 . 8 ) 
(5.4.9) 
.. 
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(c) Implementing on the actual system the 
optimal control law for the nominal system 
(identical to that of .a pure integrator plant 
of the same order). 
Equation 5.4.8. implies that the trace of the 
nominal system matrix is equal to the trace of 
the actual system matrix, i.e. in ~efining the 
nominal system 5.4.7, the tracs 6f the original 
n 
system A matrix (tr A = .2:.
1
Aj 
l -
(see Wiberg 32 ). 
is preserved 
Stated alternatively, the nominal-y control 
approach facilitates near time-optimal control of 
second and third-order real-pole plants by 
implementing the easily synthesized control Laws 
for the double and triple integrator plants, this 
being achie~ed by mapping the actual system ! 
state vector into the series decomposed y vector 
for the nominal system via the nominal series 
decomposition transformation. 
v = T(nom} ~ (5.4.10} 
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Here T( · , is the nominal series decomposition nom1 
transformation matrix which, from ·5.4.4., for a 
second order system is 
T(nom) "b:(nom) ~ (5.4.11) 
or from 5.4.7. and 5.4.9. in terms of the actual 
system eigenvalues 
r-
i ' I l 
= I 2 t!0\1 +>--2) (5.4.12) 
and for a third order system, from 5.4.5. 
r-
'1 0 0 
T(nom}= -Al(nom} 1 O 
A1(nom}A2(nom} -(Al(nom}+A2(nom) 1 
(5.4.13) 
or, from 5.4.7 and 5.4.8 in terms of the actual 
system eigenvalues 
- 01 l 0 
T(nom} = -~0\1+A2+A3) l ~ l 2 5 5(.\1+>--2+1'3) -5(/'\1+~2+/..3) 
(5.4.14) 
5. 4. 4 
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The control method outlined above is referred to 
as 
1
nominal-v control 1 • The overall nominal-v 
control system is depicted in Figure 5.4.3. 
Properties of second order nominal-v control 
systems. 
The properties of these systems are well docu-
mented by Ryan 6 and only a brief outline is given 
in Appendix Al3. Only the results are stated 
here, namely 
(vl = xl (5.4.15) ( 
-2 J\ l ( d.+ l) xl + x2 (v2 = -~) 3 
Where the eigenvalue ratio cZ ~ ~~ (0.?1' 1.?i\ 2 ) 
(5.4.16) 
and the nominal -~ control law may now be 
written in the same form as that of the double 
integrator plant, viz. 
u = 
when (a) J\1 
and ( b } AJ 
u(~) = 
= ~2 
= 2A 2 
-sgn(v 1 +~v 2 ! v21) (5.4.17) 
= O (the double integrator plant) 
(whenc-A.= 2} 
equation 5.4.17. represents the exact time-optimal 
control Law, and for other cases the control ~s 
sub.-optimal. 
•J 
J 
u I. A B I : X= - X+ U il 
J 
x 
r=> 
I 
'· v I 
- I <b(v) < ~om ~ j 
FIGURE 5.4.3. 
NOMINAL -V CONTROL SYSTEM 
13 2_ 
It was found however that the very much simplified 
nominal-~ switching function provides control. 
that departs very little from the exact time-
. optimal trajectory. 
5.5 Third-Order Sub-Optimal Predictive Strategy 
As outlined in Section 5.3 the time-optimal strategy 
involves the rapid computation of tte time-optimal 
trajectory to the origin of the (n-1) dimensional 
sub-space with co-ordinates xi(i=2, 3, ... ,n); at this 
(fictitious) poi.nt the remaining co-ordinate x1 is 
inspected and the control input to the actual plant 
(henceforth to be called the real plant control) is set 
to the opposite polarity. 
The sub-optimal strategy is as follow: 
For an arbitrary initial state 
A = · A A ~ (xl lx , ... , xA)T, if the time-
optimal trajectory to the (x1 - x 2 ) plane meets 
this pJane at a point B satisfying 
XB = ( B B O O)T xl' x2' ' ... , (5.5.1) 
then the real plant control is given by 
(5.5.2) 
In other words, the sub-optimal strategy involves 
the rapid computation of the time-optimal 
trajectory to the origin of the (n-2) dimensional 
sub-space with co-ordinates x1(i=3, 4, ... , n); 
at this (fictitious) point some function of the 
remaining two co-ordinates, r (xl' x2) is 
inspected and the real plant control is set to 
the opposite polarity. 
Thus, by adopting the sub-optimal strategy, the 
order of the sub-system is reduced by unity (see 
Figure 5.5.l). 
It now remains to select the function r(x1 , x2) 
so that the strategy gives near time-optimal 
control. 
In order to select the function r (x1 , x 2) 
a Lemma asserted and proved by Ryan 31 (1976) 
is stated. 
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I .____ ~ 
{n-2)th order subsystem 
FIGURE 5.5.1 
(n-2)TH -ORDER SUBSYSTEM FOR THE SUB-OPTIMAL 
STRATEGY 
'f y 
Lemma 5.5 : 
For the nth order pure integrator system 
~xi = xi+ 1 ( i = l, 2, .. ., n-1) 
(xn - ~ 
the time optimal control at.a point 
T x = (x 1 , x 2 , 0, ... , O) 
in the (x 1 , x2) plane is given by 
u = u (x 1 , x 2 , 0 , ... , 0 ) = 
- .s g n ( I x l I n - 1 s g n ( x 1 ) + () I x 2 · 1 n s g n ( x 2 ) ) 
n = 2, 3, ... 
where G (> 0) is a constant given by 
f3 = 2n- 3 (n-2) !a 
For example, 
(i) if n = 2 then by Lemma 5.5, (}=~and 
2 
u = u (x1 , x 2) = -sgn (x1 + ~ x2 j x2 j ) 
(5.5.3) 
i.e. the we11 known time-optimal control 
Law for the double integrator plant. 
(ii) if n = 3~ then 0= a and 
u = u(x 1 , x2 , 0) = -sgn (x 1 I x1 I+ ax 23) 
(5.5.4) 
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By setting 
r x1j n-1 sgn(x1)+f3lx2ln sgn(xz) 
. (5.5.5.) 
it is established that the sub-optimal strategy 
gives ne~r time-optimal control for third 
(and fourth order) plants. 
The sub-optimal strategy now involves the rapid 
computation of the time optimal trajectory from 
the initial state at a point A to a point B in 
·the ( ... x2) plane. 
The real plant control is then set equal to the 
.time optimal control at B. 
5.6 Application of the sub-optimal strategy to the 
triple integrator pl-ant 
For the sub-optimal strategy, the first-order sub-. 
system satisfies the equation 
(5.6.1) 
The time-optimal control 1av1 for this sub-system is' 
u = -sgn(x 3) (5.6.2) 
and the optimal sub-system settling 
arbitrary initial sub-plant state x~ 
tl = I ax~ I = ax A 3 sgn(x~) 
·Integrating the state equations 
~*1 = x2 
~X2 = X3 
u (x3 = a 
(5.6.4) 
time from an 
i s given by 
(5.6.3) 
on the time optima 1 ( s w ·i t ch l es s) tr a j e ct or y to the 
sgn x3A 
-· 6a 
(5.6.5) 
t3 
1 
(t ) B A + A ~ sgn x3A t2 (5.6.6) x2 1 =x2 = x2 x3 ~1 - 1 2a 
which; from 5.6.3. on substituting for t 1 reduces to 
xlB = xlA + ax2Ax3A sgn(x3AI + a2(~3Al3 (5.6.7) 
A + a(x3A)2 
= Xz 2 ( 5 . 6 . 8 ) 
Finally from 5.5.2, 5.5.4, 5.5.5 and omitting the 
superscript 1 A', the sub-optimal control law may be 
written as 
B B u(~) = -sgn( r (Xl , X2 )} = 
-sgn (x1
8 I x~ 8 I + a(x 28 ) 3 ) (5.6.9) 
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or 
u(~) =.-sgn (U ju I+ -aV 3) (5.6.10) 
where from 5.6.5 and 5.6.6 
2 (U = xl B = xl + a
2
x 3 + ax 2x3 sgn(x 3) ( 3 (5.6.11) 
( 2 B (V = x2 = x.2 + ax 3 sgn(x 3) 
-2-
The exact time-optimal control law for the triple 
integrator plant can be expressed as 
2 3 
(S = x1 + a X3 + a x2 x 3 sgn (¢ 1 ) (5.6.12) ( 3 
( 2 (T = x2 + ax3 sgn (¢ 1 ) 
-2-
where u(~) = -sgn (S IS I + aT 3) (5.6.13) 
Inspectio.n of 5.6.12, 5.6.13 and 5.6.10, 5.6.11 confirms 
that the sub-optimal feedback control law derived from 
the sub-optimal predictive strategy corresponds closely 
to the time-optimai feedback control law: the switching 
functions differ only in the arguments of the signum 
functions of 5.6.12 and 5.6.11. 
By analysing both strategies in a reduced state space 
(fuller10 } Ryan 31 verifies that the· associated switching 
surfaces are in close agreement. 
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5.7 Experimental Procedures 
The first sta~e of experimentation was executed on the 
analogue computer. The n~xt stage was the conversion 
of the system equations .for use on the minicomputer 
for hybrid simulation. In both stages the plant was 
simulated on the analogue computer and its form was 
identical to that of the previous three chapters. The 
final stage was the control of the cic motor by the 
minicomputer using the switching function¢ (y), derived 
from the v transformed plant state-variables. 
The implementation of the simple control Laws for a 
second-order plant (see Appendix A.14.1 for a description 
of the control equations on an analogue computer block 
diagram} follows the mechanization of equations A13.1.4 
and Al3.l.5 for any second-order plant under consideration. 
for the second order plant Gp(s} = KP where 
s(s+o<p) 
Kp(=~)=l (nominal} and ol.p = .1, the y control equations 
are v1 . = x1 and v2 = ·~ x 1 + x2 , and the switching 
function ¢ (y) is ¢(y} = v1 + ~ v2 lv 2 I= O. 
for hybrid control, the program required to execute 
these y equations is simple and with the system block 
diagram is included in. Appendix A14.2. 
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The third order plant (and triple integrator) control 
laws required some mathematical manipulations although 
the triple integrator plant merely required the direct 
mechanization of equations 5.6.10 and 5.6.11. Appendix 
A15 contains the manipulations and equations required 
to generate the control laws for a th.ird-ord~r plant 
Gp(s) = K 
s(s 2 +~ s+l) p 
The system block diagram is 
presented and the programme for the third-order plant 
The small DC motor was run with the programme written 
for a second-order plant and executed in exactly the 
same manner as for the fast model predictor controller 
described in chapter two. Figures 2.4.24 and 2.4.25 in 
chapter two also illustrate the motor response due to 
the v transformation method of control. 
5.8 Simulation Results 
Figures 5.8.1 to 5.8.4 depict the responses of a second-
order· plant to a reference step for variations in the 
plant gain parameter KP 
has a transfer function 
(nominal}. 
and time constant q 1 . 
K p 
Gp(s) = E____ where 
S[S+o(.p) 
The plant 
K = 1 p 
Sv 
X1 
20s 
FIGURE 5.8.1 
' RESPONSE OF SECOND ORDER 
PLANT FOR VARIATION IN K 
p 
t 
X1 
t 
0 4s 
.F I G U R E 5 • 8 • 2 
RESPONSE OF SECOND ORDER 
PLANT FOR VARIATION IN o<..p 
0 4s 
FIGURE 5.8.3 
RESPONSE OF SECO~D-ORDER PLANT FOR 
VARIATION IN KP 
t 
O 4s 
FIGURE 5.8.4 
RESPONSE OF SECOND ORDER PLANT FOR 
VARIATION IN KP 
The curves of figures 5.8.l and 5.8.2 depict the 
response of the ana1ogue computer simulation of near-
time optimal control using the nominal-v control 
transform method and where KP = 1 and~ = .1 are the p 
design values. The reference is a step of 5 volts. 
For figure 5.8.l! 
Curve No. ~ 
l 1 (nominal design value) 
2 . 8 
3 1. 2 
4 1.5 
and o(p = .1 
For figure 5.8.2 
Curve No. ~ 
l .l (nominal design value) 
2 . 2 
3 ·• 05 
and K p = 1 
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for variations of KP> Kp(riom} curves 3 and 4 remain 
remarkably close to the nominal, while for. KP< Kp(nom) 
(curve 2} the ratio of the settling time to the nominal 
settling time is about 35% (if we compare this to the 
value obtained from figure 2.4.18 curve 3, the ratio is 
about 40% for a value-of ~p = .5). 
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The variation of o(p about the design va1ue yields 
curves which hardly differ from the nominal design 
value. The curves in both figures demonstrate that 
for moderate plant parameter variations, the respo~ses 
differ very little from the time-optimal response. 
Two sets of curves for the second-order plant are 
submitted using the hybrid control facility. 
Figures 5.8.3 .. and 5.8.4 depict the responses of the 
second-order system for variation in KP and o<.p. 
In figure 5.8.3 
Curve No. ~ 
l 1 (nominal design) 
2 1.5 
3 .5 
and o( = .l (nominal design value). p 
And in f.i gure 5. 8. 4 
Curve No. K 
~ 
l l 
2 1.5 
3 . 5 
a, n d cZP = 1 (nominal design value} 
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For large variations in the ratio ~ and for 
the two design values of a{ ~ the p 
a dead-beat type response. For 
effect ~ <1 
a 
b 
->l ando< 
a p 
yields 
= . l a 
large overshoot occurs and the settling time is increased 
above the nominal by about 180%. 
F o r o( p .= 1 a n d ~ > 1 th e o v e r s h o o t i s s ma 1 1 a n d t h e o u t p u t 
merely takes a longer time to reach steady state as can 
be expected for reduced plant gain and for a large decrease 
in the plant time constant L. Similarly for ~< 1 the ~p a 
response is dead-beat and the time to reach steady state 
is reduced as the plant gain has been increased. 
The simple algebraic structure of the control Laws 
(equations A 13.l.5 and A 13.1.8} yield a good degree 
of insensitivity to plant parameter variations, while 
the performance is close to optimal. 
figure 5.8.5. depicts the response of a triple integrator 
for a step initial condition for variations in KP, 
K (nominal)= 1 and the step initial condition is p . 
5 volts. The responses are: 
Curve No. K 
___E_ 
l 1 (nominal} 
2 1.5 
3 . 5 
4 . 8 
->< 
> 
Lo 
0 
a::: 
0 
I Lt.. 
w 
-.JI- 0. 
o..z~ 
...... c:( 
cr.'.-.JZ 
LO I- 0.. ,_ 
o::>c:(C:::V> 
oz 
LOLLJl-0 
V') c::( ....... 
WZC::l-
0:::: 0 t!J c:( 
::::> 0.. LLJ ,_, 
(.!j" (/")I- a::: 
I-( LLJ z c:( 
[L..0:::" t-i > 
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For ~ < 1 (KP = 1.5) the response is dead-beat, and for 
~ > 1 · viz. KP = .5 the plant goes unstable. For KP = .8 
there are large ve0y lightly damped oscillations about 
the steady state. It is observed that the control laws 
are highly sensitive for any reduction in the nominal 
(design) plant gain. 
Figures 5.8.6 and 5.8.7 represent the responses of 
a third-order plant with transfer function 
= 
K p 
s ( s 2 + °'p p s + 1 ) 
where K (=±) =1 (nom) p a 
and ~p = .4 (nominal design value), to a step initial 
condition for variation in ~p and with acceleration 
limiting (a non-linearity). 
For figure 5. 8. 6. (KP = l) 
Curve No. ~ 
l .4 (nominal design) 
2 . 2 
3 • 6 
4· l 
X1 
Sv 
t 
0 2s 
FIGURE 5.8.6 
RESPONSE OF A THIRD-ORDER PLANT FOR VARIATIONS IN o<.p 
5v 
-u 
I 
X1 
8 
7 
FIGURE 5.8.7 
RESPONSE OF A THIRD-ORDER PLANT WITH AND WITHOUT 
ACCELERATION LIMITING 
t 
t 
t 
t 
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And for figure 5.8.7. (K 
. . p = 1, o(p = . 4) 
Curve No. 
1 Position response ) 
) 
3 Ve 1 o city response ) No limit acceleration l on 
5 Acceleration response) 
7 Input 
) 
signal ) 
2 Position response ) 
} 
4 Velocity response ) 
6 
} 
Ac c.e le ration response) With limit on acceleration 
) (x limit ~ . 3 x) 
8 r. npu t signal l 
In figure 5.8.6; increase ind resulted in a response p 
with less overshoot and consequently reduced settling 
time as could be expected, in fact curve 4 yields a dead-
beat type response. Although the y transformation method 
has been defined for plants with zero or real eigenvalues, 
the use of this method for complex eigenvalues is also 
quite successful expecially for plants with transfer 
. function Gp(s} above (Gp(s) is an approximation to a DC 
motor with large inertial loads). However the correct 
choice of dp (and KP) for the control equations to yield 
a satisfactory response is still partially empirical. 
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Figure 5.8.7. demonstrates the effect of a non-linearity 
viz. limiting of the acceleration on the overali per-
formance of a third-order plant. . As can be observed the 
response is stable and comes to rest despite the several 
large overshoots. This test was repeated for c<p = 1 as 
in figure 5.8.7. (although not included here) with a 
subsequent improvement in settling time. 
In fact, figure 5.8.8 illustrates the response of GP(s) 
for the y transformation and adaptive relay control 
when ~p = .8 (the design value for the y transform~tion 
was ~p = .4) and K~ = 1. 
The curves are: 
Curve No. 
l Posi.tion response } 
3 Velo c i. ty response l l Adaptive relay control 
l 
5 Acceleration response l 
2 Position response )_ 
4 Velocity 1 response ). y transformation control 
1 
6 Acceleration response } 
The performahces are virtually identical but moreover 
the position response is of the 'dead-beat' type by 
merely increasing~ in the transformation equations. 
. p 
X1 
5v 
x1 
0 
·~ Xl 
0 
t 
t 
t 
FIGURE 5.8.8 
RESPONSE OF A THIRD-ORDER 
PLANT WITH V AND ADAPTIVE 
.RELAY CONTROL 
By careful selection and adjustment of the plant 
parameters for the v transformation equations it 
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it possible to obtain satisfactory system performance 
for plants with complex eigenvalues and with the 
presence of non-linearities. 
5.9 Sum~ary of results and comments 
The notion of the minimal number of drive reversals 
(the number of times the bang-bang input reverses sign) 
for minimal-time control was based upon plants with real 
negative eigenvalues. For plants with complex eigenvalues 
it can be stated (although not proved here} that if the 
co-state p, of the Hamiltonian has trigonometric or 
complex exponential terms (as it would for a plant with 
complex eigenvalues) then there is no limit theoretically, 
to the number of sign changes of p and therefore of 
ux(t), which may occur during an optimal transition. 
However, assuming that the termination is accomplished 
in a finite time, the number of sign changes of p, 
and therefore of ux(t}, is finite. The nominal -v 
transformation method applied to plants with non-positive 
real eigenvalues. For complex eigenvalues the nominal 
eigenvalue ratios are not defined. However the simulation 
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of a plant with complex eigenvalues, and with 
non-linearities yie1ded reasonable performance, with 
moderate overshoot and no sustained oscillations about 
the s~~ady state. With careful tuning, a dead-beat 
type response can be achieved. 
With regard to the calculations of U and V in 
Appendix A 15.1, it is important to note that the 
third-order plant with complex eigenvalues was 
approximated to by a plant with two real and equal 
eigenvalues; In this way the implementation of the 
nominal decomposed system could be achieved. 
The response curves in figure 5.8.6. for variations 
in ~p indicate that although a design value of~ = .4 
. p 
was selected, a value of o(p = 1 set on the plant yielded 
the minimal settling time. This indicates however the 
difficulty of synthesizing a sub-optimal control function 
for a third order plant with complex ~igenvalues (with 
a ~upposedly known value of ~p and KP}. 
One of the primary improvements and advantages in this 
technique is the use.of simple algebraic expressions 
for deriving the control laws, such that for second-
order plants, maintain a near time-optimal response in 
·~ . 
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spite of plant parameter variations, viz. the control 
equations are to some degree insensitive to plant para-
meter variations. These expressions must be compared 
with the cumbersome and unwieldy exact time-optimal 
expressions involving exponentials and logarithms 
which also, are more sensitive about their nominal 
design parameters than the transformed algebraic 
expressions (see Appendix A6.2 and A6.5). 
for third-order ~lants with complex eigenvalues this 
technique competes favourably with the adaptive relay 
control method, although knowledge concerning the · 
plant parameters is essential to achieve satisfactory 
system performance. 
Finally the ~C motor was run with the programme written 
for a second-order plant as for the fast model controller 
in chapter two .. Figures 2.4.24. a~d 2.4.25. illustrate 
also the motor response due to this method of control. 
Curve 1 in figure 2.4.24. and curve 2 in figure 2.4.25 
are of the dead-beat type and represent angular position 
resporises close. to time-optimal. This method for motor 
position control offers up many practical possibilities 
especially as t~e hybrid simulation studies on a third 
order plant with complex eigenvalues appear very promising. 
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CH.A.PTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
The use of a fast model to predict the instants of change~ 
over of the drive for a plant to achieve time-optimal control 
h.as been succe.s:sfully demonstrated. This program, i.n fact, 
comprised certain developments and extensions and are l·isted 
below in five basic stages as well as certain reservations. 
Stage l 
Stage 2 
Stage. 3 
Stage 4 
The analogue computer si.mulation of a second-order 
fast model predictor for time-optimal control of a 
second-order plant (the second-order logic was also 
applied to third-and fourth-order plants}. 
Hybrid simulation, where the fast model time-
optimal trajectory equations are used to execute 
control for second-and third-order plants. 
T h.e a p p 1 i c a t i, o n o f mo d e l r e f e r e n c e. , pa ram e t e r i d e n -
tification and tracking scheme to maintain a 
closely matched plant to model pair and thereby 
ensure the time-optimal control action. 
Tb.e. method of the adaptive relay control whereby 
the identification phase in stage 3 is eliminated 
stage 5 
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a.nd a relattve1,y si:mple sub.-opttmal control lavi was 
implemented. With the resulting plant response in 
some cases close to optimal. 
Th.e. me.th.ad of tf:te. nomi.na 1-y_ transformed state 
variables, to replace the cumbersome and sensitive 
exact time-optimal equations used in Stage 2 for a 
set of simpler, less sensitive algebraic expressions 
in which the plant response is in some cases time-
o pt i.ma l . 
The. dtrect analogue simulation of Stage l successfully 
demonstrated the. basis behind the objective and it was fairly 
satisfactory in providing control for second, third and 
fourth order plants, provided that the oscillations about the 
steady state for third and fourth order plants can be 
accommodated or the control is switched to an auxiliary 
strategy. The limitations in this meth6d are the inherent 
delays, lags and drift tn the analogue and electro mechanical 
elements which affect its ability to predict accurate control. 
In order to improve upon the performance. of the system, 
Stages 2 and 3 were logica1 steps. The introduction of a 
computerised fast or synthetic model (through the exact time-
optimal traje.ctory equ.at1~onl enabled the accuracy and 
repeatability of the control action to be greatly enhanced· 
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1:1.!:u:le th.e addi:ti.on of an i.d·e.nti.fi.cati.on scheme to the system 
radically improved the overall respnnse i.n the presence of 
plant parameter variation. The computer program deyeloped 
for the control of a second order plant was successfully 
applied to the position control of a small DC motor. 
The time-optimal or near time-optimal control st!ategy for 
thfrd-order (and higher order} plants followed in Stages 4 
and 5. It was found however that the nominally time-optimal 
control systems were highly sensitive to parameter variation 
and in certain cases small deviati.ons of the plant parameters 
increased the settling time while in some other cases caused 
i.nstabi.1 i.ty. 
In stage 4 a simple relay adaptive controller (which results 
fn sliding motion} with a li.near switch{ng function has been 
applied with the resulting system response close to the time-
optimal trajectory. A third-order plant with complex 
eigenvalues was also controlled by this method and its 
response was satisfactory for moderate variations in the 
plant parameters. A small DC motor was successfully con-
trolled by this method and it appears that there exists a 
wide possible application of this strategy to systems with 
g e n e r a 1 h. i. g he r o rd e. r p l a n t s . 
. .
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In Stage 5 a state yartable transformation method, termed the 
nominal-y transformation control method, has been success-
fully applied to second-order plants. The relatively simple 
time-optimal control law for a double integrator plant has 
been applied to a range of more general second-order plants, 
with remarkably small deterioration of the optimal system 
performance. In this way, the difficulties inherent in 
synthesizing the logarithmic, exponential and other complica-
ted functions of state variables which are present in the 
exact time-optimal control laws (where known} as in Stage 2 
were avoided. It was also found that the simplified control 
laws were to some measure insensitive to plant parameter 
variation. 
·A sub-optimal predictive control strategy which is based on 
the time-optimal strategy for second-order systems is 
generalized for third-order (and higher ordert systems. The 
sub-optimal strategy was simpler to implement than the exact 
time-optimal equation, and by direct application of this 
strategy to a third-order plant with complex eigenvalues, a 
satisfactoty set of responses were achieved, although this 
method is based upon plants with negative real eigenvalues in 
simple ratios. The success attained by this method on a 
small DC motor indicated its use and application to general 
second and third order systems. 
T b_e. a d y a. n ta g e. s; a n d d i_ s. a d y a n ta g e s a c c r u e d to t he s. ta g e s 
described and tested, have been condensed tn the following 
tab 1 e : 
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Further researc~ is felt to be warrented in several fields as 
1 i:sted be 1 ow: 
1. The extension and development of the identification 
algoritrun to accommodate fast reversals of the plant 
input for the hybrid ad~ptive system. 
2, The problem of hidden state variables or the inability 
to measure a state variable, with the possible use of 
observer systems. 
3. The tnvestfgatfon tnto t~e presence of noise and random 
dtsturbances in the input, mea·surement vectors and the 
sensttivity of the control laws. 
4, The i)nprovement of th.e y-transformat1~on control laws for 
third- and fourth-order plants with complex eigenvalues~ 
finally to provide an answer to the question as to which 
control method is deemed to be the best or most suitable, it 
can only be said that circumstances will dictate the appro-
priate technique. The system· under consideration, the limits 
imposed by the environment, available finance,the design 
requirements of speed, accuracy, repeatability and reliability 
of performance will determine which method is to be ultimately 
selected. 
I 
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APPENDIX Al 
DERIVATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN FORMULATION 9 
A quanttty to be maximized or minimized, using the calculus 
of variations, is called a functional. A functional may be 
defined as a relationship by which we associate a definite 
real number with each function or curve belonging to a certain 
class. For ex ample, the more general functional 
J = tl f(x,y,y-}dx (Al .1} 
XO 
can be described where J = the value of the functional and f 
ts some prescribed function of the arguments shown. It is 
requi.red to find the curve y(x}_ (the curve y(.xl wi.11 be 
restricted to the class of functions which are continuous and 
haye continuous first derivations} joining two specified 
po1:nts (x
0
, y0 } and (x1 , y1 }_ wh.i.ch makes J take on a maximum 
or minimum value. 
T~e condi.tons which the function y(x} must satisfy in order 
to make J take on its minimum value results in the equation 
(Al. 2} 
where equation Al.2 is usually called the Euler-Lagrange 
equation. It is an ordinary differential equation whose 
•. 
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solution gives y as a function of x. Using the abbreviated 
notation 
f y Q ar th.e E-L equation can be written i. n the form 
aY 
f y = df y~ (Al.3} 
crx· 
It sltould be noted h.owever th.at the E-L equation is only a 
necessary- conditi.on for a maximum or a minimum and further 
· investigations might be required to test for a maximum or a 
ro tn i..mum. 
f~r several independent variables, we wish ~or example to 
f \ n d t h.e two f u n ct ion s x ( t )_ and y ( t l w hi c h min i. mi z e a 
functional of the following form 
' 
ftl J = · f(t,x,x,y,J)_ dt to . (Al. 4 l 
lt turns. out that th.e. functions x(tl and y(tl must both 
satisfy th.e E-L equations; that is, the necessary conditions 
for an extreme value o·f J are the. E-L equations 
f .x = df x aT (Al. 5 l 
f y = df y 
at 
If, \n addi.ti:on, th.e. rtgh.t h.and endpoi.nt i..s. yari..able, we also 
haye a tranyersality condition which may be expressed in the 
form (in many cases, the separate term~ involved in the 
164. 
tranversality condition w~ll themselves be zerol 
(Al.61 
where the subscript l shows that this relationship is satis-
fied at the right-hand endpoint. 
E.xtendi.ng th.i.s to n de.pendent vari.ab.les, we find that the 
necessary conditions for an extreme value of 
J = ftl f(t,x 1 ,x1 , ... , xn, .Xnl dt 
to 
a re. 
f = 
.xt 
1,2, ... , n (Al. 8 l 
lf th.e. right~hand endpoint is variable, ~e have in addition 
th.e transve.rsal ity condition 
n n 
( ( f - L x . fx. . l. d t + :L f x· . dx . l = Q i =1 1. 1. i =l 1. 1. . (Al. 9 l 
Th.e tranversality conditions are really a generalization of 
the onthogonality ~onditions when dealing with the minimi-
zation of more general functionals, hence if the E-L equation 
is the differential equation which provides the solution in 
a general form, the transversality conditions supply i.nfor-
mation concerning the boundry conditions of th.e problem. 
Suppose. instead of expressing the optimization problem in 
terms of the minimization of an integral of the form of 
•. 
equation Al.7, the minimization is desired of the quantity 
defined by 
1 i l 
J = g(tl' xl 'x2 , ... , xn ) 
subject to the auxiliary conditions 
¢j (t, x1 , x1 , ..• , xn, xn ) = O 
for j = 1, 2 ..• , m < n 
(Al.10) 
· {Al.11) 
This type of problem is known as the Mayer problem, whereas 
the problem in which an integral is to be minimized may be 
called the Lagrange problem, these two problems may be 
treated as alternative formulations of the same problem. 
The method of solution of the Mayer problem is as foll~ws 
The function Fm is formed defined by 
and 
F ·~ m -
m 
~· 
i=l 
1'· ¢. 1 1 
solve the n+m E-L equations 
Fmx. = dFx. ( i = 1,2, ... , n) , 
1 Cit 
¢.=F =O(j=l, ... ,m) 
J Aj 
{Al.12) 
(Al.13} 
' {Al.14) 
16.5 
Subject to the specified boundry conditions and the following 
transversality condition at the right-hand end point 
n n 
(.d g + ( F - L: x . F mx . } d t + 
m 1 1 i =1 
~ F ) = O (Al.15) 
i =1 mx i d.x i 1 
For a system characterized by the vector differential 
equation 
.! = f ( ! , ~J. (Al . 16 l 
where xis the vector with components x1 , x2 , ... , xn 
f is a vector with ~omponents f 1 , f 2 , ... , fn and u is the 
vector with components u1 , u2 , .... , ur. 
Suppose is desired to find the control input ~(t) in the 
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interval (t
0
, t 1 } which transfers the system state from x
0 
at time t 0 to x
1 at time t 1 and gives a minimum value to the 
i_ntegra 1. 
J -tl 
tl 
f 0 (~, ~1 d t (Al .17 l 
Th.i.s can be solved by formulating the problem i.n the Mayer 
form: 
l. Introduce a new state variable x0 , characterised by the 
equation 
Jt = fo (~, ~J 0 (Al .18 l 
2, Express the differential equations as constraining 
equations of the form 
¢t = xi. - f i: (~.' !!.1 - o (Al .19 l 
for i = Q, l , 2 , •.. , n 
16Z 
3. Po~m the functton p, defined by 
n n 
F ~ .:2: ... . ~ . = .2:. "A . 1=0 Al 1 1=0 1 {Al.20} 
4.. Write the E-L equations for the dependent variables 
x.' l 1' . l and uj. These are 
F .x • 
d ( i a, 1, at F x = ... , n} (Al.21} 
1 t 
FAi d F~i a (i= 0, 1, nl (Al.22}, = at = ... ' 
Fu. 
d 
= at Fn. Q ( j = 1, rl {Al.23} = ... ' J J 
T~e quantities f. and F. are zero because Fis not an 
"i u j 
expli.cit function of~ 1 and aj. 
T ~e t r a n s: y e r s a 1 i t y c o n d 1 t ion , i n th i s ca s e may be w r i. t t e n i n 
tl:te. form n n 
(.x 0 + (P .- ~ .x • F Jl • )_ dt + 2: F .X . dxi l = a (Al.24} 1. l i.= 0 1. i. =O 1 
T~e quantities Pa and F. are a11 zero as before and need 
j /.. i. 
not be written in the transversality condition. 
In order to relate the calculus of variations to the maximum 
princi.pl e, a function H is introduced (the Hami.ltonian}, 
defined by 
n 
H. ~ 2: "Atf t (~, ~J (Al. 2 5} i.=o 
•. 
Tb.e quantity F can be written tn the form 
n 
F = t~ o "A t x i - 11 
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(Al. 2 6 }_ 
Expressing th.e. three sets of the E-L equati.ons A1.21 to Al.23 
tn terms of F ·as given by equation Al.26~ yield respectively, 
- ()H d "A , 
= 1. 
ox i. at 
(i=Q,l, ... , n}. (Al. 27} 
dx ,·, - () H = Q ( . 0 1 1 l= , , ••• , n 
--at· ()A;_ (Al. 28 l 
a H. = 0. ( j =l , ... , r l ()U j (Al.291 
Tb.e transyersal1ty condition for the Hamiltonian· formulation 
of the problem is 
= 0 (A1.30l 
Tb.e problem can now be worked in terms of the Hamiltonian H, 
· wt t h.o u t u ~ l n g t b. e. f u n c t i: o n F • 
'· 
A ·p P EN D IX A 2 
GENERAL CONSIDERATINS IN MINIMUM-TIME CONTROL OF 
LINEAR SYSTEMS 
The problem of the double integrator is a special case of 
minimum time control of linear systems. Suppose we have a 
general linear system whose differential equations are 
written in the vector-matrix form 
Jt = Ax + Bu (A2.ll 
where A is an nxn constant matrix 
B is an nxr constant matrix 
x ts a. n n vector 
-· 
u ts an r yector 
-· 
The control yactor u is required to lie in a specified closed 
bounded, convex region U. 
Ectua.ti_on A2.1 may be written tn tb.e. form 
r n 
~ 
j=l 
a .. x. + 
"lJ J 
:L b . 1, u 1, ( i =l , 2 , .• , n l k_;:;l 1,1.\.. l\.. (A2.2l 
T b_e H.a. m i1 to n i a n H. may · be w r i. t t e n a s 
H. ::; £.. • A! + .E.. • Bu ( A2. 3 l 
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wh:t ch may also be written i:n the form 
n n n r 
H= L L P.a .. x. + ~ L Pkbk.1 ul (A2.4) 
i=l j =l 1 1J J k.=l l =1' 
The differential equations governing the behaviour of the p. 
. 1 
may be derived from equation A2.4 to be 
n 
dp. 
J = 
cit 
- dH = -
ax. J 
:2': a .. p
1
. (j=l, .. ,n} 
i=J 1J 
(A2.5l 
tn vector matrix form equations A2.5 may be written as 
d .P_ . 
CIT = 
T 
wh.ere A 
(A2.6l 
is the tr~nspose of A 
Equation A2.6 is the adjoint equation corresponding to 
.x = Ax. 
r·n_e. a.u.xtltary variables P;: are sometimes referred to as the 
adjoint variables or the co-state variables. 
from equation A2.3 .it is seen that H reaches its maximum with 
re,spect to !:!.. wnen the second term on the right, E. . B~, 
is maximum. As this term is a linear function of~, and as 
the control vector is required to lie in a closed, convex, 
bounded region U, th.e. maximum value of E.. B~ will, unless 
th..'ls quantity identically zero, take on its maximum value 
wb.en !£.is on the boundry of the admissible region and cannot. 
b.a,ye its maximum at any i:nte.rior point. 
APPENDIX A3 
TRIPLE INTEGRATOR . MINIMAL TIME CONTROL 
T h.e d i. ff ere n t ta l e q u a t i. o n s g o v er n i. n g t he be ha v i o u r o f t he 
system in Figure A3.l are 
dx1 = .xz 
at 
dx 2 ::; 
at 
X3 ( A3. l} 
dx 3 u (a>Uplant parameterl = 
at. a 
We can .write th.e Hamilton tan H.' as defined in 1. 3. 6 as 
3 
rL= 2: p.f. (~, ~i i. ::;J 1. 1. 
H. P1X2 + Pzx3 + P3 
u (A3.2} = -a 
171. 
The optimal value of u must be given by u.M ;:: sgn P3 (A3.3} 
T !.Le. d i,f f e. rent ta 1 e qua t tons govern i. n g t h.e be h.a y i. o u r of the 
p yari.ables are derived from equations 1.3.7 
dp-l. = - () H. i. = 1,2,3 
at • €)-X t 
or dpl ::; Q 
at. 
dp2 = - P1 (A3.4l 
(ff 
dp3 
= - P2 dt 
. 
P1 cl ' ~~ . ::; 
. . P2 = -c1 t + c2 
2 
and P3 = 
c1 t - c2t + C3 z-
(cl, c2 and C3 are constantsl 
p3 can be expressed as 
2 2c. 2 t 
= cl (t -P3 2 cl 
Stnce uJt ~ sgn _p3 
• •• uif = sgn cl (t2 
2 
S\nce cl is a constant 
jf 
sgn (t2 2c 2t u - -
cl 
+ 
. . it 
lJ sgn 
Cz (t-- (c2 . . = 
cl 
2c3 1 
cl 
2 
- 2c1 c 3 ).~ c2 .~ 1( t-- + 
cl cl 
We consider only yalues oft> a and real. 
(A3.5l 
(A3.6l 
(A3.7} 
(A3.8} 
(A3.9l 
(c2 2 l -2c c 12 1 3 
cl . J. 
{A3.10l 
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Equatton A3.8 ts a parabola tn t and ~as the following forms 
~$ \n Figure A3.2. 
ftgure A3.3. represents tl:te. opti.mal input uJt for u.x-;:; sgn p3 
Curyes A in both diagrams represents those values of p3 and 
u~ for c1 > 0 and curves B represent those values of p3 and 
uit for cl< a. 
'· 
FIGURE A3.l 
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FIGURE A3.3 
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- . 
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' 
' 
' 
- -
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' 
' \ 
\ 
\ 
t 
- - - -· 
Pontryagin tells us that for a third order system we can 
expect the minimum of two switchings. It can be seen that. 
they must be the switch-points t1 and t 2 in Figure A3.3. 
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Th.e time-optimal switching funct"ion 5 for th.e plant described 
by equations A3.l is 
u~ =. -x1-:§-a2.x33 -(a.x2.x3+aioa.x32+.x2sgn(.x2+ia.x3 j.x3 I ll3/2l 
~ g n ( .x 2 + i a.x 3 I x 3 I l 
provided the RHS f 0 (A3.ll} 
for state points such that the RHS of A3.ll is zero 
)t 
-x 2 - i ax 3 I X3 I (x2+iax3· I X3·1 f O} (A3.12} u = 
and 
)t 
lJ = -X3 (.x 2 +.i a.x 3 I X3 I = 01 (A3.13} 
ftnally by tnt~grattng equations A3.1 with respect to time we 
oh ta tn 
= x1 (0l + x2(0lt + x3 (0}t 2" + ut3 2 ra 
(A3 .14} 
wh.ere x1 (0}, x2 (a}. and x3(0l are the initial corditions 
at t = a 
The complexity of the time optimal switching function 
•. 
1]4 
equation A3.11 and the manipulation of equations A3.14 invol-
ving t 3 are evident although the co-state p3 indicates that 
at least two switchings are require~ to bring the system 
trajectory to its target. To a~hieve true time optimal 
response f-0r a third order system in practice is extremely 
difficult and other strategies which are sub-optimal but more 
simpler and less sensitive are resorted to, as described in 
this thesis. 
APPENDI.X A4 
THE DOUBLE INTEGRATOR PLANT 
Th.e plant trajectories are determined from 
J{l ::: x2 
u 
.!2 = 1) 
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( A4 .l l 
Integrating equations A4.1 with respect to time we obtain the 
trajectory equations as follows, for an interval during which 
u(tl = constant = c 
t 2 t 0 (A4.2} 
Eltmtnating time t from A4.2 we. obtatn 
2 . 2 c (x 2 (t11 = (x 2(t 0 11 + 2 5{x1 {tl-x1 (t0 11 (A4.3l 
The initial conditions (x1 (a}, x 2(0ll are written as 
(x1°, x 2°} and will be taken to lie in the region of the 
phase-pl an~ ~ ( x 1 °., x 2 ° , a 1 < 0 
Th.e. control is given by the. equations: 
u = sgn ~ 
~= -.xl -~ax2 I x2 I (xl +~ax2 I .x2 I rUl 
~· = -.x2 (x1+~a.x2.l..x2 I" Q[. 
(A4.4} 
( A4, 5 l 
17_6. 
' i i Let the state point at the i th switch be (x1 ,x 2 ) . Let ti 
be.the time interval between the (i-l)th and the i th switch 
( i = 2 ' 3 , . . . . ) . 
Let t 1 be the time of the first switch. 
Case ( i) b = a 
There is orily one switching of the control (see Figure· 1.5.1) 
because the time-optimal switching function is being used. 
The settling time is Taa (see section 1.5) and satisfies 
(A4.7) 
Equations A4.2 yield at time t 1 and with b=a 
l ' 0 0 t 1 t 2 
xl = xl + x2 l - 2a 1 
X l = x 0 1 t 2 2 - a 1 
where u = - 1 and t = 0 0 
Since 1 (xl , X21) is on the switchi.ng 
(see F.i gure 1.5.1) 
1 
= ia (x21)2 xl 
from A4.8, A4.9 and A4.10 
tl = a(x2o l - x2 ) 
and 
x2 1 = -(2ax1° + a2(x2 o}2~i -i -1 2 a 
Equations A4.2 yield at time t1 + t2, 
2 0 1 + 1 t2 X2 = = x2 a 
(Since at t2, 2 X2 = 0 and to = O} 
(A4.8) 
(A4.9) 
curve A4.5 with 
(A4.10) 
(A4.11) 
(A4.12) 
and with b = a, 
(A4.13) 
1 < 0 X2 
From A4.7, A4.11, A4.12 and A4.13 
Taa = ax2o + (2axlo+ a~(x2ol2li 2i 
Case (i.i.} b >a 
The settling time is 
Tba = t1 + t2 + t3 + ·•• 
f\Offi 4.2 t 1 satisfies 
·o o 
t l = b (.x 2 -.x 1 l 
(A4.14} 
(A4.15l 
(A4.16}_ 
(A4.171 
From A4.5 and A4.3 the first switch occurs at (c = -11 
0 
x 2 l = - ( 2x l + ( x 2 o 12 l i ( 1 + % l - i 
--0-. . 
Siroilarly the ne.xt switch occurs at 
.x22 ~ -2xll + (x 112li (1 + ~l-i. 
--0- . 2 u 
or, since .x1
1 ~ ia(.x 21 12 
.x22 ~ -x21 (l-%li (l + %1-i 
Simila r.l y 
(A4 .. 18) 
(A4.19l 
(A4.201 
177. 
.x 2 i = - ~ 2 i -l ( l - %1 i ( l. + % 1- i ~ -p x 2 i - l , say ( i ~ 2 , 3 , . . . l 
(A4.2ll 
t.e. the ratio of the values x2 at successive switch points 
\s. the cons.tant (-fl· 
This result implies that the ratio of successiye intery~ls 
t.iJt .. (l.> 21 is also a constant. tn fact, froro A4.17 
i.-1 
t. 
1.. = ~1 1..-
= 
= .. p +l_ = p ( < 1 l ( . 3 4 l 1 1= , , ••• l+P 
00 
(A4.22l 
(A4.23} 
Ti:u.Js ~ t 1 is a geometric series, so that the total 
t=2 
settltng time is finite. 
Prom A4.15, A4.16 and A4.17 
Tba = h (x 2° - 2x 21 + 2x 2
2 
- 2x 2
3 + ••. 1 (A4.24l 
Substituting A4.21 into A4.24 we obtain 
0 1 2 Tha = b(x 2 - 2x 2 (l+p+p + ..• 1 l (A4.25l 
= b(x2° - 2x 2
1 (1-Pl-l 1 (A4.26l 
from A4.18~ A4.21 and A4.26 
·-Case (itil. b <a 
z t nob er a n a Fu 11 er 7 sh.ow th.at for b < a eyer y po i. n t of the 
switching surface of an n-tntegrator plant. is a slid'tng 
point. The motion up to the first switching is as before. 
Thereafter the state slides along the switching curve to. 
the phase-plane origin (see Figures 1.-5.3 and 1.5.41. 
lJB-
If the duration of the sl{ding motion to the origin is t 2 ~ 
From A4.2, with c = - 1 
t1 = b(x2o -x21).. 
Suppose the starting point satisfies 
o o I o 1 x 1 + ~ bx 2 x 2 ~ a . 
(A4.28l 
(A4.29l 
(A4.30l 
So that the sliding trajectory is below the .x1 -axis (see 
Figure 1.5.3)... During the sliding motion the trajectory 
followed is that of the time-optimal system wi~h parameter 
a . 
. b 
Hence equations A4.2 apply, with c = /a, and yield 
1 t 2 = - a.x 2 (A4.31l 
from A4.28, A4.29 and A4.3U 
0 l . l Tba = b(x 2 -· .x 2 l - a.x 2 (A4.32} 
Evaluation of .x 2
1 from A4.18 (which still holds good for 
b < ~l and substttutton in A4.31 yields 
Tba = b.x2o +(2bx1o + b2{.x2012li {l+~l~ 
Similarly, for a starting point satisfying 
.xi o + ~ bx 2 o I .x 2 o I ~ a 
(A4.33) 
(A4.34} 
for wh_i,ch 'the sl i.dtng trajectory is above the x1 -a.xis (see 
figure 1.5.41 one finds 
(A4.35} 
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APPEND rx A5 
GENERAL REMARKS CONCERNING THE USE OF LIAPUNQV 1 S 
DIRECT OR SECOND METHOD FOR STABILITY ANALYSIS 
l. Stability in the sense of Liapunoy 
180. 
Conside a region € (see Figure A5.l} in the state space 
enclosing an equilibrium point !o· The equilibrium 
point is stable provided that there is a region S(€l. 
contained within e , such that any trajectnry starting 
in the regions ,say! (O} does not leave the region 
2. Asymptotic Stability 
An equilibrium point is asymptotically stable, if, in 
addition to being stable in the sense of Liapunov, all 
trajector~es .approach the equilibrium point. This 
means that th.e. variational ·solution .x.>t(tl approaches 
Q as time t --a:> . This is· the stability defi.nition 
usually used in control system design when the region 
s includes the entire state-space and the definitions of 
. 
Liapunov and asymptotic stability are said to apply 
in a global sense. 
Th.e second or direct method of Ltapunov provides a means 
for determining the stability of a system without expli-
ctty solving for the trajectories in the state space and 
FIGURE A5.l STATE PLANE TRAJECTORIES INDICATING 
a LIAPUNOV STABILITY 
b - ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
c - INSTABILITY 
18.l 
hence the solution of.the differential equation is not 
required. The procedure requires the selection of a 
scalar function V(!}, which is tested for the conditions 
that indicate stability. When Y(xl successfully meets 
these conditions, it is called a Liapunov function 
3. Liapunoy Asymptotic Stability 
A system is asymtotically stable in the vicinity of the 
equilibrium point at the origin if there exists a scalar 
function V(xl such that: 
l. Y(!l is continuous and has continuous first partial 
derivatives in a region S around the origin 
2. 
3 • 
4. 
Y(~J 
Y(U}_ 
' V(!l 
a 
= a 
a 
for x .,. 0 
-
for x 'f a 
Conditions l to 3 ensure that V(~l is positive definite. 
Therefore V(!l = k is a closed surface within the region 
• 
S. Condition 4 means that V(!L is negative definite and 
thus any trajectory tn S crosses through the surface 
V(x} = k from the outside to the inside for all values 
of k. ·Therefore the trajectory converges on the origin 
w h.e re Y ( a l. = O . 
4. Liapunov Global Asymptotic Stability 
A sys t em i s g 1 o b a 11 y as ym pt o t i. c a 11 y st a bl e t f there 
exists a scalar function V(xl such that: 
182 . 
1. Y(!l is conttnuous and ~as continuous first partial 
derivatives in the entire state space 
2. V(~). a ·for x ; a 
3. V(O} = 0 
4. V(!l-Q:> as llxll-o:> 
I 
5. Y (x l. < Q 
I 
6. Either Y(xl r 0 except at x = O or any locus in the 
. 
state space where V(!l = O is not a trajectory of the 
system. 
Conditi.ons l to 3 ensure that V(~l is positive definite. 
Conditfon 4 is satisfied when V (x 1 is positive definite 
i . e . it is closed in the entire state space. Conditions 
5 and 6 mean that Y(xl is continuously decreasing along 
any trajectory in the entire plane and ensures that the 
system is asymptotically stable. 
183-
APPENDIX 6 
FAST MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL 
A~.l Analogue Computer Simulation of a Fast Model Predictor 
System 
In Figure A6.l.l is a working diagram for simulating the 
behaviour of a double integrator plant using a fast 
model predictor. 
Relay Kl is used for setting the initial conditions onto 
the fast model integrators. When Kl is unenergized the 
integrators are in the 1 reset 1 mode i.e. the initial 
conditions f~om the plant are accepted. When Kl is 
energized the fast model integrators are in the 
•operate' mode and predicti9n (integration} commences. 
Relay K2 is used for applying the plant and model drive 
changeover. When K2 is energized the input to r~lay 
Kl is removed and Kl is energized hence the fast model 
is reset i.e. no prediction takes place. When K2 is not 
energ~zed the signal actuating relay Kl is connected and 
prediction takes place. 
Blocks 1, 2 and 3 are switches required to drive the 
relays (10 Volt, 20 ma). Blocks 4 and 5 are signum 
functions (+ 5 volt} and Blocks 6 and 7 are patching 
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·184 . 
arrangements on the computer patch-panel to enable to 
. integrators to be reset and operated by external means. 
The potentiometers t and T are used to speed up or P m 
slow down the plant and fast model integration rates 
respectively. 
The operation of the system is fairly straightforward. 
After depression of the computer OPR switch a step 
input r(t) is obtained from block 4 and this is applied 
to the inputs of the plant and model via K2. All 
integrators commence integration. 
By virtue of its fast integration rate ~(T) is driven to 
zero rapidly and at zero block 3 de-energizes Kl and the 
fast model is reset (to accept the current plant state). 
Since the predicted error I e(r) I is stil 1 greater than 
zero, block 2 remains at zero and K2 remains unenergized. 
The process iterates until 'je(r} I is less than a sma11 
bias ep when block 2 provides drive for K2. K2 ener-
gizes and sgn (~{t}) is obtained from block 5 which pro-
vides the correct polarity (u(t) = .-u(t}) to the plant. 
Kl is de-energized and the fast model is reset (the use 
of sgn (~(t)) for reverse polarity can be verified from 
observation of Figures 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 in section 2.3.1) 
If the response is deadbeat the output limit cycles 
(no facility was used to set u(t)=O} or if there is 
overshoot (undershoot) the whole. process is repeated 
once more as described in section 2.3.1. 
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Velocity limiting (saturation) was implemented by simply 
using diode limiters on the velocity integrators and is 
a standard.procedure on analogue computers (see Figure 
A6.1.2) 
A6.2 Digital Simulation of Second-order System 
The plant (and fast model) used was an integrator and 
one lag. (see Figure A6.2.l) 
Referring to Figure A6.2.l 
x2 = (uK- Cl{X2l Kl 
Applying the Laplace transformation to A6.2.l yields 
·sx 2(s} - x2(0) = U(s}KK1 - O.K1X2(s} 
u(s}KK1+X2(0) u 
. • . x 2 ( s} = { s + o( Kl) ( u ( s) I= s} 
"'"'."l ) ' ~ -~u. e':'o<1K1t+x2(0'e-o(K1t 
.·. x2(t} = cJ...... (X 2(s , = _ _ i 
Similarly x1 (t} = K2x2(t} 
• • • x 1 ( t) = ' f '-1 ( t.) d t 
(A6.2.2} 
+V 
POT 1 
SJ 
POT 2 
1-v 
FIGURE A6.1.2 LIMITING OR SATURA1ION SIMULATION 
FIGURE A6.2.l 
olp 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SECOND ORDER PLANT 
ONE INTEGRATOR AND ONE LAG 
1 
ot.p 
= PLANT GAIN PARAMETER 
= INDIVIDUAL INTEGRATOR GAINS OR 
SCALING CONSTANTS 
= TIME CONSTANT 
. 
. . 
We wish to determine that value of t such that x2(t)=O 
or in other words the value of t where the trajectory 
crosses the abcissa. 
In equation A6.2.2 we set x2(t)=O 
. Ku Ku e-c( Kl t + x2(0}e-o(.'.Klt . . Cir" - ~ 
-Ku 
. e- ~Kl t = 0... . . 
-Ku + x2(o) 
'CJ. 
and solving for t 
t = 1 Ln (1- o{X2(0) } OCiC · Ku 1 . 
and substituting into 
K2 Ku 
xl(tab) =x1(0}+K1 o<.2 
= 0 
(A6.2.4} 
(A6.2.5} 
18.6 
where x1(0}, xi(O} are some arbitrary initial conditions, 
~ = + is the lag and K = ! = 1 is the nominal plant gain 
parameter. K1 and K2 are the individual integrator 
gains, these can be considered to be scaling factors to 
• 
determine the integration rates and are entirely 
arbitrary. 
A table for a doubl~ integrator is presented for the· 
K2 1 K 
ratio (KJ:" zu} where (K~) = ~for various times 1 t 1 , 9 
and such that x1=5 and x2=3 after t seconds (u=5}. 
t 
(seconds) 
1 
5 
10 
50 
. 1 
. 2 
Kl . K2 
6 
3 
. 6 
.12 
.06 
.012 
33.333 
16.666 
3.333 
.666 
.333 
.0666 
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These particular values of K1 and K2 were originally 
selected to provide a suitable scale for x1 and x2 for 
the X-Y plotting in section 2.3.1. However variations 
in K1 and K2 do directly affect system performance and 
although K1= K2= 1 is an obvious choice, it is instruc-
tive to observe variations in K1 and K2 . 
Hence if a fast model to plant time-ratio is to be, say 
50:1, then for a plant of t=5 seconds, r = .1 seconds 
for the fast model is chosen. Therefore 
K1 ( p 1 ~ n t) = , 12 
K1(fast mode1}=6 
K2 ( p 1 ant} = · . 6 6 6 
K2(fast model}= 33.333 
The next step in implementing this program is straight-
forward. Equations A6.2.2 and .A6.2.3 both define the 
plant and model dynamics (for the model we set K3=K1 
and K4 = K2}. Equation A6.2.5 defines the fast model 
trajectory during the prediction mode when we wish to 
establish the future error e( T). 
The programme is looped so that equation A6.2.5 is 
i t e r a t e d u n t il e .( T . ) < e ( 0 < e < 1 l w he n rev e r s e p - p 
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drive is applied (u(t) = - u(t)) to equations A5.2.2 and 
A6.2.3. 
By incrementing t in the programme either the phase-
plane representation can be called (via the 1 call-point 1 
facility in the Basic language .depicted on the VDU} or 
the time-response curves may be called. Hence x2(t} 
. 
is plotted against x1(t} for increasing t in steps of 
6t or x1(t} is plotted against tin steps of 6t 
( ~t = .002 units}. 
Similarly it is quite easy to vary values of K,oi.,K1 and 
K2• Below is a programme used to generate the curves 
for the position response to a step reference. Standard 
1 Basic 1 was used. throughout. 
PROGRAMME FOR A SECOND ORDER PLANT FOR 189 
, POSITION RESPONSE WITH POSITIVE STEP REFERENCE 
LIST 
4 REM "FAST MODEL PREDICTION 4 QUAD COtffROL" 
6 READ A.0 8 
8 READ K11K2.K3,K4 
10 READ R 
12 F.:fa~O ~<0, YO 
14 READ I.), U 
16 DATA L 1 
1 ;:: OH TA . 12} . 6666 I 61 33 . 3333 
20 DATA 5 
22 DATA 0, (1 
24 DATA 5,-5 
50 OEFFN G(T>=K2*Y0*C 1-EXPC-A*K1*T))/(K1*A> 
55 OEFfl·~ H< T )=l..J:t.~<2::t:( 1-E>~P< -A:tK 1 ~T ) )/( K 1 *A:f.A ) 
60 DEFFN I< T >=K2*1.J:¥.T /A 
65 DEFFN J< T 1 >=~X4tZ2:t.< 1-EXP( -8;f:K3*T1 ) )/( K3tr:B) 
70 OEFFN LCT1)=U*K4t( 1-EXPC-B*K3*T1))/(K3*B*B) 
75 OEFFM t·K T1 >=K4~(1J:t.T1/B 
80 OEFFN A( T )=~-::0+FM I< T )-FNH< T HFNG< T ) 
85 DEFFN B< T >=< 1.)/A );t.( 1-EXP( -At.K 1 :t:T) )+Y0X~EXP( -A*~< 1 *T) 
90 OEFFN C< T 1 >=Z 1 +FNt·i< T 1 )-FNL< T 1 )+FHJ< T 1 ) 
95 DEFFt·~ 0( Tl>=< U/8 )*( 1-EXP<-B*K3*T1) )+Z2*EXP<-B>t.K3*Tl) 
. 100 LET T= 0 . 
105 LET Pl= 0 
110 LET Al=FMA<T> 
120 LET Bl=Ft~B< T) 
121 LET Q0=Pl/ 10- .8 
122 LET Ql=Al/ 4- .8 
123 C~iLL PO Hff I Q0, Q 1 
130 LET Tl= 0 
132 LET Zl=A1 
·· 134 LET Z2=81 
170 
180 
19t1 
191 
2'30 
205 
210 
211 
220· 
230 
240 
250 
255 
26(1 
270 
. 271 
272 
273 
3t30 
310 
. 320 
325 
330 
331 
338 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
359 
~0 
370 
38$ 
3S'9 
140 LET C1=FNCCT1) 
150 LET Ol=FND<Tl) 
160 ! F ABS< R-C 1 X :;.-: . 1 THEt·~ 220 
IF ASS<-01 ><= . 1 THEM 200 · 39'5 
LET T1=-T1+ 2.00000E-03 · 4g~ 
IF Tl<= .2 THEN 140 410 
GOTO 1560 ~11 
LET T=T+ .1 · 412 
LET P1=P1+ .1 413 
IF T<= 30 THEN 110 420 
GOTO 1530 425 
LET lJ::-1..J 426 
LET >~0=A 1 427 
LET "r'0=Bl 430 
LET T= 0 440 
LET F'2==P 1 450 
LET ~~2=FNA( T ) . 460 
LET B2=FHB< T ) · 4 70 
LET 03=P2/ 10- . 8 ! 480 
LET Q1=A2/ 4- .8 481 
CALL POINT I Q0, 01 I 490 
IF ( R-A2 X= . 1 THEH 338 495 
IF (-82 )) 0 THEM 360 : 580 
LET T=T+ .1 '..;:'H 
LET P2=P2+ . 1 : 510 
IF T<= 10 THEN 260 520 
GOTO 1500 533 
IF ( -82)) 0 THEM 344 S40 
LET T=T+ .1 · 5~5 
LET P2=P2+ .1 553 
IF T<= 10 THEN 260 ~$81 
GOTO 1500 551 
IF ( R-A2 )<=-.. 1 THEN 640 552 
C-OTO 1500 5£3 
LET V=-•.J 5S3 
LET Y..0=A2 GZ3 · 
LET Y0=B2 sie 
LET T= 0 G15 
LET P3=P2. 
LET A3=FN~;( T ) 
LET B3=FNB< T ) 
LET Q0=P3/ 10- .8 
LET Q1=P.3/ 4- .8 
CALL POINT~Q0,Q1 
LET Tl= 0 
LET U=-5 
LET Z1=A3 
LET 22=83 
LET C2=FtK( T 1 ) 
LET 02=FHD<T1) 
IF AB~;;;< ~'.-C2 ){= . 1 THEM 510 · 
IF ABS< -02 )<::: . 1 THEN 490 
LET T1=T1+·2.0'0030E-03 
IF Tl<= .2 THEN 430 
GOTO 1500 . 
LET T=T+ .1 
LET P3:.:P3+ .1 
IF T<= 10 THEN 400 
GOTO 1500 
LET t.J:::-5 
LET X0=A3 
LET Y0=B3 
LET T= 0 
LET P4=P3 
LET A4=FNA< T ) 
LET B4=Ft·-!8( T ) 
LET Q0=P4/ 10- .8 
LET Q1~A4/ 4- .8 
CP:LL POINT,Q0,Q1 
IF < R-A4 )(::: . 1 lHEN 1500 
IF <-e4 >>=- .1 THEN 1500 
LET T=T+ .1 
1...ET P4=P4+ . 1 
I 
6?.) 
621 
G<D 
633 
6G0 
670 
675 
683 
6S'0 
691 
692 
693 
7i?..3 
"?01 
702 
703 
704 
765 
706 
707 
708 
7i.09 
710 
711 
715 
720 
721 
730 
740 
750 
76R3 
7G5 
Ti .:l 
72;; 
781 
782 
733. 
790 
C:00 
810 
8~~0 
830 
835 
840 
850 
t;60 
890 
895 
900 
9f11 
9H3 
920 
930 
.940 
945 
950 
960 
961 
S·G2 
IF T<= 10 THEN 550 1061 
GOTO 1503 1.070 
LET l):lJ .. 10?5 
LET X0=~~2 1 Cf3~) 
LET Y0=82 1081 
LET T= 0 10?0 
LET P5=P2 1100 
LET AS=FNA< T) 1110 
LET 85=FN8< T ) 1120 
LET Q3=P5/ 10- .8 1125 
LET Ql=A5/ 4- .8 1130 
CALL POHff I Q0, Qt 1i40 
LET Ti= 8 1158 
LET U= 5 1151 
· LET Z1=(.i5 1152 
LET 22=85 · 1153 
LET C3=FNC< Tl) ·' 1160 
LET 03=FND<Tl) 1170 
IF ABS< R-C3 ><= .1 THEN 730: 1180 
IF it:BS<-03 )<= . 1 THEN 711 1 1185 
LET T1=T17 2.06000E-03 . 1190 
IF Ti<= .2 THEN 704 1500 
GOTO 1500 
LET T=T+ .1 
LET P5=P5+ .1 
IF T<= 10 THEN 680 
GOTO 1500 
LET lJ=-U 
LET X0=A5 
LET Y0=B5 
LET T= 0 
LET P6=P5 
LET P.6=FNA<T) 
LET ES=?NB< T) 
LET G'.S:P6/ 10- . 8 
LET Q1=A6/ 4- .8 
CALL POHff, Q0, Q1 
IF < R-A6 ))::::- .1 THEN 820 
IF <-86)< 0 THEN 860 
GOTO 890 
IF (-86)< 0 THEN 850 
LET T=T+ :1 
LET P6=P6+ . 1 -~ 
IF T<= 10 THEN 770 
IF (R-A6)>= .1 THEN 910 · 
GOTO 1500 
LET T::;:T+ .1 
LET P6=P6+ .1 
IF T<= 10 THEN 770 
GOTO 1500 
LEl" U=l) 
LET X0==A6 
LET 'f 0=86 
LET T= 0 
LET P7=P6 
LET A?=FNA(T) 
LET B7=FN8(T) 
LET Q0=P?/ 10- .8 
LET Q1=A7/ 4- .8 
963 CALL POIMT,Q0,Q1 
970 LtT Tl= 0 
980 LET IJ=-5 
990 LET Z1=~i7 
1000 LET 22=87 
1010 LET C4=FMC<T1) 
1020 LET 04=FHO<T1) 
1030 IF ABS( R-C4 )( = . 1 THEN 1090 
1040 . IF ABS( -04 )<= . 1 THEM 1070 · 
1059 LET T1=T1+ 2.00000E-03 
1.!ZS-9 IF Tl<= . 2 THEN 1010 
GOTO 15S0 
LET T=T'"'r .1 
LET P7=P7+ .1 
IF T<= 10 THEN 950 
GOTO 1500 
LET ~J==-1..J 
LET ;m=A7 
LET V0=87 
LET T:::: 0 
LET P8=P7 
LET Ai::=FNA( T ) 
LET B8=FN8< T > 
LET 0.0=P8/ 10- .8 
LET Ql=A8/ 4- .8 
CALL POHff ,Q0,Q1 
CALL POIMLQLQ2 
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IF <R-A8><= .1 THEM 1500 
IF <-B::: )) 0 THEN 1500 
LET T=T+ .1 
LET P8=P8+ . 1 
IF T<= 10 THEN 1130 
EHO 
A6.3 Hybrid Control of a Second-order Plant using a Fast 
Model Predictor 
The equations derived in Appendix A6.2 for the second 
order lag were used in the programme to synthesize the 
fast model (the time-optimal switching.curve) and the. 
switching decisions were based on those indicated in 
191 
the flow charts of figures 2.3.l{b) and 2.3.3. This 
section of the programme is virtually identical to that 
of the digita~- simulation programme in Appendix A6.2. 
However some means of command between the two computers 
had to be established and the existance of a 1 Basic' 
sub-ro~tine eriabled the control of the A to D and D to A 
convente~s to be e~sily implemented. Furthermore .some 
means of synchronizing the start of both computer runs 
had to be arranged. This was easily done by using a 
spare 'diode-limited 1 integrator which upon depressing 
the OPR (operate} switch of the TR-48 provided a sense 
signal to the Varian 600i. The rise time of the sense 
signal was of the order of ten milliseconds which was 
negligible compared to the plant time constant (of the 
order of tens of secon~s}. 
The analogue computer was patched as indicated in 
Figure 2.3.5, the plant gain parameter K could either p 
be externally varied by a separate potentiometer or 
.. 
changed internally in the programme. Similarly 
o(p, K1 and K2 could be changed by the potentiometer 
s e t t i n g s . Km ( fa s t mod e 1 g a i n pa ram e t e r ) , o{ m ( fa s t 
·model lag}, K3 and K4 were varied by merely changing 
these values in the program. 
It must be noted the voltage conversion ranges were 
according to 
+ 10 volts - + 2047 units and 
10 volts - - 2047 units 
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Hence 1 unit: 4,89 millivolts. The resolution available 
on the DVM of the analogue computer is+ 10 millivolts, 
hence there is no real degredation of measurement 
accuracy of the state variables and the digitally 
derived input u(t}, by the digital loop. The data 
capture time of .the A to D channels· is roughly 25 µs per 
channel and this time is insignificant when compared to 
the plant time constants. 
At the termination of a computer run, i.e. when the 
plant trajectory had reached the error phase-plane 
originx, the i~put u(t) was set to take on zero volts 
and the digital ~omputer reverted back to the 1 wait 1 
mode ready for the .. new operate command, and hence the 
new sense signal. However.the analogue computer had 
193. 
to be manually reset. 
Fa~ each computer run a permanent recording was don~ on 
an X-Y plotter with the X-axis(time axis) driven either 
internally or from an external source. However there 
_was great difficulty in establishing an accurately 
calibrated.time scale on the recordings owing to an 
unfortunate sporadic malfunction on the plotter. 
However the (relative} ratio of the setting times of the 
nominal plant to a plant with overshoot was easily 
determined from the recordings. 
Below is a program for control of a plant with one 
integrator and one .lag. 
x The trajectory. does not in fact reach the origin. 
The computer is programmed to stop when the error is 
less than or is equal to a small positive number ep. 
A6.4 Direct Digital Control of a Small DC Motor 
The motor used was a small teaching purpose device as 
well as several interfacing devices used with the motor 
system. These devices enabled the signals derived from 
the computer to be compatible with the signals required 
to drive the motor. The interfaces.consisted of an 
FAST .M 0 D EL C 0 NT R 0 LL ER FOR S EC 0; JD 0 RD ER - PLANT 194 
LIST 
l (_; REf~O K3 .. K4 
15 F:EAD B 
2("; READ Pl 
:::. ":i F:EAD P2 
.30 DfiTA 3. 0000t3E-02.. . 1666 
35 DATA .1 
40 ·· [li:,.ffH 5. 00000£-02 
~5 DATA 5.08000E-02 
50 LET 1~4= 4 
60 CALL ADC1,A4,S4 
· 70 IF S4> 20 THEM 9(1 
:3(1 GOTO 60 
90 'LET A3= 0 
100 CALL ADC1,A0,R 
110 LET R=Rt 10/ 2047 
120 . LET Al= 1 
130 CALL AOC1,A1,Xl 
140 LET Xl=X1t 10/ 2047 
150 LET Ul= 0 . . 
160 LET U= 1024:t.SGW R->~ 1 ) 
170 CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
180 LET A2= 2 
198 LET U=-5 
200 GOSUB 2000 
205 LET 1.J=-t.; 
210 CALL DTOA,Ul,V 
220 CALL ADC1,A2,Yl 
?10 LET Yl=Y1* i0/ 2047 
.240 IF Yl<= 0 THEN 260 
·250 GOTO 220 
260 CALL ADC1,A1,Xl 
270 LET Xl=Xl* 10/ 2047 
280 IF (R-Xl>>Pl THEN 310 
290 IF CR-Xl+Pl)>= 0 THEN 3000 
300 GOTO 900 
310 LET lJ;:;-1..J 
320 ·c~:LL [ITOA,IJLIJ 
33~J LET U=-5 
340 GOSUB 2~300 
350 LET t,j::-1.,1 
36~3 CALL DTOA) t..J 1 , i.) 
370 GOSUB 2100 . 
380 IF CR-Xl>>Pl THEN 400 
39G GOTO 3000 
400 LET 1..J::::-1.,.1 
410 CALL OTOA,U1,U 
420 LET U=-5 
4 :::0 GOSU8 2000 
440 LET t.):::-1..J 
450 CALL OTOA,U1,U 
4E:l) GOSUB 2100 
47iz1 IF ( R-;q >>P1 THEN 490 
42:0 GOTO 3000 
490 LET U=-lJ 
·500 CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
510 LET IJ=-5 
520 GOSU8 2000 
5:?.:0 LET lJ=-l.J 
5<'.'.0 CALL OTOA, lJl, 1.; 
5S0 GOSU8 2100 
~56~3 IF < R-Y.l »Pl THEH 580 · 
570 GOTO 3000 
580 LET 1.J.::-1.J 
590 CALL OTOA I I.) 1 J I.) 
6e0 LET U=-5 
610 C-OSIJB 2000 
620 LET V=-l.J 
638 CALL DTOA, Ul, 1.; 
643 GOSIJB 2100 
65:) 
66') 
670 
6:30 
690 
{"(u) 
71('.I 
720. 
?30. 
7~0 . 
750 
760 
770 
78€1 
79iJ 
80f1 
81(1 (:)20 
830 
9!210 
910 
923 
930 
9'~0 
950 
960 
:370 
s~e0 
95'0 
1ee0 
1010 
1020 
1630 
1040 
1059 
IF ( R-~<1 )>Pt TH:::N 670 
GOTO 30G0 
LET 1)=-IJ 
CALL OTOA,U1,U 
LET U==-5 
GOSU8 200~1 
LET 1_.!:::-1.,.1. 
CALL OTOA,Ut,U 
GOSUB 2100 
IF ( F~-::,~1 ) >P1 THEN 760 
GOTO 308(1 
LET t;:::-1.,1 
CALL DTOA,Ul,U 
LET U=-5 
GOSUB 2(180 
LET 1..J=-U 
CALL DTOA, 1.Jl, I.) 
GOSU8 21 ~30 
GOTO 3000 
LET l.J::: 5 · 
GOSUB 2000 
LET 1.J::-1.) 
CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
GOSUB 2200 
IF CR-Xl>>Pl THEN 970 
GOTO 3003 
LET IJ=-5 
GOSJJB 2000 
LET l.J=-lJ 
CALL OTO~,Ul,1.J 
GOSIJB 2390 
IF <R-X!+Pl)< 0 THEN 1040 
GOTO 3039.J 
LET fJ= 5 
GOSUB 2000 
lC.513 
107i3 
1080 
109(1 
1100 
1110 
11.::0 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
· 1180 
1196 
12B0 
1210 
12:::i::1 
1230 
12<10 
125~21 
1260 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1300· 
2003 
2010 
2020 
2030 
2040 
.2059 
2650 
2070 21ea 
2110 
2120 
2130 
2140 
2150 
2160 
22.:10 
2210 
222(1 
223(1 
2240 
22'.50 
22~:.cJ 
2~:~:·'") 
2310 
232'3 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 
.3000 
·3010 
3020 
3030 
3040 
3052 
3~::.:;9 
3070 
3080 
3090 
LET tJ:.::-l) 
c~~LL . DTOA, u1, ~J 
GOSUB 2200 
IF ( F::-i<l >>Pl THEN 1110 
GOTO 3000 
LET U=-5 
GiJ:3U8 2000 
LET t.J=-U 
CALL DTOA,Ul,U 
GO::;UB 2300 
IF <R-X1+P1>< 0 THEN 1180 
GOTO 3017::n3 
LET U= 5 
GOSU8 21300 
LET l..J::;:-1.,.1 
CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
GOSUB 2200 
IF ( R->a »Pt THEH 1250 
GOTO 3000 
LET IJ=-5 
GOSIJB 2000 
LET l.)=-IJ 
CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
GOSIJB 2300 
GOTO 3000 
CALL AOC1,A2,"(1 
LET Y0='l 1 :t. 1 Ev 204 7 
CALL ~1DCL AL X1 
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LET X0=X1* 10/ 2047 . 
LET C==< J<4:t.U*LOG< 1-Y0*B/IJ) )/( 1<3:t.E:~:B )+X0+( Y0:t:K4 )/( K3:t<B) IF A8S(R-C><=P2 THEN 2070 
GOTO 2000 
RETIJQN 
CALL AOC1,A2,'l1 
LET Y1=Y1:t. 10/ 2047 
IF Yl<= 0 THEN 2140 
GOTO 2100 
. CALL AOCL ~lL ~<1 
LET ~.:;1::;:;<U-: Hk' 2047 
f<'.EilJRM 
C.~LL ADCl, A2, ~1'1 
LET Yl='1"U: 10/ 2047 
IF Yl>= 0 THEN 2240 
GOTO 226~3 
ChLL ADCLAL>~:1 · 
LET X1=X1* 10/ 2047 
RETURN 
CALL. ADC1,A2,Yi 
LET Yl=Yl»: 19/ 2047 
IF Yl<= 0 THEN 2340 
GOTO 23e~3 
C~Ll ADC1,A1,X1 
LET Xl=>a:t. 10/ 2047 
RETURt·~ 
LET 1.J= 0 
CALL OTOA, t.)1, l.J 
LET A3= 3 
CALL AOC1,A3,T1 
LET Tl=TU: 10/ 2047 
CALL ADC 1 d~ L ::< 1 
LET X1=X1* 10/ 2047 
PRIMT "R" I "Xl II, "E1=R-X1 II J "11 II 
PRINT R,XL<R-Xl),Tl 
END 
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electronic relay, potentiometers and amplifiers normally 
used for the motor control. 
In this way there was no danger of damaging the sensitive 
A to D and D to A circuits through overloading, current 
or vol~age spikes. As an added precaution, the signals 
to the electronic relay and from the motor potentiometer 
and tacho-generator were passed through the inverting 
amplifiers and potentiometers of the TR-48 analogue 
computer as well as retaining the use of the 'sync' 
integrator for synchronization purposes. 
To enable the motor output(position} to be recorded 
within a reasonable length of time, the motor shaft 
rotation was reduced through two gearboxes with a total 
reduction ratio of 960 to 1. There was however large 
backlash in the .gears of the second gearbox. 
Several other devices were included in the setup(see 
Figure A6.4.l}. A relay K1 was used to open the circuit 
between the electronic relay and the power amplifier of 
the motor, this was necessary when resetting the 
computers t~ prevent motor runaway. The X-Y plotter 
X-axis(time-axis} was driven from an integrator on the 
analogue computer as was the 'sync' signal. Hence 
by means of the OPR(operate}switch all the processes were 
sync~ronized. 
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Derivation of the exact time-optimal expressions for a 
Second-order plant with two Lags 
Consider Figure. A6. 5 .1. 
Jt 1 = x2 - o( 1' xl (A6.5.l} 
Jt2 = Ku - °'2 x 2 (A6.5.2} 
The ~a place transformation of A6.5.2 yields 
sx 2(s} - x2 ( o.l = U(s)K- ~2 x2(s} 
. x2(s}= 
Ku x2(0) for U(s}= ~ (A6.5.3) . . s(s+ al2} .+ ( s+ °'2} s 
x (s}= Ku + e- o(2t 
2 o{2 
-ti( t 
= x2(0}e 2 ( A6. 5'. 4} 
The Laplace transformation of A6.5.1 yields 
sx 1(s} - x1 (0} = x2(s} - ~l x1 (sl 
x2 (s} x1 (0} 
.·• x1(s} =cs+o{1l + (s+~1l 
.substituting for x 2 ~s} from A6.5.3 yields 
(A6.5.5} 
u(t) xpl 
FIGURE A6.5.l SECOND-ORDER PLANT WITH TWO LAGS 
-~t 
+ e 
ol2 x 2 ( 0) - Ku 
(ol2 («1 -~}. 
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) (A6.5.7) 
If we let oi1= 0, we have the one lag case as described 
·in Appendix A6.2. This is easily observed by expanding 
the exponential in the first term of A6.5.6, cancelling 
the o<
1
's and settingo<'1=D in the remaining terms. 
The value of t when the trajectory crosses the abcissa, 
i.e. when velocity is zero is determined by i 1 (t}=O~ 
From A6.5.o 
. 
. . 
Ku 
(x2(D)-~}~1 -«2t 
xl(O)oll+ (~1-~2) -e 
' . -~t 
. e 
• • -ol t 
e 1 
~u - x 1 ( 0 }o(l + ( x 2 ( 0) - ~u 
2 2 
= 
(oil -Ol.2} 
t(ol1-ol2l -x1(0l«1(~1-~)+ ollx2(0}-Ku 
e = d 2 x2(o)- Ku . . 
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ot1 x 2 ( 0 } - Ku - x l { 0 }ol l ( o( l - <x'2 l 
Ln ( ~2 x2(o)-Ku )(A6.5.8} 
substituting equation A6.5.8 for t in equation A6.5.6 
we obtain (tab = value of t where 11 = Ol 
-o<.2 
,Ln w _o(l Ln w 
(e all-~· e °'1-·o(2 } -
-a( 1 .Ln w 
X1(9} 
\'l(l -~2 
+ e 
where W = 
o(1Xz(O}- Ku- X1(0}o(1 (ol1-°'2l 
o<2x2{o}-Ru · (A6.5.9} 
x1(tabl can be slightly simplified to 
_o( 
1 
·(A6.5.10) 
Note in equation A6.5.10 ~ # ol2• For o<'1 =~2 (two 
20([ 
equal lags} the derivation of x1(tab) has to be under-
taken separately. Furthermore x2(0) ~2 -Xu~ 0 in W or an 
indeterminate value will result, however if the logic 
conditions with respect to quadrants II and IV are 
adhered, (x 2(0} o<.2 - Ku) will be different from zero 
provided oc2 , K > O. 
For fast model prediction,the exact time-optimal 
trajectory are those values of (x 1 (0),x 2 (~} } such that 
x1(tab} = 0. Equation A6.5.10 is cumbersome and 
unwieldly as it contains several expressions in 
exponentials and logarithms. It also requires a great 
deal more processing time on the minicomputer than 
x(tabl in equation A6.2.·5 for the single lag case. 
APPENDIX A7 
SUMMARY OF THE LIAPUNOV ADAPTIVE LAWS 
A7.1 Adaptive Control of a plant described by a scalar 
differential equation. 
Let the plant and model be described by the scalar 
differential ~quations. 
(A7.ll 
·201. 
~p = -ap(t}xp + bp(t} u(t} plant without controller(A7.2) 
In equations A7.1 and A7.2, am and bm are known positive 
constants ap(t} and bp(t) represent the time varying 
parameters of the plant and u(t) is the input to both 
plant and model (see Figure A7.1.1). To implement the 
adaptive control scheme, feedback and feedforward gains, 
f(t}-and q(t} are introduced as follows: 
The aim of the adaptive procedure is to adjust f(t) 
and q(tl in such a manner that (ap(t}+bp(t}f(t} } and 
(bp(tlq(tl l tend to am and bm resp~ctively. 
Suppose ap(tl and bp(tl are constant but unknown. 
bm MOOE~. jdt Xm 
Om 
FIGURE A?.1.1 ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF PLANT 
· The output error e(t} ~ im(t} - xp(t} satisfies the 
differential equation 
(A 7. 4.} 
The quantities (am-ap-bpf(t) } and {bm-bpq(t) ) are 
errors in the parameters and are denoted by ¢(t} and 
~(tl respectively. 
Hence 
~ = a e - ¢ x + ~u m p 
where ¢(t} ~ (am-ap-bpf(t} l 
and 4> (t} ~ (bm-bpq(t} } 
(A7.5} 
(A7.6} 
(A7.7} 
The objective is to adjust f(t} and q(tl so that as 
t-Q> e(t}_. 0, ¢(t}- 0 and ~(t}__.. 0. 
The differential equations for the ,dynamic controller 
are assumed to be of the form 
. 
f (tl = g1 (xm, xp' u, fl 
q ( t )_ = 92(xm, xp' u ' q} (A7.8} 
or in terms of ¢(t} and <v ( t 1 
. 
¢ ( t l = kl(xm' xp, u, fl< 
~(tl = k2(xm, .xp' u, q} (A7.9} 
202· 
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The functions k1(•} and k2("} or equivalently g 1 (~} and 
g2(•l specify the adaptive laws. 
Equation A7.5 for the output error;_ together with A7.9 
for the parameter errors completely determine the error 
·model of the syste~. 
Let E denote the error space where the error vector ..!:. € E 
is defined by 
The stability of the overall system must, then, be 
considered in E. The functions k1('} and k2('} are to 
be chosen such that the equilibrium state(e:o} of the 
overall system is asymptotically stable. 
We consider as a candidate for the Liapunov function the 
quadratic form 4 
V(e} = Hbpsgn(bp}e 2+ L '6 2 + L ty 2} ~1 ,A 2 > 0 (A7.10) 1'1 · 1'2 
which
0
is a posit_ive definite function in E. 
Differentiating V with respect to time and using A7.5 
yields 
V = -bpsgn{bp}ame 2+ - ( ~l ~-bpsgn(bp}expl+ 
1 . ( A
2 
<t> +bp sgn(bp)eu). (A7.ll} 
Since the parameter errors -(t} and ~(t} are unknown 
. 
and cannot be measured, the only manner in which V can 
be made negative semidefinite is to choose 
. 
- = A1(bp .sgn(bp} } exp 
• ~ = -1' 2(bp sgn(bp}eu (A7.12} 
Since the control parameters are f(t} and q(t}, for 
practical implementation, A7.12 has to be expressed in 
. . 
terms of f(t} and q(t}. Since - (t}=(am-ap-bpf(tl l 
. . 
the~efore ~(t} = -bpf(t} and similarly for (f> (t}, hence 
f(t}= - A1sgn(bp}e(t)xp(t} 
. . 
204. 
q(tl= A2sgn(bp}e(t)u(t) (A7.13} 
Equations A7.13 are the adaptive updating laws. The 
sign of bp is assumed to be known to the designer for 
the i~plementation bf these control laws; a not 
unrestrictive assumption. 
. 
The trajectories along which V - 0 or e(tl : 0 along 
with equation A6.5 implies that 
--X + t,)UE; 0 p (A7.14) 
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One sufficient condition for this equation to have the 
tr i v i a l s o l u t i o n s ¢ = 0 a n d lf> = 0 i s. t ha t u be a s i g n a l 
with at least one frequency. component (u= step function 
t h.e re f o re p res e n ts no p r o b l em } a n d w i th th i s c o n d i t i o n 
satisfied, the overall system is uniformly asymptoti-
cally stable. 
A7.2 The Identification Scheme 
Let the plant be described by the differential equation 
(A7.2.1) 
and the model used to track the plant parameters by 
~m = C xm +(Am(t)- C}xp + Bm(tl u (A7.2.2} 
where C is a stable matrix and Am(t} and Bm(tl are 
matrices with adjustable elements. The· objective is to 
devise a scheme that dynamically adjusts these elements 
so that 
lim Am(t} = AP 
t-+ CX> 
lim Bm(t} = BP 
t ~ ()) 
lim (xm(t} - xp(t} l = lim e(t} = 0 
t - ()) t - CX> 
~(t}. = Ce+¢ xp + lf>U {A7.2.3} 
.. 
where the parameter error matrices are defined as 
(A7.2.4l 
Stability is assured with the adaptive laws 
~ = - fJ. PexpT 
<Y = - r2 PeuT · (A7.2.5) 
. where i} P,Q are positive definite symmetric matrices 
satisfying 
CT P + PC = - Q, Q = QT > 0 
and ii l 
'1 = 
(A7.2.6) 
(A7.2.7} 
For pr~ctical implementation, therefore, the identifi-
cation laws are 
= - (A7.2.8l 
(A7.2.9} 
Figure A7.1.1 is a description of the identification 
scheme provided the model and plant are interchanged. 
The actual adjustment law used in this thesis was the 
law developed by Hang and Parks 30 and is identical to 
that of equation A7.2.9, except for an adaptive loop 
damping factor ~, which is zero in A7.2.9. It was 
found experimentally however that~ could take on the 
va 1 ues OS "6 < 1 for satisfactory system performance. 
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As stated in section 3.2.3 only the model gain is 
considered and the adjustment applies only for the 
input matrix (see Figures A7.2.1 and A7.2.2 and note 
that r2 is a scalar and gain factor in the adaptive 
loop. 
The adjustement law is: 
Bm = r2 eTPbu +·~-a{( r 2 eTPbu} (A?.2.10} 
Integrating both sides with respect to time yields 
Sm = (t 
)to 
(A7.2.ll} 
By using t he no men c 1 a tu re of Figure A7.2.1 equation 
A7.2.11 may be written as 
KV = ir r'z e T Pbu +lt r2 eTPbu dt (A?.2.12} 
to 
Equation A?.2.12 is easily instrumented as in Figure 
7.2.2. 
As an· example consi.der a second order plant and model 
2 with polynomical g(s)= l+s+s , K =1 and K = p m 
we de s i re Kv, = • 6 s u c h th a t Km+ Kv = K p a n d C 
equation A7.2.7. 
.4. Hence 
=A ··- A in . 
m 
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FIGURE A7.2.1 
FIGURE A7.2.2 
PLANT 
I ~p 
l<R 
.""" g(s) 
. 
+ e )\ 
I ADJUSTABLE MODEL 
Kc 1 ~ -g(s) 
I 
Kv 
I 
u 
adaptation 
mechanism 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION VIA AN ADJUSTABLE 
MODEL 
K = ACTUAL PLANT PARAMETER p 
Km = NOMINAL PLANT PARAMETER(INITIAL 
PARAMETER OF MODEL) 
K = ADDITIONAL PARAMETER DETERMINED BY THE v ADAPTIVE LOOP 
Kc = (Km +K} WHERE K=f (KV} 
>---
u 
x 
ADAPtIVE LOOP Kc = KV + Km 
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We. have from equation A7.2.7 
ATP+PA = - Q (A7.2.13} 
P11 P12 ~: _J· b= [:] P= . A= . I . P12 P22 
where A = A and b = B of equation A7.2.l. Genera 1,1 y p p 
we choose Q=~ d 
] Hen·ce ATP ~P12 -P22 · = ~11- 2 P12 P12- 2P2_2 
and PA=· 
Therefbre equating elements in A7.2.12 yields 
p = [: J 
Therefore e T Pb - ( e1 e21 [~ ~ [~ 
= el +e2 = el + ~1 . (A7.2.14) 
APPENDIX A8 
ADAPTIVE HYBRID SIMULATON 
A8.1 Hybrid Simulation. I 
The trapezoidal rule js given by: 
~xn 
XO 
(A8.l} 
where h is the incremental interval and ·the Y; are the 
variables obtained after some manipulation from the 
plant and real-time model. n is the number of samples 
(or iterations} required for the integral to converge. 
x
0 
and xn are limits which in this case is the plant 
run-time. 
The truncation error is given as 
t e H nh
3 
· y( 2 } (el 
J:2 
(A8.2} 
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where x
0 
< e < xn and y( 2)(€} is the second derivative 
of y(x}. 
In the following program; G= ~ , B = r2 and H = h. 
The integrand y(xl = 
•. 
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LIAPUNOV PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION PROGRAMME 
LI:~:T 
.1 F~EM "t~OHF'TJl..JE LOOP P=REF E:=ADAF' GAIN G=~:OAMP CONST 11 
2 FEM "'.::5=::;\'tiC '.::;IGt·4f:~L H=HK:R UAP" 
::: F~EM "::·:: 1=>':1 r·1 :-.::2=:---:2M '/ 1=>~1P '/2=::cF' 11 
4 F.:EM "1i=tiCI OF I TEPAT IOt·~::;" 
5 LET H= iOOO 0 
10 LET 8= 5 
15 LET G= .5 
20 LET H= 5.00000E-02 
.25 LET O= 0 
30 LET AO= 0 
35 LET Al= 1 
40 LET A::= 2 
45 LET f'~3= 3 
50 LET A4= 4 
55 LET A5= 5 
60 CALL AOC1,A5,S5 
65 IF SS> 20 THEN 75 
78 GOTO 60 
75 GOSIJ8 500 
80 LET F4=H*F3/ 2 
85 .GOSUB 600 
90 LET K0= 204.?iF? 
95 CALL OTOA,O,K0 
100 FOP I= 1 TO N 
105 GOSU8 500 
110 LET F4=F4+HtF3 
115 GOSUB 600 
120 LET K0= 204.?tF? 
125 CALL DTOA,O,K0 
130 NEXT I .. 
135 PRINT F4,K0 · 
503 CALL ADC1,A0,P. 
t'i05 LET R=R* 10/ 2047 
510 CALL AOCl,Al,Y.1 
515 LET Xl=Xl* 10/ 2047 
520 CALL Aoc1;A2,x2 
5:~:5 LET '.::'.2=><2l 10/ 2047 
530 CALL AOC1,A3,Y1 
535 LET Yl=Ylt 10/ 2047 
540 CALL AOC1,A4,Y2 
545 LET Y2=Y2t 10/ 2047 
550 LET E1=X1-Y1 
555 LET E2=X2-Y2 
560 LET F1=El+E2 
565 LET F2=RtF1 
570 LET F3=8tF2 
575 F.'ETiJF.'t·~ 
600 LET F5=F3lG 
605 LET F6=F5+F4 
610 LET F7=P.t.F6 
615 PE TUF.:t·~ 
650 HlD 
•. 
-I< 
sync 
FIGURE AS.1.1 
r 
PLANT 
-X2p 
NO DEL 
VARIAN 600i 
HYBRID CONTROL FOR LlAPUNOV IDENTIFICATION 
SCHEME 
T = INTEGRATION-TIME SCALE FACTO~ 
o<pi°"m = PLANT AND MODEL DAMPING FACTOR 
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A8.2 Hybrid Simulation II 
The program for the fast model predictor controller was 
modified to include the parameter identification 
algorithm. This was achieved by simply inserting the 
algorithm directly after the command for the correct 
plant (and real-time model) drive had been established. 
The prediction section commenced only after sufficient 
time had been allowed for the real'-time model parameter 
to approach the plant parameter. Since the fast model 
trajectory equation is a function of its gain, this had 
to be updated once the real-time model gain parameter 
approached the plant gain parameter, and only after this 
updating, could the prediction phase commence. 
After the point at which the state trajectory was 
switched to be driven to the origin, the parameter 
identification algorithm was recommenced to update the 
real-time model and fast model parameters (the input 
u(t} had reversed in sign}. At a point close to the 
origin, the plant vectors were sampled to determine their 
. . . 
proximity to zero in order to apply the co~rect ~antral 
strategy. Hence the sequence of operations may be listed 
as follows: 
1. The correct drive polarity for the plant (and real~ 
. . 
time model}. 
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2. The implementation of the parameter identification 
scheme and the updating of the fast model gain 
parameter. 
3. The prediction of the switch-point in the plant 
trajectory. 
4. The recommencement of the scheme in 2. 
5. The sampling of the state vectors in order to apply 
the correct strategy when close to the origin. 
Below is a programme to achieve this method and Figure 
AS.2.1 illustrates the hybrid system. 
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ADAPTIVE PREDICTIVE CONTROL PROGRAMME 
Ll:-:)T 
1 ~~ PFr"iO t: 
14 F'F11[1 F' L F'2 
1 :;:": f.r;1TH 1 
U1 d r: : •. 11C1(_1tj;JE -02, 
u:. r u 1.:" 1 4 
5.00000E-02 
24 Lfl H~ 1.D8008E-02 
~t~ · Lt' r 
LE"f 
u: r 
LF-1 
M:·-
G= (; 1::: 
[! 1 
-
1 (.i(1 
1 
c: 
·-· l 
-..•<:.> 
-·'-' 
42 
44 
46 
60 
7~1 
8~ 
100 
110 
130 
140 
160 
170 
1Bf1 
190 
200 
~ 
210 
212 
215 
22'~ 
z:<f~ 
::' .;~~~ 
; .... 50 
?.'.60 
??O 
~~::::n 
.. :~:'.,)t) 
-.:a~l') 
311) 
-:s,:.-1..1 
."~?";') 
:·:4~J 
J:\f) 
3?U 
~--~~!~i 
::.:.:;.(1 
<}Cl:J 
410 
420 
43(1 
4413 
4$) 
4,.:,:;0 
478 
4ffa 
490 
~.(! 
518 
520 
~38 
54('.l 
5~3 
~~=·.e_ 
ft"'-:''T 
""""' ..... .,, 
LLT 
LfT 
L.Fl 
LE1 
LET 
I.) l -
f~C.-1.::: 
1:i 1 '.-::'. 
H'='-'-~-
f~?.= 
fl 
~) 
1 
--;, ,_ 
. 
-
LET ?~4= 4 
LET H'S= 5 
CriLL AOC1,A5,'.:5 
IF S~> 20 THEN 100 
GOTIJ 60 
CALL AOC 1 , f:i0, R 
LET R=Rt 10/ 2047 
CALL ADCl,Al,Xl 
LET Xl=Xlt 10/ 2047 
LET U= 1624:t.SGW R-Xl) 
CALL OTOA,UJ,V 
cor:;us 4000 
LET U=-5 
G:Y:JJ8 26f'.10 
LET l.J=-U 
CALL OTOA, I.) LI.) 
L.£T L0=-1.4 
(,[f.:)JB 4000 
Cf·:LL AOC 1 , A2 , X2 
----
LET :-<2=>'.Z.t if::V 2047 
I!: '."~2<= 0 THEM 260 
COTO :::·20 
Cf-1LL HDC.1, ~.:il .. >~1 
i i:r ::< 1 :c::::< H: 1 O/ 204 7 
IF ( ~:->~1 '."F'l THEN 310 
IF I P-<<1-tF'l :•>= 0 THEM 
i~n T (I ::!OO . 
Lf: l 1):-::-U 
ri:it L DTOH .. 1.,1 LI) . 
U:. T u~-':· 
r,rr::.u;::: ?~OO 
~-- ~=~ T I )-:::-~i.) 
r ~,u_ DTCrA, I) 1, U 
1..;rJ'.:.1. 1e c~ 100 
If < F.:--'.:<1 >>Pl THEN 400 1-;oro Jfjf:''l•3 
LET U:-::--t.) 
C.i~LL OTOA, l.J1, l.J 
LET U=-'3 
. GO~::..U8 2000 
LET l)=-1.J 
CHLL OTOA,l.)1,1.J 
GOSU8 21~30 
IF <R-~l))Pl THEH 490 
GOTO 3H00 
LET t.J:;;:-1.) 
' CrtLL OTOA) I.) 1 ; I.) ' 
. LET !J=-5 
G0'3U8 ;:'.000 
LET iJ=-f.J 
CALL . DTOA, 1.;1, 1.; 
C..OSU8 2100 
IF <R-Xl))Pl THEN 580 
GOTO 3C"fJ0 
3000 
(:J:: ~t-·: 
:'l-~~r.' 
;'~.(" .. ) 
~ :. 1 '.1 
~)t'~.:J 
f ~ t .l ~ 
f~; '11 
r::·_t> .. 
{~r,'4(<$ 
I '(~!~1 
/ 1 fJ 
~?~:lJ 
;, ::;~ l 
740 
~·':5:J 
.~6~1 
. ~?tJ 
?:7;(1 
790 
8l:.1H 
810 
820 
83fj 
~13 
910 
92.'l:l 
92'.0 
940 
~.e 
9£,0 
97'6 
9~;·;:1 
9'7>:1 
1008 
t'JlO 
1~x~o 
1031) 
1040 
10'50 
1 t:.tt~.o 
1070 
1080 
109".1 
11130 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
11:·:;9 
1160 
i 170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 
1230 
1243 
1250 
1260 
1270 
1280 
1230 
13053 
2030 
2010 
2029 
LF T ! L.: -1. I 
c··i;.L lHo~:,. I q,. I.) 
! Lr l t.·- --~; 
i.~1.' 1_ 1;:.: :_·•:11 lf1 
t L~." [ I : -. l I 
t-iit.:. Lli'(ii1.Ul.U 
' ,If{ 1::: :,:~ 11 ':(1 
IF "F·--:::i 1 ::;.:-1 THU~ 670 
t E. T u-.:--1 1 
r:. •i l. UTC1~1 . U 1 " 1.) 
Lt.: T ,,.,,. ... i:; 
I_~( J'). t[: 2(1lj\) 
LE r 1.1:::--11 
1 •. HLL OTOA,Ul_.U 
c1 ·1·~;ur:: 21 eo 
IF 'R-~1 J;Pl THEN 760 
. CUTO 3000 
LET 1)==-t) 
UiLL OTOA,ULt_) 
LET U=-5 
· GO:~.UE: 2000 · 
LEr IJ=-1.,1 
C~:+LL DTOA I I.) l , I.) 
GOSUB 2100 
GOTO 3000 
LET U= 5 
GC6U8 2008 
LET l.)=-U 
CttLL OTOA I I.) 11 I_) 
GOSUE 2200 
IF <R-Xl>>Pl THEN 370 
GOTO 3000 
LET IJ:;::-5 
Gr..r.3U8 20t10 
LET ',.l=-·t' 
CHLL OTOA,Ul,U 
co:::.ue 2300 
IF I F:-:"'.t+F'l )( 0 THEM 1040 
GOTO -:;:(H~iO 
LFT U= '5 
CO':;IJB ~:'.000 
LET 1.J=-1...i 
CALL OTOA,Ut,U 
co:::ue 2200 
IF (R~<1))P1 THEN 1110 
GOTO :::oi;.111 
LET U==--5 
Go:;uE: 2000 
LET ')=--') 
CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
G0'3U8 2300 
IF <R-Xl+Pl)( 0 THEN 1180 
GOTO 3000 
LET U= 5 
GOSIJ8 2000 
LET '-)=-1) 
CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
GOSU8 2200 
IF <R-~1))P1 THEN 1250 
GOTO 3000 
l£T U=-"5 
GOSUB 2000 
LET U:::-1.,1 
Cf{LL DT0~1 J u 1 J I.) 
co:=:ue 2300 
GlHO 3000 
CALL ADC 1 ' ~12 I Y.2 
l£T l-l2=X2:t. 1€V 2047 
CHLL AOC1,Al,X1 
. '..;. ·:~ .. : ~ 
: ·~ .:• ; 
• ' ~ ! I ,I 
•. '< _.,' 
.· ....... , .. :.• 
:-:i· .. ' '(i 
•: ! I I\ : 
~~ l t. ' l 
: '1.·'i I 
:) l . :1 ! 
;~, .. ~.~-~ 
~: 1 r·;, .1 
:) 1 t~tJ 
;~2!.~HJ 
.:?H:i 
:-:2:::".0 
22~3[1 
224Cj 
:·· ·25~_1 
2260 
2300 
231(, 
2320 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 
3-fiOO 
3210 
3020 
3030 
2-640 
4(1(;.9 
4ee>"5 
4818 
·H~.'.:-?(I 
Lle~:;.: 
402~· 
'-1~3~ -l(f 
4((:::'') 
4t14~.1 
4U·t':• 
•.P:'.1~~.o 
~ t·:.cc: 
'f ~.J. !., ;) 
4135:-
4060 
4(16£.5 
4070 
4c375 
4140 
41~)5 
4160 
416"·.J 
4170 
4175 
4180 
4185 
4190 
4195 
4200 
426'.5 
4210 
4215 
4230 
~-235 
4240 
4245 
SW--.10 
5310 
5£:.20 
5030 
50-tO 
t ! . T i-i 1 -..:;< l J 1Jj/ ::~04 7 
t f.- T ;.:·~:::::f;f:</ U1 ~L:: ) 
L f. I 1 · -H.:: t.; H LO(;•.. 1--(. ~·J2:t8../( LLtM3 >) Y( 8:.tB )·HJ 1 +l.·J2/8 
fl ;-J<"· r:·-r.· •'.:.: F' 2'. THEH 2071'.:1 
•··1 I\ i~·l \ 
<: ~1:_ L r•[}C 1 , ~12, '/ 1 
i ET '/1=='/1:.t· l(V ~:·1347 
!F 'i't-.'_:-" (1 THEtl 2140 
I_·'' i (i :21 uo 
r· ~·1! L HDC l . (~ i , >~ 1 
L [i :;1.::;.:u 10/ 2047 
fo'f Tl_IF·f-1 
C:· iL.L ~1DC: 1 , H2, '( 1 
LET Yl=Ylt 10/ 2047 
IF Yl>= 0 THEN 2240 · 
GOTO 22er1 
CfiLL ~DC1,Al,X1 
LET Xl=Xlt 10/ 2047 
RETUF.:N 
CALL AOC1,A2,Y1 
LET Yl=Ylt 10/ 2047 
IF Yl<= 0 THEN 2340 
GOTO 2300 
CALL AOC1,A1,Y.1 
LET ~l=Xl: 10/ 2047 
RETURH 
LET U= 0 
CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
LET 1<0= 0 
U4LL DTOA, DL K0 
GOTO 5000 
GOSUB 4140 
LET F4=HtF3/ 2 
CEf::IJ8 4 230 l ET ____ L __ f~F? ----··- ---
LET L2= .2ll1 
LET ~-'Jj~ c~04 . 7lL 1 
lnLL OTOA,D1,K0 
FOP I= 1. TO M 
1)~1·:.;uB 4140 
LET F4=:'.F4+H:tF3 
GCSU8 4230 
LET Ll=F? 
LET L2= .2:t.L1 
LET K0= 204 _ ?:t.L 1 
CALL OTOA,01,K0 
MD~T I 
RETUPM 
U:;LL ADCLALX1 
LET Xl=Xlt 10/ 2047 
u-tLL AOCl, A2, X2 
.LET X2=X2t·l0/ 2047 
CALL ADC1,A3,Z1 
LET Z1=Z1t 10/ 2047 
CHLL AOC1,A4,Z2 
LET 22=22* 10/ 2047 
LET E1=X1-Zl 
LET E2=X2-Z2 
LET F1=E1+E2 
LET F2= 5:tF 1 *SGt·K l.J) 
LET. F3=G:t.F2 
P.ETUPN 
LET F5=F3:t.Gl 
LET F6=F5+F4 
LET F7= 5:t.F 6:t.SGW t.) ) 
R"iTIJRN · 
C~:LL AOC1,A1,Xl 
LET Xl=Xl:t -HJ/ 2047 
PRINT "R","Xl","EP=R-Xl","L0+L2" 
PRINT R,X1,(R-Xl),(l0+L2) 
EtiO 
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_. PLANT X2p 
·.~ REAL TIME 
\/ MODEL 
K X2m X1m 
u(t) 
t t , :,l 'I 
r[t) 
-
sync _ VARIAN 600i 
-
FIGURE A8.2.1 · · DIAGRAM OF LIAPUNOV PARAMETER 
IDENTIFICATION METHOD FOR ADAPTIVE 
FAST MODEL PREDICTOR CONTROL 
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APPENDIX A9 
THE MOTION OF A RELAY CONTROLLED SYSTEM 
The system in Figure A9.l may be described by an autonomous 
(no reference or reference is zero but with a set of initial 
c~nditi~ns) .vector· differential equation of the form: 
i = F(xl + B(!) sgn(~ (x) } but is modified to 
~ = Ax+ B sgn(dT!1 (A9.l) 
where ·A = nxn matrix of constant coefficients 
I . 
d = normal to the switching hyperplane 
x = n dimensional state vect~r 
B = nxl matrix of constant coefficients 
-(!1= continuous scalar function of x 
or -(x) = switchi~g function and ~(x) =a.defining the switch-
; .ng surface. 
" 
x is represented in phase coordinates, i.e. 
xi + 1 = ~ i i = 1 , 2 , 3 , ••• , n·-1 . 
Hence the DE take~ ·on the canonical form 
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+ 1 ¢ > 1; k 
sat(¢} = k¢ I ¢ I < 1 
-f as. k ~co 
- 1 ¢ < 1 f 
·Solutions to A9.2 are usually well behaved everywhere except 
in the neighbourhood of ¢ = 0 where their behaviour may be 
investigated by deriving the equations of· motion in terms of 
¢. 
We form the total time derivative of ¢ in terms of the 
switching surface gradient:-
v¢ c)¢ }to obtain 
axn 
¢ = v¢ ~ = v¢ Ax + v¢b sgn (¢(x} l 
for values of~ satisfying the inequality 
I v¢ A~ 1. > I v ¢b I = 1 
max 
(A9.3} 
¢ has the same sign on both sides of of the switching surface. 
Thus any value of ¢ in sgn ' of switching carries the state 
point across the surface. This is ill~strated in Figure 
A9.2. 
21~ 
In order to ensure the uniqueness of ~ for this motion, 
which we call regular switching, we arbitrarily define er' at 
¢ = O .for jv¢Ax l > lv¢b to be + 1. 
For those values of x which satisfy the relations 
I v¢A~ I < I v¢b I or I dTA.?S_ I< I dTb I 
and v¢b < O or dTb < 0, yields ~ from equation A9.3 
opposite in sign to ¢ and independent of its magnitude and 
this is constrained to be zero if ¢ = 0, so that the motion 
is forced to continue on the switching surface once this 
surface is reached for as long as the equations 
I v ¢ A.?S_ I < I v ¢ b I a n d v ¢ b < O ho l d • 
The orientation of the fan of tangent directions on the 
switching surface shows that only one of these tangent 
directions is allowable corresponding to a unique value of 
¢. This constrained motion is known as chatter or what is 
now termed sliding motion. This is illustrated in Figure 
A9.3. 
The output of the relay, u, for a ·sliding trajectory may be 
• 
determined by setting sgn ¢ = u and ¢ = 0 in equation A9.3 
and solving for u this yields: 
u = 
v ¢ Ax 
v ¢ b 
(A9.4l 
'· 
sgnq, 
set of 
initial 
conditions 
I ~ 
¢ I 1 x n-1 ~ d1+ d2p+ .. + dnp , pn +a pn-1+··+01 J 
FIGURE A9.l 
FIGURE A9.2 
FIGURE A9.3 
=u n. 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF RELAY-CONTROL SYSTEM WITH 
LINEAR PLANT AND SWITCHING 
¢<0 (/>=Q 
¢.>O 
TRAJECTORY DIRECTIONS AT ¢;Q FOR REGULAR 
SWITCHING 
¢=0 
¢<0 
¢>0 
TRAJECTORY DIRECTIONS AT ¢=0 FOR SLIDING MOTION 
~ 
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The equation of motion for sliding may be expressed in first 
order form by substituting the expression for u from equation 
A9.4 in equation A9.3. Hence: 
~ = Ax - b v¢A! v~b (A9.5) 
·or )t· = f I - b v ¢)Ax v¢ b - on ¢(!) = 0, 
T f I - bd ] Ax dib 
A. 
Ax . (A9.6l 
Equation A9.6 is a linear equation. 
If phase coordinates are used, sliding motions are described 
simply by the (n-1) order differential equations in x1 
i.e. ¢(!1 = ¢ (x1 , ~l' , ... , x1 (n-l) - 0 (A9.7} 
The continuity_condition on - requires that it contains at 
most the (n-11 derivatives of x1• 
I f i n add i ti on to I v ¢A! I < I v ¢ b I and v ¢ b > O the 
trajectories int~rsecting the switching surface; points on 
this surfate where this cond1tion holds have been named 
•starting points•. 
If both v¢A! and v¢b are zero, then ~ = O from equation 
A9.3 must be examined to determine motion in the neighbour-
hood of ¢ = 0. 
In conclusion the motions of the equation A9.3 based on 
sgn ~ have solutions everywhere, and if v~b ~ 0 (no 
. starting points} trajectories proceed in well defined 
directions at every point in the state space. 
220 
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APPENDIX AlO 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE BASIC STRATEGY 
Consider the situation depi~ted in Figure Al0.1. The trajec-
tory ABCO results from an initial condition in the region 
Xi(SXi+X2l < 0 
Xi (xi +bx 2 I x 2 I l > O 
(AlO.l} 
The state trajectory does not approach the sliding boundry 
locus directly, but first mQves towards the switching line 
sx 1+x 2 = o 
From initial conditions in the region 
Xi (xi+kbx 2 I x2 I l > 0 
x1 (x 1+bx 2 I x2 1. } < O 
(Ai0.2} 
(Al0.3} 
we obtain the trajectory DEFGO. We see that the state trajec-
tory crosses the sliding boundry locus at point t before 
~eaching the switching line Al0.2 at point F. The state then 
moves to point G on the slid1ng boundry locus and along this 
locus to the origin. 
The respective alternative paths AB'CO from the initial 
conditions in the region AlO~l and DEGO from the initial 
conditions Al0.2 result from a modified strategy. This 
modifi~d strategy·ensures that the state trajectory for 
I 
initial conditions, through the state space, approaches the 
222. 
sliding boundry locus directly and then remains on the locus. 
The time taken to reach the;origin is greatly reduced. 
The modified strategy also 'rese.ts the control· parameter q 
whenever a sudden disturbance gives rise to a new set of 
initial conditions. 
The modified adaptive controller works in the fo 11 owing way: 
The control is given by 
u = sgn(-qx1-x2} q ~ 0 (Al0.4} 
and the switching 1 i ne is from Al0.4 
qx 1+x 2 = 0 (Al0.5} 
For a state point in the second or fourth quadrants of the 
x1-x 2 space i~e. the regions where 
(Al0.6) 
The modified adaptive controller- carries out the following 
steps consecutively. 
Step ({l: The switching line is rotated until it passes 
through the current state point. 
Step(iil: The controller tests for sliding at this point. 
Step(iiil: If sliding occurs the switch line is rotated 
futther, to be just ahead of the state point 
(q is reset in accordance with ~quation 4.5.5} 
I 223 
Step (iv}: If sliding does not occur, the switch line is kept 
fixed until sliding recurs (or until step(v} below 
causes step (i} ,to rotate the switch line) 
Step(v} An auxiliary switching line 
. Q Xl(t}+ X2(t} = 0 (Al0.7} 
is continuously rotated so as to pass through the state 
point (x 1(t}, x2(t) }. If the inequality 
q ~ Q < ~(1+€} (Al0.8} 
does not hold, then we reset the value of the control para-
meter q to th.at of the auxiliary parameter Q 
q = Q (Al0.9} 
' i • e. rotate the switching 1 i.ne until it passes through 
current state point (this initiates step (i) )~ 
for state points in the quadrants where 
.. x1x2 > 0 
the time-optimal control is, for x2# 0 
u = sgn (-x2} 
and.for x2=o 
. u = sgn (-x 1} 
(Al0.101 
(Al0.11} 
(Al0.12} 
the 
The adaptive strategy, steps· (il to (ivl and step(v}; is not 
applied in this region; instead the optimal control Al0.11 
or Al0.12 is used. The optimal control drives the state 
into the region 
{Al0.131 
224. 
from all points satisfying Al0.10. 
For a complete analysis of the modified control strategy see 
Zinober5. 
When the state space is bounded, the initial value of q can be 
increased as follows: 
The parameter s can then be chosen to be 
= 1 
6max I x2 I max {Al0.14} 
where bmax is the maximum expected plant parameter and 
I x2 I max is the 1 argest expected va 1 ue of I x2 I . 
Comparing Al0.14 with 4.3.8 it is seen that the initial posi-
tion of the switch line Al0.2 lies wholly within.the sliding 
region (see Figure Al0.2}. 
T~e settling time from initial conditions in the regions 
AlO.l and Al0.3 is considerably reduced as the time taken on 
th:-e respective paths ABC and EFG See Figure AlO.l is lessened. 
FIGURE AlO.l : DOUBLE-
INTEGRATOR PLANT ADAPTIVE 
RELAY CONTROL 
_,,_ STATE PATHS 
DEGO AND AB'CO: MODIFIED 
STRATEGY 
DEFGO AND ABCO: BASIC STRATEGY 
(a) x 1+bx 2 jx 2 !=0 
( b} Xi+~ bx 2 I x 2 I = 0 
x 2 
X2 
lx:Zlmax 
A 
(a) 
{ e) 
-+-----------
L1 
SX(X·2= Q 
FIGURE Al0.2 BASIC ADAPTIVE 1.CONTROL. DOUBLE 
INTEGRATOR PLANT 
s = 1 
bmax I x2 I . 
max 
sbl - sliding boundry locus 
Sliding Region 0 
• 
I 
• 
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APPENDIX All 
BASIC ADAPTIVE RELAY CONTROL STRATEGY OF TRIPLE-INTEGRATOR 
PLANTS 
The triple-integrator plant is described by the equations: 
u )t3 = o (jul<l} 
(All.l} 
where the plant parameter b (= constant> Ol is assumed un-
known or only partially known •. 
The basic adaptive controller has the linear switching 
function (see Figure All.l}. 
2 . 
u = sgn(-q ~l - 2dqx 2-x3} 
( q > 0 , d = co n s ta n t 2: j-2 ~ l 
and the switching plane is from All.2 
q2x1_ + 2dqx2 + x3 = 0 
(All.21 
(Al 1. 3} 
At time, t=O, the control parameter q is set to the value 
q = s (All.4} 
Initially s is small and the initial equation of the switch· 
ing plane is, from All.3 and All.4 
.• 
FIGURE All. l 
J u PLANT 
<!> 2 ~ 
-q x1-2dqx2-x3 ~ 
1 ,, q 
q(t0 )=s 
- yes 
-
-
IS plant sliding? 
-
q~q(1+E) 
--? 
no 
BASIC ADAPTIVE CONTROL STRATEGY. THIRD 
ORDER PLANT 
E>O 'D>O 
x 
-
• 
I 
I 
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•. 
(All.5} 
The parameter q is subsequently continually adjusted according 
to the following role {the ~ule is identical to that of the 
second-order plant, except ~hat we are rotating a plane and 
not a line}: 
If sliding motion occurs, the current switching plane is 
rotated to be just ahead of the state point, i.e. the control 
parameter is increased to the value 
q ( t+} = q ( t }( 1 + e } (€?"0}· (All.6} 
where e is a small positive number. 
There are several possible ways of rotating the plane (All~3}. 
. . 
By arbitrarily choosing the damping factor of the sliding 
motion d, to be constant (subject to the constraint 
d ~ 213 2~ we specify a particular mode of rotation. If the 
plant is not sliding on the current switch plane All.3, the 
switch phase is kept fixed, i.e. the value of q remains 
unchanged. Ideally s and E are vanishingly small. 
It can only be stated that the time taken to reach the origin 
is finite and the stat~ trajectory approaches the state 
origin on a certain sliding boundry surface • 
I 
' 
I 
APPENDIX A12 
ANALOGUE AND HYBRID ADAPTIVE RELAY CONTROL 
Al2.1 Analogue Computer Implementation of Adaptive Relay 
Control and Sliding Motion Detection 
22?-· 
Figure A12.1.1 illustrates a block diagram of a double 
integrator plant. The operation ·of the sliding motion 
detector is as follows: 
M1 is a multiplier such that its output to an input u, 2 
is To = 0.25 provided I u I = 5. 
For lu I= 5, the output of the summer s2 is positive 
and the switch R2 provides drive to the integrator I 3 . 
, 
Therefore q(t} increases with time. As soon as a 
stage is reached where the state trajectory crosses the 
sliding boundry locus, sliding commences and I u I< 5. 
2 
Hence To < . 25 and the output of R2 is switched to 
zero. This immediately holds the integrator I3 at its 
current value of q(t} (note the slew rate of the switch-
ing line is controlled by q0 ). The state trajectory 
then recrosses the sliding boundry locus and pro~eeds 
to the state origin along this locus. 
The detection of sliding motion for the hybrid simula-
tion (see A12.2l was modified as indicated in 
x 
FIGURE Al2. l. l 
qx 
x 
I 2 . 
-u :: 
-q(t) 
.25 
(a) 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A DOUBLE INTEGRATOR PLANT 
WITH ADAPTIVE RELAY CONTROL 
( a ) ·au t put = O for u 2 < . 2 4 or o u t p u t = 5 for u 2 > . 2 4 
I 
I 
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Figure A12.1.2. Here a diode limited integrator is 
used (to prevent the amplifier from going into satura-
tion) and the potentiometer ~is normally set at unity 
as in (a}. {b} Represents the rapid oscillations of 
sliding motion at the input to the integrator and (c} 
represents the output of the integrator. Since the 
output is an averaged or •smoothed' input, sufficient 
time is available for the output of the integrator to 
be sampled and processed by the minicomputer. 
Al2.2 Diagram of Hybrid System and Programs for a Second and 
Third Order Plant 
The block diagram for a second-order system is shown 
in Figure A12.2.1. 
Below are the programs used in the hybrid simulation. 
+5 
-5 
{ b) 
0 
(a) 
u(t) 
+10 v 
limited to ±5 v 
-10 v 
~ 1 ~ sl~ding motion 
I I • 
. 
I t 
~--
+ 5 !-----,.------
0 
(c} 
FIGURE A12 .1. 2 
' 
' 
' 
t 
SL ID ING M 0 TI 0 N DETECT o·R F 0 R HYBRID 
SIMULATION 
(a} DIODE LIMITED INTEGRATOR(TO PREVENT 
SATURATION OF AMPLIFIER} 
(bl INPUT TO INTEGRATOR 
(c! OUTPUT OF INTEGRATOR 
PROGRAMME FOR SECOND-ORDER PLANT WITH ADAPTIVE 
RELAY CONTROLLER 
LIST 
10 READ N1,M2 
12 F::EAD Pl I P2 
15 DATA 500 .. 1.09000E-05 
17 DATA 1.00000E-02, 1.00006E-02 
2(1 LET A4= 4 
25 LET A3= .3 
30 LET A2= 2 
35 LET Al= 1 
40 LET U0= 0 
45 CALL AOC1,A4,S4 
46 IF S4> 20 THEN 50 
47 GOTO 45 
50 LET U1= 0 
51 CALL DTOA,U0,U1 
54 LET O= 0 
55 FORD= 1.00000E-02 TO Nl STEP N2 
60 LET Q=Q+O 
65 CRLL P.OC1,A1,X1 
70 LET X1=X1* 10/ 2847 
75 C~:LL ADC1,A2,X2 
89 LET X2=X2* 10/ 2047 
82 IF A3S( Xl )<=Pl THEN 200 
85 LET U=QtX1+X2 
~ LET IJ1= 1024*SGN(-U) 
95 CP:LL OTOA I U2i) u 1 . 
1€8 CP.LL ~11A3,U2 
185 LET IJ2=U2* 10/ 2047 
110 LET U3=U2*U2 
115 IF U3< 23 THEN 100 
128 K~XT D 
125 GOTO 210 
2e9 IF A9S( Y2 X=P2 THEN 210 
2:SS GOTO 85 
210 LET Ul= 0 
215 CALL OTOA,U0,U1 
220 ENO 
235 .CALL OTOA,U0,U1 
240 END 
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PROGRAMME FOR THIRD-ORDER PLANT WITH ADAPTIVE 
RELAY CONTROLLER 
LIST 
10 READ NLN2 
12 EE~:D P1 I P2 
15 DATA 500, 1.00000E-06 
17 DATA 1.00300E-02, 1.00000E-02 
20 LET A4= 4 
25 LET A3= 3 
20 LET A2= 2 
35 LET Al= 1 
48 LET U0= 0 
42 LET A0= 0 
45 CALL AOC1,A4,S4 
46 IF S4> 20 THEN 50 
47 GOTO 45 
50 LET U1= 0 
51 CALL OTOA,U0,U1 
54 LET Q= 0 
55 FORD= 1.02000£-02 TO Nl STEP N2 
60· LET Q=Q+D 
62 Cf;LL ADC1,A3,X3 
63 LET X3=X..3;~ 10/ 2047 
65 CALL AOCL A 1 I x 1 
78 LET X1=X1* 10/ 2047 
75 Ct:LL AOC1,A2,X2 
€U LET X2=X2* 10/ 2~47 
€2 IF ~3S<X1)<=?1 TE~N 200 
f3 LET 1.J:::Q,tQ*X1 + 2;;~cp;.:x2+X3 
~3 LET Ul= 1024*SG~K-U) 
S:i C~LL OTGA,U0,U1 
1 CJ C~:LL ADC 1 .. A0, U2 
iC3 LET U2=U2* 10/ 2047 
110 LET U3=U2~J2 
1. ~.5 IF U3< 23 THS·~ 100 
!i~:;.:' K~IT D . 
12..3 GOTO 210 
2C3 IF ~SS<X2)<=P2 THEN 210 
2::5 GOTO 85 
210 LET U1= 0 
215 CALL DTOA,IJ0,IJ1 
220 E~m 
235 CALL OTOA,IJ0,U1 
240· ENO 
230 
u(t} 
sync 
FIGURE Al2.2.l 
VARIAN 600i 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SECOND-ORDER SYSTEM FOR 
ADAPTIVE RELAY HYBRID CONTROL 
NOTE: 't' IS A SCALE FACTOR FOR THE 
INTEGRATORS 
231. 
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APPEN.D IX A13 
SECOND ORDER NOMINAL-V CONTROL SYSTEMS 
A13.l Properties of Second Order Nominal-V Control Systems 
The eigenvalues i\1 , A2 of the matrix A are assumed 
real and non-positive. We can assume the eigenvalue 
o rd er i n g 0 ~ A 2 > A1 ( A i s - v e ) 
The eigenvalue ratio d. is defined ·as 
~ ="1 
A2 
which with A13.l.l implies that~? 1. 
(A13.1.ll 
(Al3.1.2l 
In terms of the x state vector, the system equation 
){ 1 0 1 xl 0 
is .· 
= + u (A13.1.3} 
2 
'A (c<+ll 1 - i\1 l ~2 x2 -
°" 
. 1 °' a 
Application of the nominal-v control method yields, 
from 5.4.7 and 5.4.3 nominal eigenvalues satisfying 
A2(nom} Ac 1 
i\1 
o{ +1} (Al3.1.4l = = "3" ( 1'1 + i\21 = ,c 
o( 
i\l(nom} = 2i\ = j. ( A1 + A2l = 2 "1 ( «. +11 c o\. I 3 
For the nominal system, the transformation from the x 
to the-~ state vector (i.e. the nomin~l-v state trans-
formationl is, from 5.4.10 and 5.4.12. 
•, 
.. 
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vl = xl 
V2 = -2 A 1 ( cil+l} Xl + X2 (A13.l.5l 
-r- o(. 
i.e. v = T(nom} x 
In terms of the nominal v state vector the system 
equation is 
-1 
v = T(nom} A T (nom) ! + T(nom) Bu . (A13.1.6l 
which from A13.1.3 and Al3.l.5, may be shown to be 
vl 2 i\ 1 ( ol.+l } 1 0 
-r- .. °' Vl 
= + u 
A 2 A 1 
V2 ~ ( o(-2}(2o<. -1} 4(~1) V2 a 
9 °' (A13.1.7} 
The nominal-v control law may now be written the same 
form as that of the double integrator plant, viz. 
u = u ( v ) :; - s g n ( v 1 +z v 2 I v 2 I · } ( A 13 • 1. 8 } 
when (a} Ai = i\ 2 = 0 (the double integrator plant} 
and 
(bl i\1 = 2 i\ 2 {when d. = 2} equation Al3.l.8 
represents the exact time optimal control law. In 
other cases the control is sub optimal and the 
nominal-! control system has the following properties 
(see Ryan 6 for a detailed analysis}. 
1. For all admiss'ible values Ofol.<2 the nominal-v 
switching curve is composed entirely of regular 
switch points 
233 ' 
2. For all values ofot.>2 a. sliding segment bounded by 
1so<. 2 
= exists on the 
ol. ~\ 2 ( <:J.. - 2 } ( 2o< - 1 } 
nominal-y switching curve. Points of the switching 
curve interior to this segment are sliding points, 
all exterior points being regular switch points. 
3. Forvalues of°'> 2 all state trajectories reach and 
remain on the sliding segment of the nominal-v · 
switching curve after at most one regular switch. 
4 • For v a 1 u es of d..> 2 the T i me T to the state or i g i n 
from an arbitrary point (v 1°, v2°) on the sliding 
segment of the nominal-y switching curve is given 
by 
a·).1 ( o\+ 1) 
L n ( 1- 3°' I v2° I) (A13.l.9} 
(For an account of regular switching and sliding 
motion see Appendix A9}. ' 
From property 1 it may be established that, for. 
admissible values ofd..<2(i.e. 1 :::_o( < 2), the state 
point follows a regular switching trajectory to the 
state origin with successive switches alternating 
between the second and fourth qu~drants .of the ~ state 
plane. Ryan 6 has showed that· this overshoot motion 
23.9-
is highly damped and i~ general.the state point may be 
regarded as having reached the origin after the second 
of the theoretical infinity of switches. 
From properties 2,3 and 4 it may .be concluded that, 
under nominal-v control, the time to the origin from all. 
initial states is finite for values ofo\>2. Every 
state trajectory terminates in a sliding path to the 
origin (with the exception of switchless trajectories, 
originating at points on the exact time-optimal switch 
ing curve, which follow a P or N path to the state 
origin and are thus precisely time-optimal trajectories) 
This slidirig path corresponds to a time-optimal path 
for the nominal system since the state point is con-
strained to remain on the nominal-! switching curve 
(i.e. the time-optimal switching curve for the nominal 
systeml. 
Note: Trajectories in the state space having u = +l 
are termed P-trajectories and similarly trajectories 
described with u =-1 are termed N-trajectories. 
Since u = sgn ~. P-trajectories lie in that region 
of the state space where ~ > 0 and N-trajectories lie 
in the sub space ~ < 0. 
A13.2 Examples of second order nominal-v cohtrol. 
From A13.1.2 the state equations may be written as 
dx 1 Cit = x2 
dx 2 
-
'A 2 
"1 ( ~1} + ~ cit = 1 xl + x2 (A13.2.1) CJ:" a 
Defining the set of normalized variables 
t-= 
- 'A 1t; Xi = 'A 2 1 ax 1 ; x2 = - 'Alax2 (A13.2.2} 
on substituting in A13.2.1 the normalized system 
equations become 
(Al3.2.3} 
Equations A13.2.3 imply that the transfer function 
between th~ scalar input u and the normalized output 
variable xi is given by 
G(sl = 1 (A13.2.4} 
( s+l }( s+kl 
23 5-. 
For the integrator plus lag plant the normalized form 
of A13.2.4 is assumed and the superscript (-} is 
omitted, also for the integrator plus lag d.... =CO. 
Hence for the integrator plus lag, the normalized values 
A1 = -1; A2= O; a = 1 are assumed (see equations 
A13.1.2 and A13.1.3) i.e. the plant transfer function is 
1 
G(sl = s(s+ll 
236· 
(Al3.2.5l 
The time-optimal switching curve, consisting of p and. 
N paths heading to the state origin, may be shown to 
satisfy (see Appendix A6.2) 
x1+x 2 - sgn(x 2}Ln(l+ I x2 j ) = O (Al3.2.6} 
Applying the nominal-v control method, from Al.4 the 
nominal eigenvalues are 
~l(nom} 
1'2(nom} = 
From Al3 .1. 5 
vl = x·l 
' 
the nominal-v 
v2 = 
213 x 1 
(A13.2.7} 
variables are given by 
+ x2 (Al3.2.8} 
and from Al. 8, the nominal-v switching curve satisfies 
v 1 + l V2 I v 2 I = 0 (A13.2.9) 2 
Through the implementation of equation Al3.2.9, the 
difficulty· in synthesizing the logarithmic function 
of Al3.2.6 may be avoided. 
For the double-pole plant (two lags} o( = 1, the 
·normalized values ~l = -1; ~ 2 = - 1; a = 1 are assumed, 
i.e. the plant transfer function is 
1 
G(s} = (s+l}2 (A13.2.10} 
The time-optimal switching curve for this plant may be 
shown to satisfy 
sgn(x 1+x 2}.(l+ j x 1 +x~ I ).Ln(l+ I x1+x 2 j }-x 2 = 0 
(Al3.2.ll} 
237 .. 
Application of the nominal-y control method yields, from 
Al3.l.4, nominal eigenvalues 
Al(nom} = 2 Ac= _4/3 
/... = 'A = - 213 2(nom} c {Al3.2.12} 
From Al3.l.5, the nominal-v state variab1es are 
(A13.2.13} 
and again, the nominal-v switching curve satisfies 
(Al3.2.14} 
Thus again equation Al3.2.ll can be superceded by a 
set of simpler functions, viz that of equations 
Al3.2.13. 
' 
'\ 
APPENDIX Al4 
ANALOGUE AND HYBRID V CONTROL 
Al4.l V Control. equations and analogue computer block. 
diagram. 
238 
The transfer function of the second order-plant used is 
1 (Al4.l.1} 
s(s+ .l} 
Hence the eigenvalues are Al = -.1 and A2 = 0. 
From equations Al3.l.4 
A2(nom} = Ac = l/3 (-.1+0} = -.l/3 (Al4.l.2} 
A = 2)1. = 2/ 3 (-.1 +O} = -.2/3 l(nom} c 
-.2/3 
therefore .....1 - = 2 
"""nom - -.1/ 3 
(Al4.l.3} 
therefore from equations Al3.l.5 
Vl = Xl 
v 2 = - 2/ 3 (-·j H~l x 1 + x2 
. • 2 
· · .v2 = 3 xl + x2 (Al4.l.4} 
The drive signal u is given by equation Al3.l.8 and 
is u = u(~} = - sgn (v 1 + ~ v2 I y 2!} (Al4.1.5} 
where v1 and v2 are the equations Al4.1.4. 
The block diagram for a second order plant with the 
above control equations is illustrated in Figure A14.1.l 
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Note: The error and error rate state-variables are 
used, as the reference is not an 1 initial condition 1 
but a.n external reference step function. 
Al4.2 Program for hybrid control of a second-order plant and 
system block diagram. 
Below is a program for the hybrid control of a second-
order plant. 
"\ 
HYBRID CONTROL OF A SECOND ORDER PLANT WITH 
V TRANSFORMATION CONTROL EQUATIONS 
Lr:;r 
10 LET Pl= 1.00000E-02 
15 LET P2= 1.00000E-02 
25 LET Al= 1 
30 LET A2= 2 
35 LET A3= .3 
41:, LET AO= (1 
45 LET Ul= 0 
50 CALL · AOC1,A3,S3 
55 IF S3> 20 THEN 100 
6(1 GOTO 50 
100 CALL ADC1,A1,X1 
105 LET ;:::t=>::U: 10/ 2047 
110 CALL AOC1,A2,X2 
115 LET X2=X2t 10/ 2047 
120 LET Ul=::<l 
125 LET 1..J2=i<2+>~ 1 :t. 2/ 30 
130 LET W2=ABS<U2) 
135 LET U=-1024*SGW t.) 1 +l)2*~J2/ 2) 
140 CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
145 IF A8S<Xl><=Pl THEN 155 
150 GOTO 106 
155 IF ABS<X2><=P2 THEN 200 
160 GOTO 100 
200 LET U= 0 
205 CALL OTOA,Ul,U 
210 CALL ADC1,A1,X1 
215 LET Y.l=Xl* 10/ 2047 
220 CALL AOC1,A0,T 
225 LET T=T* 10/ 2047 
230 LET Tl=T/ 5.00000E-02 
235 PRINT Xl,Tl 
240 END 
240 
±u 
FIGURE Al4.2.l 
sync 
VARIAN 600i 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF HYBRID SECOND-ORDER 
SYSTEM 
APPENDIX A15 
THIRD-ORDER HYBRID V CONTROL 
Al5.1 The derivation of the control law equations for a 
.. third-order plant. 
The plant considered has a transfer function 
K 
s(s 2+d s+l} p 
(Al5.l.l} 
when KP = ! = 1 (nominal) and O < o<p < 1. 
From equations 5.4.10 and 5.4.13 
V = T x and nom -
1 
Tnom = - Al(nom) 
a 
1 
a 
a 
A1(nom} /..2(nom) -0,1(nom}+1'2(noml_) 1 
(Al5.1.2l 
241 
For a step input%' the system equations can be written 
as 
r. 0 i 0 1 r 0 xl I zl 
x = 0 0 1 x2 + 0 u (Al5.1.3l_ 2 -~J X3 0 -1 X3 KP 
•. 
'\ 
The eigenvalues of Al5.l.3 are 
/\( i\2+c4A+ 1 1 = 0 or p 
A3 o, A2 
-ci.. (1-~2)~, = 
-f = +j 
-zr 
We select « = .4 ; hence p 
merely 
-t::>( 
°A1=--z1?-
A3=o, 1\ 2= -.2+j.98, "A 1= -.2-j.98 
-j ( 1-~ 2 l ~ 
+ 
Step 1. We assume a nominal plant with nominal 
242 
eigenvalues satisfying (from equations 5.4.7 and 5.4.81 
"A· =(4-i) "A 1 c i=l,2,3 Ac= constant> 0 
i.e. Al(nom} = 3~\ 
/\2(nom} ·- 2Ac (A15.1.4) 
A3(noml = Ac 
Step 2. Sum of the eigenvalues = sum of actual eigen-
values 
3 
2: i\i (nom) = 
i=l 
3 
2:: 
i=l 
i\ . 1 
(A15.1.5) 
Step 3. The implementing on the actual system the 
sub-optimal control law of the nominal series 
decomposed system ; u=~sgn(¢(~)(identica1 to that of 
ll = x2' ~ 2 = x3 and *3 = u/a, and see Ftgure Al5.l.ll 
-[] u V3 v2 V1 1 1 1 1 - -- -- -a S-)\3 S-A2 s-i\1 
I 
~ 
-¢{~) -
-
-
. 
FIGURE 15.1.1 SERIES DECOMPOSITION FOR A THIRD-ORDER PLANT 
. '\ 
Step 4. Let v = Tnom x where Tnom = Al5.1.2 
1 . 0 
Hence T= -31\ 1 
c 
0 
o 
6/...2 -5/... 1 
.C C 
Hencef_ = 
c 
i (0-.2+j .98-.2-j 
= - . 4 = - • 06 7 
.98) 
Hence b 
/\l(nom} = 
)\ .. -
2(nom} -
"-3(nom} = 
and from equation 
o 
1 
.335 
therefore v1 - x - 1 
3 /.. c = 
2 i\ c = 
Ac = 
A15.1.6 
0 
0 
1 
-.201 
-.134 
-.067 
The control input'u(~} = -sgn ( ¢ (~} } 
= -sgn(U I u I + a 
where 1 KP 1 (nominal} - = = a 3 
and u = vl +a2 ~ + av 2 V3 s g·n ( v 3} 3 
v 2 ( v 31_ = V2 +av 3s.gn 
-2-
(.A15.1.6l 
(Al5.l.71 
v3}(Al5".l.8} 
(Al 5 .1. 9} 
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244. 
and v1 , v2 and v3 take on the va1ues of x1 , x2 and x3 
in equations Al5.l.7. In other words the plant states 
are sampled regularly and are transformed into the 
v variables by the steps 1 to 4. The control input 
is then given by equations Al5.l.8 and A15.l.9. 
Al5.2 Program and block diagram for a third-order system. 
Below is a program for y transformation control of 
a third order plant for a step initial condition. 
The block diagram follows on the next page. 
PROGRAMME FOR THE CONTROL OF A THIRD-ORDER PLANT 
USlN.G Tl:LE V TRANSFORMED VARIABLES 
LIST 
:3 LET A= 1 
10 LET P= s:o0000E-02 
2(1 LET Al= l 
24: LET 142= 2 
3i) LE·r A3= 3 
·35 LET A4= 4 
40 LET UO= 0 
45 CALL AOC1,A4,S4 
50 IF S4> 2(1 THEM 60 
5~3 GOTO 45 
60 CALL ADCl,Al.Xl 
65 LET Xl=Xlt 10/ 2047 
70 CALL AOC1,A2.X2 
75 LET X2=X2t 10/ 2047 
80 CALL ADC1,A3,X3 
85 LET X3=X3t 10/ 2047 
9f1 LET ~l 1 = 2 . 68000E-02:*:;.~ 1 + . 335:t:;2+i·G 
95 LET W2=WltW1 
100 LET W3=W2tW1 
105 LET W4= .201*Xl+X2 
11 (1 LET IJ 1=>~1 +< Al'.FH'.~{?./ 3 )+A:f~l4:t~l 1 'tSGW ~·J 1 ) 
115 LET U2=W4+AtW2tSGH<W1)/ 2 
120 LET U3=ABS<U1) 
125 LET U4=U2*U2*U2 
130 LET U=-204.7*SGN((Ul*U3)+(A*U4)) 
140 CALL OTOA.u0.u 
145 IF ABS<Xl)<=P THEN 155 
150 GOTO 60 . 
155 IF ABS<X2><=P THEN 165 
160 GOTO 60 
165 IF ABS< X3 >< =P THEM 180 
170 GOTO 60 . 
180 LET IJ= 0 
185 CALL OTOA,U0,U 
198 PRINT x1.x2.x3 
::::(1(1 Etm 
245 
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